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Although President Theodore Roosevelt intervened in the

Dominican Republic in 1905 to prevent European creditor nations

from securing a foothold at the Atlantic entrance to the

Panama Canal, the idea persists among certain historians that

Roosevelt's motives for intervention were primarily economic,

not political. A close examination of Dominican economic

history from the inauguration in 1882 of the tyrannical

President Ulises Heureaux, combined with a study of American

diplomacy toward the Dominican Republic to the initiation

of the customs receivership in 1907, demonstrates that American

policy attempted to thwart outside intervention, not promote

economic subversion.

Best primary sources are the State Department's Diplomatic

Instructions, 1801-1906; the Despatches, 1883-1906; and

Jacob H. Hollander's "Report" and "Exhibits." Excellent

secondary sources are Dana G. MIunro's Caribbean studies.
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CHAPTER I

ECONOMIC DETERiINISM AND TIE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

President Theodore Roosevelt's intervention in the financial

affairs of the Dominican Republic in 1905 generated decades of

historiographical controversy on American motives for involvement.

Such historians as Samuel Flagg Bemis, Dana G-. Nunro, and Howard

C. Hill took the position that the intervention occurred for

political and military reasons. European threats to seize

Dominican customs houses for debt payment would, if carried out,

undermine the Monroe Doctrine, and bring into question the

security of the isthmian canal then under construction. Inter-

vention thereby struck a sensible balance between American

ideals and interests.

Other historians interpreted the intervention differently.

Social and economic changes had revolutionized America after

the Spanish-American vvlar, and not surprisingly, historiography

reflected those changes. Charles A. Beard, though not the first

writer to call attention to the importance of economic processes

in American history, stirred great controversy in 1913 with his

study on the economic origins of the United States Constitution.

lBemis, The Latin-American Policy of the United States
(New York, 1971~7; Munro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy in
the Caribbean, 1900-1921 (Princeton, N. J., 1964); Hill, Roosevelt
and. the Caribbean (Chicago, 1927).
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Another of his writings, The Rise of American Civilization,

which first appeared in 1927 and subsequently underwent a

number of revisions, expanded upon his previous findings and

applied radical economic theories to the entire panorama of

the American past. In studying the result of industrial-

ization following the Civil War, Beard observed that alongside

"the growing economic surplus which sustained the colorful and

exuberant culture of the gilded age, ran an increasing pressure

for foreign markets and investment opportunities." The

Sp'nish-American War partially relieved the pressure through

annexation of Puerto Rico and "absorption" of Cuba.2

Chronic Latin political instability, continued Beard, soon

revived latent economic forces; periodic revolutions upset

:oreign investors, particularly those owning government bonds.

Aware of growing American hegemony in the Western Hemisphere,

the investors naturally appealed to the United States for help.

Encouraged by successes in Cuba and Puerto Rico, the United

States in response began spreading American "civilization" to

end disorder in lands to the south. Gunboat diplomacy was used

against uncooperative Latins when necessary, but was sufficiently

limited to avoid official declaration of war. In that way the

economic and political influence of the United States eventually

permeated all of Latin America.3

2Charles A. Beard and Mary R. Beard, The Rise of American
Civilization, rev. and enl. ed., 2 vols. i~1 (New; York, 1959),
II, 480, 501.

Ibid., pp. 501-2.

l"WW*WATMVAW-W.4"4
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Among the examples of peaceful extension of American

sovereignty were the take-over of Dominican customs houses in

1905, and later the establishment of a "pecuniary protectorate"

in the Republic in 1907. Beard did not believe, though, that

American influence spread by premeditated design; on the contrary,

a "higher law" of economic pressures determined the course of

events, manifesting itself through American-imposed "law, order,

good roads, sanitation, education, and industrial progress."

Thus Beard concluded, "as the needle the magnet, so public

policy followed the course of economic events."4

Not only Beard's conclusions, but the process by which

Beard arrived at his conclusions came under extensive scrutiny.

He subscribed to a philosophy known as historical relativism,

which held that the past can be known with only minimal accuracy.

To compensate, the historian made judgments on the past according

to the conditions and needs of the present. Since Beard lived

in a time of great social and economic upheaval, he found in

economic determinism the explanation of and the solution to the

human condition. Historiography for him thereby became a mani-

festo of "plans and hopes for future betterment," and the

historian "a prophet whose predictions would be verified or

rejected by future experience." Though critics pointed to the

logical impossibility of understanding the past in terms of

unknown goals in the future, Beard called for an intellectual

4 bid., pp. 502-5, 525-6.
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"act of faith" to make the "new history" work. In later years,

Beard's innate skepticism caused him to question the validity

of vis system, but he never entirely abandoned the idea of

economic determinism as the inal cause of human events.5

The theme of peaceful American economic conquest enjoyed

considerable popularity and encouraged other historians to

elaborate on it. Interpretations followed which discarded the

notion tt american expansion went forward without any precon-

ceived plans. The "higher law" of economic pressures, it was

claimed, operated jointly with a conscious, government effort

to bring foreign lands under American domination.

A year after publication of Beard's Rise of American

Civilization, a more strident analysis of American foreign

policy appeared in a book entitled Dollar Diplomacy. Its

authors claimed that economic expansion and growth of capital

in the United States created policies geared to the subjugation

of Asian and Latin lands. Investors drew government attention

particularly to Caribbean territories "which were the nearest

and easiest possible outlets" for capital. Speculators descended

upon these underdeveloped areas fully expecting United States

government support in case of mistreatment. The authors, in

fact, purported to see a cause-and-effect relationship between

Cushing Strout, The Pragmatic Revolt in American History:
Varl Becker and Charles Beard, edited by David Horne (New Haven,
Conn., 1958), pp. 9, 56, 58, 87.
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foreign investor dissatisfaction and American intervention in

Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Nicaragua.6

The Dominican Republic was among the first targets of the

United States. The Santo Domingo Improvement Company, an

American corporation controlling a large portion of the Republic's

bonded debt, had lost control of the Dominican customs system by

an act of legislative expulsion in January, 1901. Since the

customs system provided interest payments on the bonded debt,

the Company applied to the State Department for help. Nego-

tiation between the Company and the Dominican government resulted.

Unfortunately, disagreements over defaulted bond and interest

payments prevented an amicable settlement of creditor grievances.

And so, claimed the authors, Secretary of State John Hay and the

Minister to the Dominican Republic, Thomas C. Dawson, used the

Republic's financial difficulties and rumors of impending European

intervention as excuses to take over the customs houses in 1905,

Dominicans accepted the American customs receivership,

according to Melvin '1. Knight in The Americans in Santo Domingo,

in a "bid for common bondage as the alternative to dismemberment"

by European creditor nations. In 1904 American negotiators

attempting to resolve the Santo Domingo Improvement Company case

allegedly created an unofficial receivership, on paper at least,

Scott Nearing and Joseph Freeman, Dollar Diplomacy (New York,
1928), pp. 18, 124.

7 Ibid., p. 125,
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by forcing the customs houses to resume payments to the

Improvement Company. The Dominican government could not meet

the new payments. There soon followed international compli-

cations which led to the Roosevelt intervention in 1905 and

finaLly to the formal receivership treaty in 1907.8

Knight's study published in 1928, remains the standard

economic determinist interpretation of american involvement

in the Dominican Iepublic. The book is caustic and unsparing

as well as overdone in its indict ent of United States diplo-

macy. chargingg that the Grant Adiinis tration had provoked

investor interest with an annexation scheme in 1870, Knight

drew picture of American financial l influence spreading insid-

iously in the following decades to Emerye at last with the

State Department's open support of the Improverent ComptSjanv.

The role o' the United States government therefore otfered

"a. reprsntative sample of forceful irtervention to protect

Atr i CninjVestors."'

In are secialized writings historian J. Fred ,ippy

contributed two articles (icussing the part Resdent Roosevelt

played in abetting extension of America 0 n power over the Dominican

Reublc. In the first article -RiPpy wrote that Roosevelt was

"influenced somewhat by the British government and British

8Melvin . Knight, he Americans in Eanto Domingo, edited
by Harry ElImer Barnes (New York, 1928), pp. 21-23.

9Ibid., pp. xi, 11, 15-16.
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capitalists." English citizens held a large block of Improvement

Company bonds; removal of the Company's grip on customs

collection in January, 1901, caused the bondholders to agitate

for American intervention lest the source of interest payments

on the bonds be lost. Though a paper settlement occurred in

1904, it nevertheless created greater problems--French, Italian,

Belgian, Spanish, and German creditors not connected with the

Improvement Company demanded equal consideration from the State

Department and Dominican government. As a result Roosevelt had

to intervene and distribute customs proceeds proportionally to

satisfy all creditors.-0

Rippy made additional speculations about Roosevelt's

motives in a later article on the customs receivership itself.

He listed as considerations: the possibility of foreign inter-

vention; a desire to defend American interests; the need for

national expansion; and a humane desire to aid the Dominican

people. Although Rippy argued the impossibility of determining

which factors had the greatest influence on Roosevelt, he did

make a strong case for both expansionism and economic interests.

John Hay, on December 30, 1904, had authorized Dawson, the

American Minister, to suggest to the Dominicans the merit of

Americans overseeing the operation of the customs service.

In the year preceding transmission of that authorization, both

lJ. Fred Rippy, "The British Bondholders and the Roosevelt
Corollary of the Monroe Doctrine," Political Science Quarterly,
XLIX (June, 1934), 195-206.
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Roosevelt and the State Department had received a dozen pieces

of correspondence from various American businessmen urging

intervention to protect private interests. Rippy believed the

correspondence and the authorization were related, and concluded

that the Roosevelt administration made a thorough effort to

protect American investments by diplomatic pressure. 1l

A more recent publication, The Tragedy of American Diplomacy,

claimed that the Panic of 1893 caused large sections of the

public to believe that only an expansionist foreign policy would

preserve prosperity and the American way of life. Helping to

confirm that belief was the conviction that exports had spurred

recovery from the depression. Thus when the nation perceived

that Spain stood astride the path to new markets in Asia and

Latin America, war resulted. The successful conclusion of

hostilities then allowed Secretary of State John Hay to cir-

culate the Open Door Notes of 1899 and 1900 "to clear the way

and establish the conditions under which America's preponderant

economic power would extend the American system throughout the

world without the embarrassment and inefficiency of traditional

colonialism."12

The United States also found it necessary to change under-

developed foreign societies in a limited way in order to integrate

J. Fred Rippy, "The Initiation of the Customs Receivership
in the Dominican Republic," Hispanic American Historical Review,
XVII (November, 1937), 419-57.

12William Appleman Williams, The Tragedy of American
Diplomacy, rev. and enl. ed. (New York, 1962), pp. 11, 21-22, 37,
43, 46.
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them most efficiently with the American economy. Their back-

wardness hindered progress; Americanization would speed indus-

trialization. This line of thinking received .strong support

and direction from American mission ries who believed they were

advancing the cause of hris'tianity by imposing American ideals

and goals on developing societies. As a result, "humanitarian

concern. was . . . reinforced by hard-headed economic

requiremaents.,"13

"The administrations of Theodore Roosevelt understood the

relationship between economic expansion and overseas reform,

and explicitly integrated it into the strategy of the Open Door

Policy." When Roosevelt intervened to adjust the finances of

the -Dominican republic, he invoked his Qorollary to the Monroe

Doctrine to stress "the need for reforms and the obligation

of the United States to see that they were made and honored."1 4

The Roosevelt Corollary, in effect, served as a Latin Merican

supplement to the Open Door Notes.

In summary the economic determinists have proposed the

following:

After the Civil War the burgeoning American economy created

surplus capital which sought overseas outlets. Depression in

the 1890's sharpened demand for overseas investment opportunities

and created a foreign policy of economic imperialism. The new

13Ibid., pp. 56-58. 14 Ibid., p. 58.
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policy caused a clash with Spain which led to war. Once the

war ended, lost Spanish territory in the Caribbean and Pacific

eased economic pressures and served as staging areas for further

penetration into Latin America and Asia. As American investments

grew abroad, the United States found itself forced to defend

its capitalists or risk decline of prosperity at home. The

nearby Dominican Republic, gradually infiltrated over the years

by Yankee capitalists, soon felt the heavy hand of American

imperialism. When the Dominicans attempted to liquidate onerous

debts and regain control of their customs system, the State

Department interfered and, in effect, acted as a tool of Wall

Street. President Roosevelt then contrived a threat of foreign

intervention to impose a financial protectorate, and brought

the Republic under firm American control. The President's

policy arrogated to the United States the right to adjust an

insolvent nation's finances and served as a hemispheric mani-

festo to complement the Open Door Policy.

As the decade of the 1950's closed, the "new history" had,

by the reckoning of the younger radical historians who were

replacing Beard and his followers, spent its force. Rejecting

both the "conservative consensus" which "reflected the needs

and values of the fifties," and the Beardian framework of

paradoxes and inconsistencies, the "New Left" went beyoud

"objective history to the realm of values," i.e. ideals,

I - I .- . -', A , --- - ------- --- -- T- ,
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institutions, and customs. Specifically the "New Left" sought

a "usable past" to provide reform guidelines for American

domestic and foreign policies. For no apparent reason, the

Dom inican customs receivership--an important event in under-

standing later interventions in the Caribbean--has not attracted

the attention of the "New Left." Before it does, and before

some radical historian clips out a "usable past" to throw into

the shredding machine of economic determinism, it is necessary

to make an objective and non-ideological investigation on the

economic background to the receivership.

First, how credible is the argument that the presence of

"surplus" capital in the growing American economy created

pressure for new markets in spite of the opportunities at home?

Also, what is the validity o.f the contention that exports

trigered a business recovery in the late 1890's? for the

Dominican Republic, how much American economic penetration

actually di occur there, and what part did business interests,

both i aerican and non-Aerican, play in bringing about the

customs receivership? The actions of the State Department and

its representatives in the Republic will also have to be con-

sidered. Important too are the causes for the inmensity of

Dominican debts and the chronic financial chaos of the country.

15Barton J. Bernstein, ed., Towards A New Past: Dissenting
Essays n American History (New York, 1968),~pp. i, xiii;
Irwin Unger, "The 'New Left' a.nd American history: Somne Recent
Trends in United States Historiography," -American Historical
Review, LXXII (July, 1967), 1237-63.
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And finally, what were the thoughts and actions of Theodore

Roosevelt on Dominican affairs from 1901 to 1907?

On the question o& so-called capital surplus,16 it should

be noted that a surplus would not necessarily seek overseas

outlets unless domestic investment opportunities were so risky

or limited that capital had to migra t e in orde to bring

profitable returns. If poor domestic investment opportunities

occurred during depressions, recessions, and wars between 1850

and 1900, one might expect investments in the United States to

decline and American investments abroad to increase. But a

recent study has demonstrated that net American indebtedness

(American obligations owed foreign creditors versus foreign

obligations owed Americans) increased during the Civil War and

the financially unsettled periods extending from 1873 to 1876,

1882 to 1885, and 1890 to 1896. As it was, American investors

in 1869 had less than $100,000,000 invested abroad, though that

figure increased to 8700,000,000 by 1898. Far more signifi-

cantly, foreign investments in the United States reflected

confidence in the economy by growing from less than $200,000,000

in the 1840's to $3,500,000,000 by 1898. This would seem to

indicate that opportunities at home were neither so risky

nor limited that circumstance would compel accumulated capital

ltCapital" as used here indicates accumulated funds, not
goods or instruments of production.
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to flee abroad. Also, there is no evidence to support the

plausible hypothesis of a "one-to-one relationship between

capital accumulation and economic growth." Instead, accumu-

lation is apparently a result of economic growth rather than

a cause of it, because an "efficient use of capital is more

important than an increase in its quantity."

What, then, of the $700,000,000 Americans had invested

overseas by the turn of the century? Americans have always

invested some savings abroad since the colonial era, though

the amount remained insignificant for many decades. The sudden

rise of Americtn capital investments abroad appears to be an

indication of a maturing economy rather than an example of

economic imperialism based on surplus capital. Growth of the

economy reduced its dependence upon imported manufactured goods

as machinery and capital became available to produce those

goods at home. That in turn created demand for more raw

material imports and led to direct American investment in raw

material sources to insure a continuing supply.18 Therefore,

the task of historiography in this case should be to investigate

atthew Simon, "The United States Balance of Payments,
1861-1900," Trends in the American Economy in the Nineteenth
Century, Vol. XXIV of Studies In Incme and Wealth: National
Bureau of Economic Research, (Princeton, 1i. J., 1960),

. 699-705, 711; Cleona Lewis, America's Qtake in International
Investment (Menasha, Wisc., 1938,Tp.440; Herman E. Krooss,
A'ierican Economic Development, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,
96),pp. 205-6, 213-4.

1 Cleona Lewis, The United States and Foreign Investment
Problems (Menasha, wisc., 1948), p. 2; Simon Kuznets, Capitl
in the A'erican EconoMy (Princeton, N. J., 1961), PP. 138-9.
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what tne United States did in specific countries to secure

markets, and to determine how much, if any, economic subjugation

occurred.

Tuile it must be conceded that there are episodes in

American history which reflect little credit upon American

statesmen and businessmen, it must also be said that the course

of our foreign relations cannot wholly be explained in terms of

economic imperialism alone. To assume that the presence of

American capital indicates the presence of ALerican imperialism

is naive. That economics influences history is undeniable; that

economics determines history is untenable. The Dominican

Republic at the turn of the century is an example of a ntion

whose problems in world politics were brought about by economic

difficulties. But the United States in intervening to resolve

those difficulties did so for political and military reasons,

not r restricted and ephemeral advantages which might accrue

to capitalists. President Roosevelt applied an economic solution

(the customs receivership) to solve an economic problem, but he

did so uo prevent Europeans from securing a -oothold on the

Atlantic approaches to the Panama Canal.

Concerning the alleged rel auion between the growth of

American exports and the course of American diplomacy, theIe are

enough iconsistencies in statistical data to question whether

any relatioship ever existed. The recorded American balance

of trade, which had shown an excess of imports over exports for
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many years, suddenly reversed in fiscal 1896. A number of

factors may have contributed to the reversal. IFirst, the world

supply of gold expanded rapidly after 1890, allowing American

money stock and prices to rise, thus promoting equilibrium in

the balance of trade. Second, large wheat exports to Europe

in 1897 and 1898, and an import reduction forced by the pro-

tectionist Dingley Tariff, worked to shift the balance in favor

of the United itate., Amazingly enough, the balance remained

favoruble for every year through fiscal 1909 and caused two

economists analyzing the trend to comment years later that "the

shift in the recorded balance of trade is so sudden, so large,

and so long continued that it raises doubts in our minds about

the accuracy of the figuress" They did concede, however, that

they were unablee to find any changes in the method of compiling

the figures or any other source o diferential error that would

explain the sudden shift in level." 9

In addition to the sudden positive trade balance, the

economy recorded another unusual phenomenon. From 1897 to 1906

the United States exported capital; that is, its investments

made overseas during those years exceeded foreign investments

made in the United States during the same period. A possible

explanation is the favorable baLnce of trade from 1897 to

l909 discussed above. But there is no reason to assume an

19 Mil ton riedman and Anna J. Schvartz, A Monetary History
of te United States, 1867-1960 (Princeton, N. J., 1963),
Ppp. 137, 140. 

_
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export advantage would encourage capital to migrate abroad; it

could just as easily have induced capital to remain at home.

Also the defeat of lilliam Jennings Bryan and bi-metallism in

the election of 1896 tended to decrease monetary uncertainty

in the United States, encouraging capital to stay. Neither

can an answer that imaig rant remittances and tourist expend-

itures serve as an explanation because their increasesbetween

1897 and 1914 were both gradual and small.20

Friedman and Schwartz in their Monetary History ofth

United Ntates, offered and analyzed three additional explanations.

First, stock market prices vhich were declining before 1896,

made a slow recovery and then registered a seventy percent

increase between August, 1896, and August, 1899. Toward the

end of that period, bond yields also rose. Possibly foreign

investors were inhibited in cashing in their A7erican holdings

by declining stock prices before 1896. Once recovery set in

after 1896, they then may have disposed of their stocks and

bonds for a coifortable profit, causing a decrease in foreign

holdings of American certificates and a repatriation of capital

abroad.21

Second, the Spanish-American War possibly affected capital

flows. T"he Treasury offered a $200,000,000 bond issue in 1898

and increased taxes to finance the war--both moves might have

20Ibid., p. 142-3. 21Ibid pp. 14-4.
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promoted a movement of capital out of the United States.

A'urther capital movements resulted from the $20,000,000

indemnity paid to Spain for the loss of her various territories

once the war ended. The authors, however, discount the

financiUl effects of the war since the rising stock of money

and increasing wholesale prices probably countered deflationary

effects of taxes, bond issues, and indemnities. 22

A third possible explanation is the beginning of the Boer

War in October, 1899, which greatly limited South African gold

supplies to Britain. When news of British military disasters

pointed to a protracted conflict, London financiers may have

reduced their aerican holdings to allow "British financial

institutions to increase their liquidity in preparation for

possible demands on them by their creditors arising out of the

uncertainty engendered by the war, especially as a result of

the reduced gold inflow." Also, the war caused the British

government to float 300,000,000 in loans on the New York market

between 1900 and 1902, another possible reason for capital

exports. 2

But Friedman and Schwartz nevertheless observed that even

those reasons are not adequate to account for an exportation

of capital:

Capital export in the calendar years 1897 through
1901 is estimated to total about $1.1 billion. Even

23bid., pp. 145-6.
22Ibid*o P)Po 144-5-''oNam-swumm #I
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if we offset against this sum a round figure of
0.3 billion of 3. S. purchases of British gov-

ernment loans floated in New York plus U. S. loans
to Canada, Mexico, Cuba, and uropean borrowers,
as muchagainof direct investments in U. S.-
controller commercial and industrial ventures
located abroad, about half of the total remains
unexplained. Moreover, two further factors made
the residuum a decided understatement of the total
requiring explanation. First, the reduction in
uncertainty about the maintenance of the gold
standard could be expected to be a factor at least
as important as any of those mentioned, and working
in the oPposite direction; second, the U. S. as
typically an importer of capital before 1896.

The authors therefore concluded "that there are either

some other important economic factors at work that we have

overlooked or some errors in figures that we have been unable

to discover." Certain historians, however, circumvent the

problem of contradictory statistics by arguing that American

capitalists, working with figures then available, thought

exports tantamount to prosperity and acted accordingly.2 But

even presuming that such arguments are sound, they still assume

tha t he wishes of Wall Street became the acts of Pennsylvania

Avenue--a difficult proposition to prove. It seems fair to

say then, that the vehement accusations which economic deter-

minists have directed at the emerging American economy, do not

adequately explain American foreign policies at the turn of

the century.

Equally unacceptable is the argument, promoted by such

24,Ibid., p. 146.

25 Ibid., p. 148; Williams, Tragedy of American Diplomacy,
p. 46.
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works as Dollar Diplomacy, that Latin America in general and

the Caribbean area in particular served as the "nearest and

easiest possible outlets" for American investments. Of the many

nations fronting on the Caribbean, only two, Mexico and Cuba,

contained sizeable American investments at the turn of the

century. In 1897 Mexico accounted for $200,000,000, while about

eighty percent of $49,000,000 estimated for "Cuba and the West

Indies" was in Cuba itself. All the rest of Latin America

totaled only 459,000,000. America's two other major outlets

were Canada, $190,000,000, and Europe, S151,000,000. By 1908

American investment i .Mexico had increased to S672,000,000,

though Canadian investments had surpassed that with a total of

697,000,000. Cuba had the lion's share of the $226,000,000

invested in the West Indies, and all the rest of Latin America

trailed far behind Mexico with $171,000,000 in investments.

American holdings in Europe had jumped to 8489,000,000.26

The figures, however, need placement in perspective

because Europeans dominated Latin American development between

1880 and 1914. American investment in Latin countries, it is

true, increased from $300,000,000 in 1900 to $1,300,.000,000

by 1914. Even so, America's 1914 total came to less than

one-tiird the amount Europeans held in Latin America at the

same date. Export-import trade also reflected United States

inferiority. In 1906 Latins were conducting only ten percent

26 Lewis, America's Stake in International Investment,
pp. 606, 608.
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of their total trade with the United States, and Americans

only three percent of their total trade with the Latins. A

contemporary observer attributed the smallness of the figures

to the consistent refusal of Congress since the 1890's to enter

reciprocal trade agreements with neighbors to the south.27

As for the Dominican Republic, its economic potential gave

no encouragement to the United States or any other nation. The

country contained no mineral deposits of any significance, nor

was petroleum found in commercial quantity. Like many nations

in the Caribbean, the country's economy rested on agricultural

products, chief among them sugar cane and cacao. Processing of

sugar commanded primary attention in the nineteenth century. Of

the first ive capitalists who built sugar mills or established

sugar plantations in the 1870's and 1880's, four were Cuban,

the other possibly a Dominican. Irriving American planters

later made their influence felt. By the late 1890's they had

six plantations in the cane-growing district of Macoris, valued

at a nominal 84,000,000.28

27 Max Winkler, Investments of United States Capital in
Latin America, World Peace Foundation Pamphlets (Boston, 1928),
Vol. XI, No. 6, p. 21; Simon G. Hanson, Economic Development in
Latin erica (Washington, 1951), p. 385; Burdette G.Lewis, "Our
TradeRelatlons with Latin America," Journal of Political Econo
XIV (December, 1906), 602-13.

28U. S. Tariff Conmission, Mining and Manufaclurina Industries
in the jominicarn Republic (Washington, 19487P.5; Knight

Americans iSanto Domingo, p. 23; Charg4 d'Affaires Henry M.
Smythe to Secretary of State Richard Olney, January 9, 1897,
Despatches from the Unted States Ministers to the Dominican
_ubijc, 1885- 06 Thereafter cited as Desrptches), 15 vols.,

Record Group 59 National Archives (Washington: National Archives
Microfilm, 19663, Vol. III, letter.
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A standing grievance of these planters centered on Dominican

export taxes on sugar. In 1896 the planters withheld their crops

in an effort to force the Dominicans to lower the tax. Charging

that the duties were oppressive, the Americans also appealed to

the State Department for help. Charge d'Affaires Henry Smythe

undertook a personal investigation, failed to find any

discrimination against the planters, and recommended that the

Department take no action. In any case the ability of any diplo-

matic representative to aid capitalists was limited by official

policy. The Department disliked interfering in private contracts

and torts, and since the 1870's, had specifically warned its agents

not to act without instructions from Washington unless a citizen's

personal safety was threatened. Protests of American businessmen

in the Dominican Republic, therefore, did not necessarily bring

the American government to their rescue.29

English capitalists accounted for most of the investment

in the country in the nineteenth century, although the amount

probably never exceeded $15,000,000 at any time. But even that

sum is misleading, for few of the investments ever paid dividends.

Great Britain remained the principal market for Dominican exports

29
Smythe to Olney, February 6, 1897, Despatches, Vol. III,

Despatch No. 49; U. S., Department of State, Instructions to the
Diplomatic Officers of the United States (Washington, 1897H,
p. 68; U. S., Department of State, Personal Instructions to the
Diplomatic Aoentsof the United States in Foreign Countries
(Washington, 1874), p. 14. These two publications are lists of
references for personal and official conduct, and should not be
confused with the daily instructions sent by official mail.
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well into the 1920's; the United States during the same period

supplied a little more than half of Dominican imports. What

reciprocity treaties the Republic had negotiated after 1850

had all expired before 1900. For its part, the United States

did not enter another most-favored-nation agreement with the

Republic until September, 1924.30

Far worse as an investment deterrent than the scarcity of

resources and the underdeveloped economy was the fact that the

nation operated in an almost constant state of political turmoil.

The Republic had thrown off the oppressive rule of neighboring

Haiti in 1844 only to substitute even worse native governments.

From the time of independence in 1844 until 1916, "the country

had some forty-three 'presidents,' four captains-general (under

the Spanish reoccupation, 1861-1865), thirty-nine military

uprisings . . . and twenty changes of constitution."1

The chaos of government inevitably overflowed into the

Republic's economy, putting the nation at variance with its

creditors. Chronic political instability, then, not natural

resources or economic potential, drew American attention to the

DmAnican Republic. A flood of Auropean interventionism followed

the rising tide of defaulted public ind private debts.

0J. Fred Rippy, British Investnents in Latin Aerica, 1822-
194_9_ (Kineapolis, 1959), PP. 105, 109; U.~~. TariJf CommssIon,Economic Controls 'd CoPrc 1 olicy in the Dominican Republic
(Wa shington, 1946), pp. 4, 5, 11.

J. Fred Rippy, Historical Evolution of Hispanic America
(New York, 1941), p. 215.
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CHAPTER II

ULISES HEUREAUX-PRESIDENT AND THUG

No discussion of Dominican debt is complete without mention

of Ulises Heureaux, the man who did so much to create it.

President of the Republic from 1882 to 1884 and from 1886 to

1899, Heureaux often remarked that "he cared not what history

might record of him and his conduct, since he would not be here

to read it." The illegitimate son of a Haitian father and a

Danish West Indian mother, both of whom were of African descent,

he had no Dominican ancestry whatsoever. What little education

he received came from a Methodist missionary in his home town

of Puerto Plata. The patriotic insurrection against Spain

from 1861 to 1865 launched Heureaux on a political and military

career. His distinguished conduct drew the attention of General

Gregorio Luperon, under whom Heureaux rose to the rank of

general. In the dozen years after the insurrection Heureaux

so ably suppressed rebellions against various administrations

that in 1880 President Fernando Merino, who later became the

archbishop of Santo Domingo City, appointed him Minister of

the Interior.1

1
Jacob H. Hollander, "The Readjustment of San Domingo'sFinances," Quarterly Journal of Economics, XXI (1907: reprinteded., New York: Kraus Heprint Corp., 1961), 405-26; SumnerWelles, Naboth's Vineyard (New York, 1928), pp. 441, 446-7.
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Heureaux smashed two more rebellions while holding that

office and emerged as the logical successor to Merino. Aus-

piciously enough, Heureaux 's inauguration in September, 1882,

marked only the second time in its history that the country

elected and installed a president by constitutional methods.

Financially however, his administration left uch to be desired.

Government income which cane mostly from customs collections

totaled $3,000,000 durin Heureaux's two-year term, while

reported expenditures amounted to only $1,600,000. Never-

theless, the treasury mysteriously recorded a deficit of 0300,000.

It was an indication of things to come.2

On completing his term, Heureaux realized that his political

position lacked the stability necessary to assume absolute control

of tle country, so he declined to seek re-election. Another

candidate, Genera l 7rancisco Billini, took office in September,

1884. But Heureaux, by playing off various political factions

against ea h other, created such chaos that .Billini submitted

his resignation nine mIonths later. Taking advantage of the

resulting turmoil, lieureaux assumed command of government troops

and eliminated his opponents. He then entered the 1886 presi-

dential elections anod emered fro them victorious by a com-

bination of vote-buying and ballot-box-tamp1 ering. The president

never again relinquished power and mxa intained himself in office

for the next thirteen yea-s by "bribery, intrigue, hard work,

Ibid., pp. 443, 450.
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courage, and ruthlessness." At Heureaux's instigation a so-

called constitutional convention abolished direct election of

the president in 1889 and substituted voting by a presidentially-

nominated electoral college--the effective end of popular will

in choosing an executive. Dominicans who voiced opposition to

the government were usually bought off. And when pecuniary

incentives for silence failed, Heureaux used "intimidation,

exile, assassination, and execution."

Plots against the government, real and imagined, caused

the president to make sudden, punitive trips by gunboat to

various parts of the republic. Prior to these expeditions,

Heureaux sometimes removed political enemies from prison and

cast them into the hold of his gunboat, lest in the president's

absence the prisoners' followers free their leaders and start

a revolution. The return journey to the capital city invariably

saw the gunboat crammed with newly-captured poLitical opponents.

Some of these were disposed of at sea; others were later thrown

to the sharks fromr the parapet of the Fortress of Santo Domingo.

In all, two thousand people including Heureaux's own brother-

in-law, are said to have paid the ultimate penalty for incurring

the dictator's wrath.4

3Ibid., pp. 452-60, 462; Hill, Roosevelt and the Caribbean,
p. 150.

Welles, Naboth's Vineyard, pp. 500, 517; The Springfield
(Mass.) Republican, n. d., quoted in the Congressional Record,
59th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. XL, Pt. 2, pp. 1176-77.
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Such depredations required Heureaux to keep on his private

payroll several hundred men who fought for him in times of

insurrection and spied for him in tiles of peace. Heureaux is

also reported to have subsidized civic leaders throughout the

Republic with $500,000 per month5 to assure their loyalty.

Lavish personal spendin0 by the chief executive further added

to the strain on the treasury. Not surprisingly, these costs

soon forced Heureaux to look to foreign sources for funds.6

Previously Dominican experience with foreign money lenders

had not been good. 1n English financier, Edmund H. Hartmont,

contracted in;ay, 1869, to underwrite and float an issue of

Dominican government bonds. Offered to the public at fifty-

five to seventy percent of their face value, the bonds would

hopefully have raised $2,100,000 in cash, of which an

astounding $500,000 was Hartaont's commission. The contract

se no limit on the numer of bonds Lssued, nor did the bonds

have ac secified interest rate--those details were left to

imtartont's disVcretion. urthermore, the Reublic agreed to

The writer, Aberican Charg4 c'Affaoires William . owell,
apparently meant yearly payments, not monthly. Neither Dominican
customs receipt--s nor money realized from foreign loans would
provide enough to pay $6,000,000 per year in bribes.

Poaeil to Hay, January 14, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VII,
Dispatch ho. 458; Powel to hay, ebruary 23, 1903, ibid.,
Vol. VII, espatch NIo. 497.

7 The bonds were issued in English pound and French franc
denoina t i0ions. For simpli the figures are converted to
dol lar amounts (one cound ecuals five dollars).

-i. -- MOM mom
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make annuKl payments of nearly $300,000 for -the next twenty-five

years to retire the debt. Thus the government foolishly con-

sen(ed to repay about o7,400,000 on a cash advance of 1,600,000.

The loan itself, for obvious reasons, got listed on the London

Stock Exchange by fraud.

The Dominican Congress camte to its senses and voided the

contract in July, 1870. But Hartmront continued to issue bonds

illeally, and certificates with a nominal value of nearly

3,800,000 were ultimately taken up by the public. Net receipts

from the sale exceeded $1,800,000. Part of that sum went to

pay Interest or the bonds, thus holding the Exchange quotation

steady until Hartmont sold as many bonds as possible. Still

more returned to Hartmont in payment for alleged violations of

his contract. By the time Hartuont and his agents finished

their deductions, the Dominican government's share of the

Ul,800,000 amounted to only $190,000. The loan defaulted in

August, 1872, leaving as its only lasting accomplishment a

three-fold increase in the nation's nominal debt. 9

U. S., Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, Statement
_f .. Jacob H. Hollander . . . in Reference to the
Debt o; Santo Dmirno, 59th Congress, 2nd session, Janu~ary~16,
1907, Congressional Hearings Supplerent: House, ?enate, Joint,
Select, and Special Committee Hearings, 25th-73rd Congresses,1839-1934 (iicrofiche) (Westport, Conn., 1972), pp. 18-20.
Printed o. pages eighteen through seventy of Hollander's state-
ment are the Hartmont, Westendorp, and Improvemt Company
con tracts and related decrees :or the years 1869 to 1895; GreatBritain Parliamentary Ppers, Vol. XI ( reports and Papers)
La. 367 , July, 1875, "Report from the Select Cormmittee onon t;o Trtign tates, 75," pp. xxvii, xxix, and in the
"Ind ex,' "pp. 282-3, 286.

lbid., p. xxviii, and in the "Index," pp. 282, 284-5;
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So badly did the Hartmont scheme erode confidence in

financiess that the government sought no more foreign loans for

the ireainder of the 1870's and most of the 1880's. Internal

iinan ;s, however, deteriorated rapidly as debts for unpaid

government salaries, revolutionary clims, war supplies, and

privaWe loan contracts piled up. Most of the debts, excepting

the inra salaries, ere owed to foreign-born merchants

residing in the Republic. These obligations played a big part

in the later history of the Dominican debt. Their significance

here is that they started the financial deterioration which

Heureaux's exorbitance only worsened. As a result, Heureaux

sent General Gelneroso Marchena to Europe in 1887 to seek

financial aid for the country.1 0

Knight, Americans in Santo Domino, pp. 16-17; Hollander,
"Readjustment of San Domingo's Finances," 407.

1 0 Jacob H. Hollander, "A Report on the Debt of Santo
Domingo, 1905," Despatches fromSpecial ents of the Deartment
of State (hereafter cited as vpecialolgents),s43~vols. Record
Group 59, National Archives (washington: National Archives
Piers>s, 1973), Annex I to Vol. XLIX, p. 8. The Special
Agents series lists fifty volumes, but volumes twenty-five
through twenty-seven and forty-four through forty-seven do
not exist. iHollander's "Report" and "Exhibits Accompanying
a Report on the Debt of Snto Domingo" (Annex II to Vol. XLIX)
were submitted to the Senate upon completion of a personal
investigation by Hollander. The Senate ordered the documents
printed as "Executive Document No. I, 59th Congress, 1st
Session," and they are sometimes cited as such. These
citations are incorrect. "Report" and "Exhibits" were marked
"confidential" and were never published; "Executive Document
NO. I, 59th Congress, lst Session" is a senate statement of
in-house expenses. Two typed copies of Hollander's documents
exist, and both are filed in the National Archives in
Washington. A Microfilm copy is deposited in the North Texas
State University Library.
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archena engaged Westendorp and Company of Amsterdam to

underwrite a bond i;sue having a face value of $3,750,000.

Part of the Westendorp issue went in exchange for $2,960,000

worth of defaulted Hartmont bonds at a rate of one new bond for

five old ones. Another $758,000 in Westendorp bonds were

offered as payment to holders of domestic debts, and the

remai nder of the issue was sold to the public at eighty-three

percent of face value to raise money for the treasury. Westendorp

realized a commission of about $125,000 from the sale. The

contract earmarked a portion of the Dominican customs revenues

for payments to a sinkin{ fund and to pay the six percent

interest carried on the bonds. A specially created Caisse de

Ia Reie or collection agency for revenue would place a Company-

appointed director-general in each Dominican port to expedite

collection of funds; customs employees and clerks would stay

unoer Dominican control. In addition the contract created a

financial commission in London to supervise the Re,)ie. On paper

at least, the arrangement promised expensive success.12

1The 1888 Westendorp bonds were in English pound denom-
inations. After the exchanging operation an additional $612,000
in Hartmont bonds remained unconverted and in the hands of
London speculators dissatisfied with the agreement. The Santo
Domingo Improvemnent Company, which took over the ?estendorp
obligations in 1893, later exchanged the Hlmrtmont bonds at
twenty-eight percent face value for Improvement Company bonds
during the years between 1897 and 1904. Another block of
Hartmont bonds nominally worth $217,000 had been canelled in
a sinng fund before the issue defaulted in 1872.

12 "xiis"3?ca gnsHolander, "Ehibits," ;pecial Agnts, 9p. 28-31, 158;
ide, Report," ibid., p. 9; Suatemnt of Hollander, Congressional
Hearings Supplect, pp. 21-33.
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Heureaux instantly changed ii to expensive disaster. In

all Phaes of floating the loan--conversion ow the Hartmont

debt, payment of internal debt, and public sale of bonds--

large sums of money could not be accounted for. Almost

$390,000 disappeared into politicians' pockets. Even worse,

the London commission dissolved in August, 1889, ten months

after its formation, to protest the Jominican government's

failure to grant and Reie effective powers. Little Tonder,

fo IereaurI ha so icn tefed ith collecton of duties, and

an employees had proved so corrupt that Westendorp could

collect 1i t t le wwen large suns fell due on the bonds. At this

point prudence dictated that Westendorp insist on greater

control over the customss system. Instead, the Company foolishly

floated another loan.1

In 'ay, 1890, Westendorp authorized a S4,500,000 bond

14issue. uAbout 1,140,000 would go to retire domestic debts and

also pay overdue charges on previous bonded debts. The greater

part of the issue, 02,700,000, went on deposit to finance

construction of the proposed Central Dominican Railwar.

Westendorp would realize a comission of 660,000 from the bond

sale. The Rogle guaranted to pay $120,000 annually from the

customs collections, and the Railway when constructed would

15Hollander, "Exhibits," Special Agents, pp. 31-33, 158.

14 Issued innglish pound denominations.
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submit $165,000 annually to cover payments due on the new bonds.

These guarantees were amended to take an annual appropriation

of thirty-five percent from the customs revenues, but the loan

collapsed before the change took effect. Heureaux's interference

in fund collections again proved so disastrous that both the

1888 and 1890 loans defaulted in 1892.15

The superintendent of the Westendorp Company, 0. J. Van

Den Tex Bondt, attempted to liquidate his now-evaporating

interests by offerin the Company's bonds to the United States

government . The offer went both through diplomatic channels

and through the New York firm of attorneys Smith Weed, Willard

Brown, and Charles Wells. When the American government declined

the offer, the attorneys on their own initiative incorporated

the >nto Domingo Improvement Company in April, 1892, to spec-

ulate in Dominican finances. This mis-named corporation then

signed a convent ion with the Republic in January, 1893, to

assume the Westendorp obligations.16

The Improvement Company proposed yet another bond issue.U

The Republic's fourth bond flotation, called the "1893 four

15 Statement of Hollander, Congressional Hearings Supplement,
3p. 57-40, 42-48; Hollander, "Report," Special gents, p. 10;

idem, "Exhibits," ibid., P. 34.

16Hollander, "Exhioits," Special Aentns, Pp. 36-37; Charge
d'Affaires John S. Durham to Secretary of State John W. Foster,
July 1, 1892, Despatches, Vol. II, letter.

~General Marchena, who had initiated the agreement with
Westendorp, opposed the Improvement Company. le proposed instead
that a European syndicate comprised of citizens of England, France,
Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and pain undertake to convert

AIR"- . - "I iu-,- -- ,, 1 -1-11 - - -W. *k
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percent Consolidated Gold Bonds," appeared in English pound

denominations and had a nominal value equivalent to $10, 175,000.

About $8,000,000 of that amount went in exchange for the

defaulted 1888 and 1890 Westendorp issues along with their

unpaid interest. The remainder of the new loan was substituted

for the unexpended portion of the 1890 Westendorp loan reserved

for construction of the Central Dominican Railway. The Improvement

Company hoped to receive a commission of $500,000 from the sale

of the new bonds. The Company also took control of the R

As with the Westendorp loans, the new agreement directed that

interest payments due on the bonds be secured by customs

receipts. But because of previous difficulties in getting the

required payments, the Rlepublic granted the Improvement Company

the right to request that Belgium, the Netherlands, England,

France, and the United States respectively designate a bond-

holder from each nation to serve on an international commission

to control the Regie in case interest payments defaulted. That

concession, though reassuring at the time, eventually proved

worthless.18

Dominican indebtedness. Marchena, who also served as Inspectorof the National Bank of Santo Domingo, underscored his proposalby suspending Heureaux's credit at the Bank until certain of thepresident's personal debts were paid. It is unclear whetherMarchena wished to counter growing American influence by blockingthe Improvement Company, or simply depose Heureaux and seizepower. Heureaux decided it was the latter and had him shot.
18Welles, Naboth's Vineyard, pp. 497-9; Statement of Hollander,Congressional Hearings Supplement, pp. 51-54; Hollander, "Report,"

special Agents, p. 11.



th2 foeignlcreditors temporarily pacified, Heuraux

turned o face a new problem. h sharp declos

threatened to bankupt the country. The public used silver as

th Solitary money ctadard. Since the bonded debt depended

heaIly upon cutoms receipt fo interest payments, a drop in

silver priCes moe a (nt reduced real customs revenues, and a con-

sequent shortage of unds tO pay the debt. Undiscounted silver,

of cours, could. aot go for payments on "Gold Bonds." Unhappily,

the Frencn-owned National Bank of Santo Domingo created

public distrust in Dominican silver even before silver prices

plunged. In 1890 the Bank had attempted to coin and circulate

a Dorinican version of the silver French franc, hoping similarity

would create stability. But because the coins were not con-

vertible to gold, the public refused to accept them, and continued

to rely upon unstable kexican silver which suffered from market

fluctuations. The Dominican treasury called upon J. Laurence

Laughilin, a professor of economics at the University of Chicago,

to correct the problem. Laughlin recommended limiting silver

coinage and adopting the American gold dollar as the monetary

standard. He also favored creating a system of silver redemption

to stabilize silver in relation to gold. These measures were

adopted in April, 1894.19

19 J. Laurencee Laughlin, "Gold and Silver in Santo Domingo,"
Journal of Political Econosy, II (September, 1894), 336-60.
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The benefits of the reforms lasted about four years. The

government, unortunately, did not restrict silver coinage.

Between 1895 and 1897 the treasury made contracts with three

merchants for the minting of 42,250,000 in silver coins, widh

upon issuance upset the balance with gold. That apparently did

not matter to officials, however, as the government received

one-half of the coinage profits. Heureaux completed the monetary

debacle in 1898 by directing the National Bank to emit 43,600,000

in paper money to supplement 800,000 in bank notes operating

at parity with silver. The value of the paper collapsed and

Dominican currency depreciated so badly that American coins

became the most common in circulation. 2 0

A final problem facing Heureaux in 1893 concerned paying

domestic debts incurred by the government. To retire these debts,

the Improvement Company in January, 1893, floated another loan

accompanying but distinct froii the Westendorp conversion agreement.

The Improvement Company retained the entire amount of this fifth

national bond issue comprising $1,250,000 in "four percent

Dominican Gold Debentures."2 1  Since the issue discharged five

items of internal debt worth only $438,000, the Company would

2 0 Hollander, "Report," Special Agents, p. 57; idem
"Exhibits," ibid., pp. 182-4.

2l1
The bonds for this and two subsequent issues were

eventually called "French-American Reclamation Consols." All
were denominated in American dollars.
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eventualy realize more than $800,000 profit. "The experience

of both borrower and lender with respect to the last loan was

too attractive not to invite early repetition."2 2

Thus in April, 1894, the Company floated and then bought

up another $1,250,000 bond issue essentially on the same terms

as the previous one. Six items of domestic debt aggregating

t538,00 were liquidated, thereby promising the Company moire

than 7C0,000 in profit. Both this issue and the previous one

were secured to the customs revenues. It should be noted that

the Company never paid cash to discharge any debts, foreign or

domestic. Company bonds always went to creditors for liqui-

dation of their claims. In the cases of the two $1,250,000

bond issues the actual number of bonds offered creditors is

unknown, making it entirely possible that the Improvement

Compa ny received an even greater margin of return than the

figures indicate. At any rate, the Oompany's juggling helped

to sustain Heureaux's financial circus.25

outinuin& problem s i 1th his personal finances, however,

pu shed Heurcux into anohe 1u crisis in 1894. As an outgrowth

of the csalalenge by General Marchena,24 the French director

of the NAtioalt Pank of SUto Dotingo had balked when Heureaux

22Statement o_ Ho-Ilander, Congressional hearings
Supplemnu, pA- 54-58; Pollande, "Heport," Jccia l AgLnts, p. 15.

2 11olander, reportt, speciall Auents, Statement of
Hollander, Congressional Hearings Supplement, pp. 14-15, 58-62.

24See above, n. 17.
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tried to transfer an unpaid persona l loan to the account of a

political friend. The director filed suit in the Dominican

courts and blocked the president's private accounts until the

matter clard u>. But when the Dominican Supreme Court handed

down an order to release the blocked funds, the director refused

to comply. At this point the local French consul intervened and

demanded that the French government be allowed to review the

verdict. In addition, the consul submitted claims for recent

injuries to two French citizens. Two Freich warships arrived.

Then in January, 1895, the French threatened to blockade the

Republi's ports unless HleurEaux agreed to arbitrate the Bank

dispute and pay the injury claims from the customs revenues.

Heureaux refused the second demand on the grounds that much of

the customs revenues were already pledged to the Improvement

Company to service the bonded debt. To avoid arbitration,

Heure:ux appealed for American help.25

The Amierican dharge d'affaires i into Domingo City, Henry

M.. Smythe, privately believed a blockade would damage Axerican

interests, but he declined to act on Heureaux's request until

lie had full possession of the facts. Meanwhile, ith Weed,

prsde.nt oJ the Laproverent Co.ap any, saw the threat to hits firm

and fired off a letter to Oecretary of State Walter v. Gresham

claimingthat the French intended to seize Dominican customs

houses as security on their clais. Gresham, apparently unaware

25Welles, Naboth s VineaL rd, pp.499, 502-5.
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of the nature and ethods of the Improvement Coripany and possibly

fearing a threat to the 1M onroe Doctrine, had the American ambas-

sador in Paris notify the French of the Company's rights in the

customs houses. The United States also sent three warships to

the Republic in Februay. France, taking the hint, replied that

the 3paortis were set uling the matter amicably. Smythe, summing

up the affair a month afterward, did not specifically mention

his findings on the Improvement Company, but he did say the

situation confirmed his opinion that force by the United States

would not have been justified. 2 6

he Limroverment Company took part in the negotiations and

acquired the troublesome French-owned National Bak. Ownership

of the bank devolved to the San Domino Pinance Company,

subsidiary holding compa:nyespecially created for that purpose

by the Improvement Company. French capitalists were no doubt

appy to b rid of the bank, since its only assets by then

consisted of outs tanding bans to the g&overninent and sundry

indemniUy claims 0 inst o Heureaux. To close the agreement,

the improvement Company floated a seventh Dominican bond issue

6 MytIe to Greshan, January 29, aiarch 2, and April 4, 1895,
Des pAtches, Vol. III, iespatch Los. 16, 18B, and 21; Gresham
to Sythe, +ebruary 11, 1895, Diiomatic Instructions of the
Department of 3tate, 1801-1906: haiti and Santo Domiio
(hreaf ter cited as Instructions), 4 vols., Pecord Group 59,
National archives (National Archives Micro fins, 1946), III,
431-2. Other Instructions in this series include those to the
Dominican Republic, 1904-1906, and to Special- Agents, 1823-1906.
Subsequent citations refer to the Haiti and Santo Domingo series
unless otherwise noted.
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of t1,75>,000 in May, 18)5. About $925,000 worth of the new

bonds went in exchange for debts the Bank owed. Another $750,000

in bonds went to the Improvement Company in payment for a

government debt totalling only 300,000, and the remaining

675,000 was used to purchase a $36,000 gunboat. The Cowpany

consolidated the new $1,750,000 bond issue with the two previous

1, 250,000 loans and renamed the $4,250,000 total as the "four

percent 1? rnch-Amrican Reclaation Consols." Once again, customs

revenues would supply interest and other service paymlients on the

bonds. If it happened that allotted revenues failed to fill the

require events ofall the bon issues, the the Regie would take

additional funds from customs revenues destined for the operation

of the D m inican government . 27

As before, the government's corruption and extravagance

made sure that available funds were insufficient to cover even

the charges on the 1893 bond issue. Moreover, the Regie never

possessed suficient power to enforce uniform customs collections

aid kp Improvement Company bonds viable. As a result the 1893

loan defaufled in January, 1897, and led to an eighth debt

refundi~ngoperation. For-the company the new scheiie p roved to

be "an unwise attempt of an imperiled creditor to rescue an

nvestnct ow bad money by a further venture of good."28

2ells, laboti's Iv ad, 508; Statement of Hollander,
Congress icucnab Hearings Supplemaent, pp. 64-67; Holl"nder, report, "

Le Ciab <e1ts, pp. 13-14.

8Hollader, "Report," TpEcial Aent, pp. 15-16.
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T'o new classes of bonds appeared. First, the Compariy

broiht out a 13,680,000 issue called the "two and three-

quarter percent Obligations Ord e Saint Dominue" to refund the

defaulted "1893 four percent 0onsolidated Jold Bonds" and cancel

ce rtain domestic debts. About 10,100,000 went in exchange for

the defaulted "Gold Bonds" while another $500,000 in bonds paid

arrears interest for the yr 18> nf 1897. A few bonds still

outstanding on the 1869 Hartront loan were exchanged for $60,000

worth of the nev boids. Incredibly, the remcaining $3,000,000

worth oi the new bonds simply disappared. From the entire loan

the Dominican government realized only 250,000. A second bond

issue nominally valued at ;7,500,00029 and called the "four

percent Dordnica Unified Bonds" also appeaed. It proposed to

convert and retire the unpayable "French-Americar ,Leclamation

0onsols" through a complicated refunding operation. This

operation eventually realized proceeds of about S435,000 but

virtually all th t sum went to creditors--the Kepui.blic got

Atin. As in the past, service on the bonds depended upon

customs revenues. In 1899 the issuEs predictable defaulted.

hen the financial legerdemain finally ended, the result was

a questioiable and inflated debt of $23,590,000.30

3 0Hollander, "Report," Secial Leit, pp. 16-17, 30-31;
Winkler, Investment of United States Capital in Latin America,
p. l98. When Hollander submitted his "Peport"'in 1905 he gtve
the aouit las317,670,000, all of which belonged to French and
Belian investors who had disowned the Improvement Companyas
their agent. Hollander next listed $4,493,000 in securities
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Other parts of Heureaux's economic structure crumbled as

well. Host seriously, the unrestricted issuance of worthless

paper money worsened the lot of the peasantry and put the nation

in an ugly mood. Heureaux attributed discontent to the "insuf-

ficiency of thE economic notions of the public in general."

Nevertheless, he tood public anger seriously and embarked on a

journey to the Cibao district to pacifymerchants and eliminate

a few more political enemies. Unfortunately for the president,

the eof had become too familiar with his methods to interpret

the trip as a good will ttour. One of the local political

activists, Ranon Caceres, believed himself to be a target of

eurearux and prepared accordingly. On July 26, 1899, Caceres

and a ctpanion surprised 1eureaux and his bodyguards in the

town o'hMoca, assassinted the -president, and escaped in a hail

oF bullUs. The tyrant 's passing caused one observer to remark

that. c ad never "seein 1noreard of a country so utterly

ruinefinanciially as tis country . . . and all this done

by one man . . . who spent . . . enormous suis of money,

borrowed at ruinous net from any and everybody, without

giving a thought-t o the end nhich had to coue.

possessed by the improvement Corpany as "liquidated" domestic
debt . The Doninican government had agreed to buy out the Comrany
according to a$4,500,000 arbitral award in 1904. Speculators
Held anotnr F556,000 on deposit in London at Brown, Jansen and

tem any, ac the remaining 871,000 as either cancelled,
missing, or represented arbitrary interest assessments on payments
in default.
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tut tie Dominican Conress too deserved part of thc blame.

En couraged by Heureaux's bribery and cowed by his intimidatio,

that body acted as a rubber stamp, imprinting its footnote of

legislative approval on each bond contract. 3 '

It an also be said that the United States government

played only a minimal ole in bringing about this disaster.

The iIQrVvt opany did not lave the unstinting sup-port of

the or 1--ment ofStatte, nor did the America Navy intentionally

proote h1 CopTany's interests. CorruP mon Doinican

politicians and government employees created an atmosphere of

f Iinncia I irresponsibility which naturally attracted unscru-

pulous capitalists wishing to turn a quick profit. The history

of the Republic's bonded debt in relation to the United States,

therefore, is not one of an expansionist American economy

imposing' itself by force on a small country. Instead, it s

the stoy of Dominican political burg lar's and three New York

lawyers scrambling6 ffor readily available spoils.

31Heureaux to the Dominican National Congress, february 27,
Despatches Vol. IV, Despiatch No. 117, Enclosure No. 2,

translation; Welles, Naboth's Vineyard, p. 535, 537; Consular
ent Edwiiard C. Reed to Powell, august 3, 1899, Despatches,

Vol. IV., Despatch No. 148, Enclosure No. I; Stateent of
HoLlander, Congresswonal Hearings Supplemnent, pp. 20, 33-35,
40-41, 48-49, 61, 66, 68-69.



CH ATER I1II

CLAIMS, VALES, LSIGNCIIMES

ANhD RECONOCIhMIENTOS

If the hepubtic's bonded debt restricted ill-gotten gains

to only a few individuals, the domestic debt by contrast pro-

vided apport uliy for a mass fnancial free-ior-all. The

Lntitors were the country's maerchant-banIkers, almost all of

whom werl 0r 1,ne. <ince the 1880's politicians and revo-

lutionaries alike had sought thm c6t b use thy provided, for

a rJAce, necessary Lunds for all manner cf government and anti-

orrunent operations. Although borrowers sometimes coerced

the rmerchants with threes, more often Ithe merchants willingly

issued loans in return for outlandisly favorable. contract

terms s. rm loans to the gaveln ment the merchants received

reconocimientos, or certiicates of indebtedness drawn on the

national treasury. As collateral for the loans the treasury

provided vales--custom house receipts which discounted import

and export duties fifty percent or more. The Soverwent also

undertook asianaciones, or pensions which bought off revolu-

tionaries. ome of the asijnaciones had existed since the

1870's, their ownership devolving to a widow or other family

member when the original pensioner died. 2ew of the various

42
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financial instruments were paid or honored when due, and suc-

ceeding regimes usually agreed to liquidate them at inflated

values. The worst fiscal abuses came after the fall of Heureaux

when the Republic adopted a policy of accepting all debts

arising from internal disorders, even if the debts were incurred

in attempts to overthrow the government. This in effect

encourage and subsidized every disgruntled individual in the

country who could collect and arm a few followers to start a

revolution.1

Another practice which depleted revenue and multiplied

debts was the policy of granting concessions. Political and

financial corruption had made investriet returns so uncertain

that the republic, heni granting wharf, harbor, steamship, or

railroa-d 1 onopolies, offered bonuses to instead of demanding

palnents from potential investors. he concessionaires there

poun s edII Q the burden on tohe.country by emanditg subw nations

from customs revenues to insure payment o n the bonuses. Thus

ho lander's "Report " on the debtt In 190 revealed that in spite

of the fantastic inflation of the bonded debt, the domestic

debt had nevertheless risen to a comparable figure, totalling

4118,096,000.2

Holander, "Report," Special Agents, pp. 22-24; Dawson to
Hay, September 12, 1904, Despatches, Vow. XII, Despatch No. 36,
Annex E.

Hollander, "Report, specialal Agents, pp. 30, 88-89. The
1)04 Iraovement Company arbitral award of $4,493,000 which
Hollander listed as "liquidated" domestic debt is not included
in this figure. See Ch. II, n. 30.
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The domestic debt fell into four general categories:

liquidated debt amounting to $5,092,000 (not including the

Improvement Company arbitral award); floating debt totalling

q1,554,0o0; declared debt aggregating 47,450,000; and unde-

clared debts of 4,000,000. The American share of these debts

proved surprisingly small.3

As for the liquidated debt, the term itself is a misnomer;

the Lepublic "liquidated" that part of the domestic debt only

in the sense of undertaking written agreements to pay. Actual

payments, ozf course, were irregular or defaulted due to financial

chaos. Italians held the greater part of the liquidated debt,

claiming $2, 552,000 of the 5,092,000. A German-Spanish con-

sortium owned 1,165,000. another 0611,000 was in the hands of

Dominican, Dutch, British, French, and Cuban merchant-bankers.

American creditors claimed 746,000, or less than fifteen per-

cent of the total. Significantly, more than one-half the American

amount had come frm two originally-Spanish capitalists: one,

uban 2lvador Ros, had become a naturalized citizen; the other,

Puerto Rican Juan Sala, automatically acquired citizenship after

the United States annexed Puerto Rico. 4

tHolllander, "Reportu," Special (gents, pp. 30, 71-72.
Hollander's figures must be used carefully because they contain
toth typographical and mathematical errors; among other thingsHollander gives the amount of the 1904 arbitral award as
<4,403,000 instead. of the actual w4,403,Q000 Also, figures forspecific debt groupings fluctuated from year to year as creditorsimposed deJault payments and the Republic added or disallowed claims.

HolLandcr, "Report," Lecicl Agents, P. 71; Dawson to Day,Septeber 12, 1904, Despatches, Vol. XII, Despatch Jo. 36, Annex B.

9 1 - I 1 11 . --, - owl -- , , , " - . ,Iwawou-, A w rr - ii
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he floting debt, the sml oest 01 debt classes, served as

a ctch-all- for hundreds o smll pensions, identities, and

c tri ts. HolDarE did not identify each of these debts in

his " )eport," but two portions of the floa ting dbt w'ich he

dd list ;aeit :ttentio Thi e first is the "old foreign debt."

Begun in 19, 1 haUt d been, bec use of its smallness in size

( 65,00; to June, i;05), on>f neo Lew obligations the reoublic

mde an effor ;to <ay. Liue the liquidated debt, most of the

"oLd foreign debt" rested in Italian hands--about 200,000 worth.

The aerican share was quite small, only 18,000, while the

remainder belonged to creditors of seven different nationalities.

A second portion of the floating debt involved $250,000 in

"noney Contricts, " or loans made to the DoinLcan government

between July, 1903, and Jul, 1904. Here Jominicans controlled

the greatest share vith j'88,000, Americans having only $40,000

worth. Is it happened, most of the merican os> was owned by

Santiago hichelena, who like Juan Sala, achieved American citizen-

shi after the annexation of Puerto ico. h'ehelena had long

before established himself with Spanish capital and also owned

other parts of the Republic's domestic debt.5

The third general category of domestic debt, called the

declared debt, consisted of creditor claims filed with, but not

agreed to by the governments. Of the 47,450,000 total, about

Hollander, "Report," Special Aenjs, p. 46; idem,
"Exhibits," ibid., p. 108, 12-6.
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half beLonged in the "Heureaux State Claims. Between 1897

and 1899 the DominicaTr easry issued more than forty "certif-

icates of indebtedness" for T3,220,000 in Heureaux's naine.

Nearly fifty percent of the certificate amount, or $1,550,000

belonged to an Italiai banker, John B. Vicini. Forty creditors

held the remaining 1,670,000, and German bankers claimed the

Largest portion of that with 479,0(0. aericans accounted

for 4473,000, but Juan Sala with one certificate owned about

half the American total. Due to transfers, the Amterican share

had dropped to 300,000 by 1905. In addition to the "Estate

OLims" there were 1,575,000 in depreciated banknotes, which

wre the remainder of 3,600,000 in worthless paper Heureaux

ordered the National Bank to issue in 1898. Dooiniican spec-

- ators, who held most of them, traded the notes at three per-

cent tof ace value. Internal revolutionary claims made up

another (885,000 ox the dec lared debt. Mos-t of these

revolutionary debts accu-t-mulated uring the chaos after the

fall of Heureaux, and belong edto Britis1, Spanish, i3,rench,

ier~i a, Cuban, and G erman claants n amounts Ilollainder

did not specify. Ls tly, tle heirs of John Vicini (Vicini

being deceased at the time of the "Report") claimed an

a4dion 13,000. It seems Vicini made two loans to the

Rezie in P96 1talli 370,000. ith the usuriou interest

Viciniof ared, the amount due in 1905 exceeded "800,000
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despite continuous redemption payments until 1900. Therefore,

considering the "Estate Claims" and Regie loans together, one

Italian anily had managed to corner more than thirty percent

o the republic's declared debt.6

The final debt category consisted of $4,000,000 in undeclared

clairr. These were claims filed in various foreign embassies

or unoiticitlly held in scattered Dominican government de-

partments. Hollander listed 42,500,000 in claims as "Dominican

and doubtful." Italians, Gerans, Spanish, and English had

450,0U0 in claims peading, while "others" had p50,000. The

American share amounted to 61,000,000, of which 4600,000 com-

prised the claim of the "Clyde's Coastwise and West India Steam

Lines" for violations oi its concession.

In t otalling up all debts, bonded and doriestic, Hollader

arrived t a rand total of almost 340,270,000. French-Belcian

bondholders, having renounced the Improveent Gompany as their

agent in 1901, held $17,670,000 by themselves. Other French

and oelgian investors owned another 230,000 in ebts for a

totaL o" "17,900,000 or iforty-five percent of tie agregate.

Italnis owned 83,604,000 or nine percent; Thnrmans and pniards

t -jLver held , 68,000 or four nercen. Enlis, Dutch, and

Oubaris accounted tow $558,000, 1101> placea the twerican
11-4 - $5 ,0C)0 L l-a d r i ac

Hollandew, "eport, "&Lpecial
idem, "Exhibits," bid., pp. 101-3.

t Ibid., P. 152.

.1 11 ; .- 1-1111, -M
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share at 6,239,000--a little above fifteen percent. With

foreign ownership of the total debt being nearly $30,000,000,

the American portion, then, can hardly be called a controlling

interest. 8

Ti is not to imply that Hollander concocted the "Report"

as an analogy for merican creditors. It provided the Roosevelt

Administration with a iuch-needed clarification of the Republic's

minnca st-andinm. The "Report" in fact expedited adjustment

of the ominican debt. Conferring in New York City between June

and September, 1906, Hollander indDominican envoy Federico

Velasquez used the findings to scale down claims and work out

financial arrangements with New York bankers for the proposed

customs receivership.

having established that American investors did not control

the greater part of either bonded or domestic debts, the question

now is: did American claimants use the United States government

Hollander, "Report," Special Agents, p. 70. On p. 70 ofhis "Report," Hollander said the United States' total of $6,239,000did not include the 84,493,000 Lmprovement Company arbitral
award. That statement cannot be correct. Even if all un-itemized
portions of the floating debt and declared debt were assigned to
the Un ited States, the American total would not exceed $4,400,000.
Unfortunately, adding the arbitral award to the other reported
American debt howdings (32,297,000) will not make the figures
add to Hollander's 36, 239,000 total either. That puts the sum
at $6,607,000 or 6,790,000 depending upon whether the American-
held "certificates oC indebtedness" in the "Heureaux Estate
Claims" are accepted as 473,000 or $300,000. Anyway, placing
the total American debt at a figure $400,000 to $600,000 higher
than Hollander's 36,239,000 seems a more accurate estimate.
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to force onerous exactions from the Dominican government? On

the matter of domestic debts, Americans had several long-standing

claims ihich bear on this question.

The first is the case of the Samarna Bay Company. As an

outgrowth of a Grant Administration scheme to annex the Dominican

Republic, a group of speculators had incorporated this company

in 1872 to establish various commercial enterprises on the Samana

peninsula. Though the Republic granted a ninety-nine-year charter

in December, 1872, a revolutionary government took power in

Novewer, 1873, and cancelled the contract. The Samana Bay

Company demanded compensation of $150,000 for a year's rental

it had paid, as well as another $100,000 for "advances and

services." An appeal to Secretary of State Hamilton Fish brought

only an instruction authorizing the use of the State Department's

"good offices" ir presenting the claim, and a refusal to interfere

further. The same response to the Company's inquiries ccme from

all the Secretaries of State who followed. Taint from the

annexation scheme had apparentl dmmacted he Company's case, and

it was not included in the agreements of September, 1906, which

adjusted the Republic's debt.9

"'Petition of the Samarna Bay Company . . . with a
Statement of Their Claim," April 15, 1904, senate Documents,
58th Congress, 2nd $ession, 41 vols. (Washington, 1904),
Vol. VII, Document No. 276. See also a similar petition withthe same title, dated February 12, 1907, in Senate Documents,
59th Congress, 2nd Session, 36 vols. (Washington, 1907), Vol. V,
Document No. 307.

I- ., I- -- "I I -l-, -- l' , -- -I&
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Businessman Charles Frary had somewhat better luck with

his caim. Frary's employer, W. H. Goodrich, who owned r lumber

company with interests in the publici, had sold furniture to a

Dominican, Emil Villanueva, in October, 1882. For no apparent

reason Villanueva decided several months later that he no longer

wanted he furniture and demanded Goodrich buy it back. Goodrich

refused, and thinking no more of the matter, retired to New York.

In retaliation VillInueva persuaded an uncle in the Dominican

courts to confiscate $2,000 worth of Goodrich's lumber and sell

it at auction. Then when 9rary, the agent of Goodrich, challenged

the confiscation in Dominican court, Vill-anueva prevailed upon

his nephew, district governor Federico Villanueva, to harass

1 rary and restrict his movements. Though the State Department

obtained an en.d to the restrictions, Frary spent considerable

suMs in Dominican courts and eventually presented a K25,000

claim insit the Republic to compensate for the lumber and

leal Iefenses. Not until 1888 did President 1eureaux at the

Depa-vtment 's prompting settle the claim for 610,000.10

Payment bean on Septenber 1, 1888, in dividends of more

tlan V2t> per month. But the amiiount quickly fell off to 100

1Chargd'Affaires John 1. W. Thompson to Secretary of
State Thans Byard, February 19, 1886, Despathes, Vol. I,
Despatch No. 5, " t atemeJ of Chas. E. rAry;" Thompson to
Bayard, March 30, 1888, ibid., Despatch No. 21.
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per month in 1889, continued declining, and never exceeded twenty-

five dollars a month 'for the years between 1898 and 1903. In

1890 -the Department attempted to expedite the payment process,

but the Jfominicans replied that foreign debts were epro-rated from

only a to percent annual subvention of customs revenues, and that

claims of longest standing, such as Frary's received the smallest

amount of money. Payments continued until February, 1903, and

then abruptly ended with a little more than 5,000 of the 810,000

debt retired. Possibly the claim was included in the 1906 debt

adjustment agreement under a general debt category, but neither

the agreement nor Hollander's ".Report" specifically mentioned it.

This particular claimant, then, received only one-half of his

indemnity after twenty years of aaicimg.

The Dominican government caused similar unpleasantness for

another of its victims, Cuban-Amerifcan Salvador Ros. In 1896

Ros received a Aovernment cocession to dredge a channel and

construct & wharf at thae port of Macoris. Expenses totaled

<300,000, but tos in return would receive four cents for every

150 pounds of sugar leaving the port, plus a fixed tariff on all

other local exports and imports for ninety-nine years. Government

inpectors pronounced Ros's improvements complete and acceptable

in Decembe, Q1901. They failed, however, to issue the oblig-

atory decree so Pin, Leea sugar planteis had exerted

llT:heifty-five despatches containing Frary claim payments
are found i Despatches, ols. I-III, V, a VI, -passim; Charg
d'AfPires Frederick Douglass to secretaryy of 3tate James G.
T laine, February 11, 1890, ibid., Vol. I, Despatch No. 12.
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pressure on the inspectors, blocked the decree, and refused to

pay the required duties in the decree's absence. T he 3tate

Department brought the case to the attention of President Horacio

Vasquez in January, 1903, and received preliminary assurances

the government would promulgate the decree. But Vasquez quickly

reversed himself on the advice of a cabinet member. It appears

that Dominican officials, possibly even the vice-president, had

interets in a German-Dominican syndicate attempting to acquire

the Ros concession. Salvador Ros having died in June, 1902, the

syndicate offered his son, Ernesto Ros, a small cash payment and

a mass of promissory notes for the franchise. If the promissory

notes could not be paid when due, the syndicate casually observed,

Ros could take his claim to the Dominican courts. Knowing full

well the promissory notes and native courts were equally worthless,

Ros refused. Under State Department prodding the government

capitulated shortly afterward and declared the concession complete

and valid, retroactive to December, 1901.12

The government also accepted liability for concession revenue

lost by Ros before issuance of the decree. A bill from Ernesto

Ros for 37,400 resulted. National insolvency made it immediately

unpayaolc. Tru to form, the government then attempted by

executive decree to void the concession (thereby voiding the

1Powell to ay, January 13, and January 31, 1903, ibid.,
Vol. VII, Despatch Nos. 457 and 481; Powell to Hay, March 4, 1903,ibid., Vol. VII, Despatch No. 502.



indemnity as well, but was dissuaded by Minister Thomas Dawson.

The minister showed the inadvisability of such a course since

American and Dominican representatives had not yet met to adjust

the country's debt. When Hollander and Velasquez liquidated the

claim under the 1906 agreements, they cut the indemnity by

one-half.13

Ulises Heureaux's personal extravagance provided the basis

for yet another American claim. Juan Sala had loaned Heureaux

202,000 in January, 1898. This advance, previously noted as

part of the liquidated debt, had increased to $229,000 by

accumulating interest defaults. In addition another Sala. contract

with Heureaux for ;216,000, part of the "Estate Claims" in the

declared debt, remained unpaid. The State Department, on

presentation of the problem by Sala's widow, directed Charge

d'lAfaires VilliamI Powell in February, 1902, to use his "good

offices" to make inquiries on the Sala claim.

Powell, an intense, excessively patriotic man, enthusias-

tically complied. In the course of Powell's activity the De-

partment felt compelled to caution him on numerous occasions that

1Powell to Hay, April 6, and September 17, 1903, ibid.,
Vol. VIII, Despatch Nos. 525 and 575; Dawson to Secretary of State
Elihu Root, February 26, 1906, ibid., Vol. XV, Despatch No. 225;
"Plan of Adjustment," September 12, 1906, Theodore Roosevelt
apers, National Archives (Washington: National Archives

Microfilms, 1969), Reel 68.

1 4Powell to Hay, March 12, 1901, Despatches, Vol. V, Despatch
No. 258; Powell to Hay, April 26, 1902, ibid., Vol. VI, Despatch
No. 358; Acting Secretary of State David J. Hill to Powell,
February 6, 1902, Instructions, IV, 508-10.
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his actions were carefully circumscribed, and that the American

government's general policy precluded intervention in contractual

disputes lest foreign governments take the same action. The

warnings fell on deaf ears. On April 26, Powell demanded and got

a guarantee from the Dominican government to pay $50,000 on the

$229,000 claim within one week, the balance to be retired over

a twenty-five year period at three percent interest. The govern-

ment also agreed not to hold the widow Sala responsible for certain

financial drafts originally drawn on her husband but later pur-

chased by the ubiquitous John Vicini. Then, unable to reach

accord on the $216,000 claim, Powell badgered the Dominicans into

an agreement to arbitrate the matter. On presentation with this

fait accompli, the astounded John Hay could only grouse that he

had given Powell no authority to suggest or conclude such
15

agreements.

Implementation of the agreements, however, did not proceed

so easily. Though the disputed Vicini drafts were released,

revolutionary and financial troubles allowed the government to

pay only $37,500 in cash on the promised 850,000 indemnity.

Arbitration accomplished even less. Madame Sala appointed

Frederick Van Dyne, a State Department legal advisor, as her

'Hay to Powell, March 21, and June 20, 1902, ibid., IV,
345 and 359; Diplomatic Bureau memorandum, April 1, 1902,
Despatches, Vol. V; Hay to Powell, April 5, 1902, ibid., Vol. VI;
Powell to Hay, April 26, 1902, ibid., Despatch No. 358 and ten
enclosures; "Arbitration of Sala Claim," Treaties and Other
International Agreements of the United States of Aerica,~1776-
1949, 11 vols. to date (Washington, 1968-1973), VII, 184-8.
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representative on the arbitral commission; the Dominican

government appointed Juan M. Ceballos and Comrpany of tiew York

16as theirs. On April 30, 1904, this commission awarded the

full dimputed amount, 2l6,000, to adame Sla. However, only

$24,300 of the award is recorded as ever having been paid. And

so, the Sala claims also required adjudication in the 1906

agreements. Like all other claims the Sala debts were scaled

down. n the t229,000 debt the government had to pay only fifty

percent of the principal ($202,000), plus three percent interest.

he <216,000 claim, listed in the agreements under "consolidated

interior debt," was also retired for fifty percent or the

principal.17

Tot all disputes with Anericans had to be resolved by the

1906 agreements; Dominican courts "settled" a few. One case

ICThe Carnegie Endowment for International Peace incorrectly
listed the United States and Bolivia as the arbiters in its
Arbitrations and Diplormatic Settlements of the United States
T bxr3T.on, 1314), p. 4. The Dominican government originally
na edoivian Minister .ernIndo Tuachalla as its representative,
but he later resigned to take a position on the Bolivian mission
to Portugal. Ceballos and Company took Guachalla's place. See:Powell to hay, December 6, l902, Despatches, Vol. VII, Despatch
Nlo. 434; Iowell to Pay, September .5, 1903, ibid., Vol. VIII
Despatch No. 573.

Powell to Flinrnce minister Juan Sanchez, December 20, 1902,
Desathes, Vol. VII, Despatch No. 445, Enclosure %o. 1; Powellto day, harch 7, 1903, ibid., Vol. VIII, Despatch No. 508; Powellto Hay, October 8, 1903, ibid., telegram; Dawson to lay, September12, and October 4, 1904, ibid., Vol. XII, Despatch Nos. 36, Annex C,and 48; Treaties and Other International reemgnts VII, 184,n. 1; "Plan of Ad justmvent," September 12, 1906, Roosevelt apers,
Reel 68.
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involved illiam Bass, who was both president of the Pioneer

Iron rks0 o Brooklyn, and the republic's largest sugar planter.

In 1896 the eoublic enacted a suar production tax which impose,

a levy on each bag of sugar produced. O ught between the govern-

ment ' sLegitimavte need to raise revenue, and the certain knowledge

that the collected monies went only to finance venal Dominican

politicians, the planters resisted. By withholding their crops

and appealin; to the State Department for help, the planters

hoped to force the government to back down. The Department,

however, sensibly refused assistance. After the assassination

0 Heuireaux in 1899, an association of plant ers, partly German,

party erican, tried another approach to the new president,

Juan 1 Jimenez. Th association made a $150,000 payment to the

govnmitent in lIeu of production taxes, in return for wiih the

government removed evies on suar for eight years. Actually a

thinLy-veiled brite, J100,000 o the payment reportedly went to

Jimenez atnd the remaining 50,000 found its way to members of the

miian ICongress. The association assessed Bass 1,000 as his

part o f th efund, bu Bass, who ad nothing to do with the sche me,

reiise (J. pay.o (0is resi 7 Wta nce soon ended. In an a.-ict of stupefying

jurisrudence the Douinican court or-deed Bass to pay his fair

shaIe o bth r ib el8

Powell to Hay, October 22, 3903, Dspatches, WI. IX
Dep8Atch No. 612; Poell to Hay, April 27, 1904 ,bod., 7o. XI
.Despatch No. 846.~
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I revolution in MvIarch, 1903, brought General Alexandro

Wos y Gil to power; Gil re-instituted the production tax.

Another revolution ousted Gil in Novemiber, 1903, bringing Carlos

oriles to power. The planters found Miorales more pliabi an

secured his promise to ban the sugar tax twenty years in return

for a ,00 bribe. But the Morales cabinet strenuously

objected. Either in an outburst of patriotism, or in a rage for

failing to receive any "side money" from the planters, the cabinet

threatened to impose a sixty-six-cent tax on each bag of sugar pro-

duced, and forced orales to promise to return his bribe.1 9

Meanwhile, the planters were maneuvering on the diplomatic

front as well. During the revolutionary turmoil of 1903, Bass

had proposed that an international commission administer the fiscal

affairs of the Republic. He thought, too, that Aerican warships

should take up stations outside Dominican ports until order

returned. Other planters, both foreign and American, solicited

the Department's aid in resisting the sugar tax, even though the

Dominicans had in 1904 reduced the tax to ten cents per bag.

The planters, having bought off the government twice, considered

any tax an insult heaped on injury. However, the State Department

neither supported these proposals nor ordered American warships

to intimidate the Dominican government. Oharge d'Affaires Powell

refused requests for Aierican detachments to guard property of

19Ibid.
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the planters; and Iinister Dawson, his successor, informed the

planters that the sugar tax was an internal economic policy of

the Rt epur lic in which the United States would not interfere. 2 0

But in December, 1904, the Department partially reversed

itself. Assistant Secretary of State Francis B. Loomis, more

Otio politician than diplomat, exercised questionable judgment

and ordered Dawson to use his "good offices" to prevent enforcement

of the sugar tax until its validity could be affirmed. The

Dominican government repeatedly pressed for a judgment on the

tax, but morea rent matters soon diverted the Department's

attention. Two weeks after the Loomis order, John Hay instructed

Dawson to sound out the Dominicans on the acceptability of an

American adrinistration of the republic's customs system. The

Italian government had been threatening since ipril, 1904, to

seize Dominican customs houses to recover defaulted Italian

investments. To prevent seizure, the United States and the

Dominican Pepublic adopted hay's proposal in January, 1905.

With this overriding consideration in mind, President Roosevelt

decided in Parch to render no decisions oi any claims until the

Senate voted on the proposed protocol. The Senate, however,

Powell to Hay, October 19, 1903, ibid., Vol. IX, Despatch
No. 610; Bass to Powell, December 12, 1903, ibid., Despatch No.
688, Enclosure No. 1; Powell to Hay, January 26, 1904, ibid.,
Vol. X, espath No. 733; ow: to Hay, Nay 12, 1904, ibid.,
Vol. 'I, Despatch No. 869; Daw.son to Hay, September 16, and
October 24, 1904, ibd., Vol. XII, Despatch Nos. 40 and 61;
I wson to kugo Friedhei, Cctober 7, 1904, ibid., Despatcl No. 52,
tnclosure 1o. 1 .
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failed to act, and forced boosevelt to institute his own modus

vivendi. As a result, Hay instructed Dawson in kpril to discon-

tinue opposition to the production tax.21

Still opposing the tax, Bass turned to the Dominican courts

for redress. >itn t he matter in litigation the Dominican

governmient promised not to confiscate sugar or press the tax

until the case was decided. Finally on March 14, 1906, the

Dominican Supreme Court, to no one's surprise, found against Bass.

It ordered him (and therefore all other planters as well) to pay

a t -cent tax on each 100 pounds of sugar produced between

Mbr, 1904, and. Augus, 1906. For Bass the cost would amount to

about i24,000. <hortly afterward, the Dominican Congress passed

a law exempting sugar production and sugar exports from all taxes

after August 1, 1906. By that time of course, sufficient revenues

r- lowirg fro the Anerican-administered customs system to

mak sullegislative ragnanimi t y possible. 2

or some cLaimants neither the courts, the Dominican Congress,

nor the 1906 agreements provided satisfaction. One of tiese was

"Clyde's Joast-wise and West 1111 Steam Lines" of New York. In

21
Powell to H;ay, Aprl 14, 1904 ibid., Vol. XI, Despatch

No. 823; Ay to masn, Decem-br 50, l9O4, bc eLn Slations, 1905
(C"shing tu, 1906), . 29; Dawson -to Hay, December 19, 1904 aid
Tu3ch 3, 1905 eSatches, Vol. XI, Depatch Nos. 95 and 117;
7illiam L. Penfield u--o Diplomatic bureau, Marh 22, 1905, ibid.;

ien.i:&ld to Second ssistnt Secretwry 01 tace Alvey Adee, n. d.,
ibid. The '"enfid Iiemoranda are attached to Despatch No. 117;
D2AVsoUto <ay, % 1pri 26, 1905, Despatches, Vol. XIV, Despatch
No. I u

22Dcwson to :oot, January 17, Nay 8, and Hay 21, 1906,
ibid., Vol. XV, Despatch Nlos. 205, 243, and 250.
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1878 the Dominican government sold William P. Clyde a concession

to establish steam trade among the republic'ss ports. The

government waived port charges on company ships and promised

yd a three-and-a-half percent share o1 customs duties paid

by shippers using the rlyde line. Unfortunatel, financial

problems prevented payment of the custors kicikback, so instead

the government reguLarly extended the time limit on the concession.

I 185 the company relinquished claim on the unpaid kickbacks in

return for the government making ll shipping: copanies except

Oiyde pay port and tonnae charres. 2 3

hat agreeiient lasted only two years. President Heureaux

for untated reasons violated the pact in 1897 by refitting port

fees to a anewPrench line. The advantags of selling many port

concessions rather than aloing one powerful monopoly no doubt

weighed heavily on the minds of inanciamly-embarrassed politicians.

AccordiLn:uly, the government in 1901 reportedly offered the Clyde

company 7200,000 to give up i'U shipping monopoly. Nothing came

of the offer so the government tried other methods to terminate

the c ncession.24

The ReI.ublic decrzeed in October, 1902, that all ships could

pay customs dues with scrip previously issued for various items

5tKnigb, Americans in Santo DOmnj, p. 734.

usmyth to hiey, Januwrv 5, 97, De.)atches, Vol. III,
D sesPa a o. 47; PcE-1 to Adee, tgust 3 , 1901, ibid., Vol. V,

Despatio o. 275.
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of the floating debt. Some of this paper represented unpaid

debts over fsifty years old. The government arbitrarily accepted

the scrip at eihty percent of face value, even though its market

value never exceeded three percent. Payment of customs with this

nearly-worthless paper therefore negated the duty-free advantages

of the Clyde concession. The company protested to the State

Department. ssistant Secretary of State Alvey Adee doubted that

Clyde had a valid claim; the payment of customs involved internal

affairs in which the United taes should inot interfere. Adee

proposed doing nothing to support the protest except call it to

the attentioI of ,resident Vasquez. However, -ssistant Secretary

of -. ate David J. 1ill advocated intervention since the rights

of an kmerican firm were threatened. Secretary of State Hay

resolved the problem with a decision of questionable propriety.

Apparently dismissing the right of the Dom inican g overnmi ent,

corrulpthough it was, to determine internal economic policies,

Hay reasoned that because the de facto reduction of customs

duties violated Clyde's concession, the Dom inicans should therefore

reimburse Clyde for duties not paid by other shipp e rs. Hay

ordered the use of "strenuous good offices" to get the indemnity

aid. Actually, nothing cae of the order. The Dominieans

refused to rescind the scrip decrees and rejected Hay's contention

that the clyde 'o:any had a valid claim. 25

5powellto hay, November 12, and November 24, 1902, ibid.,
Vol. VI, Despatch Nos. 412 and 422; Adee to Van Dyne, Novemaber 22,
1902, ibid.; Adee to Penfield, December 5, 1902, ibid.; LHill) to
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The Dominican government, however, soon found that allowing

payment ol customs duties with almost valueless paper brought

mixed results. Tie Clyde company may have lost much competitive

advantae, but the government lost revenues from its only

reliable source of income, the customs ssto. Possibly antic-

iating this problem, the g'vernet as early as April, 1902,

ha. d nned the Hamburg-Americanine f or a $100, 000 loan in

exange for lowered customs duties. The Republic later reduced

its r>tuest to i48,000. On rantin the loan, Harbury-American

appareny imposed a very short time hiit on its repayment

because the government requested a 50,000 advance from various

banking huses before the year was out o reiburse the German

lin . Th barnkers cotilied and sent money to the Treasury, but

the temptation proved too great. Instead of py ing theC erans,

tie politicians simply spent everything w;. lor the Dominicanis,

t'ienj , the sarip decrees only loier-ed cstos reveriues and cused

Aof ;aIn'other9,0 to thei ;ountsin of unpaid debts.

The (lyde company by this time wished to liquidate its concession,

but o _ly ill ;h gOVr:nL"tt Cue e 1 Oiy lyde ori mg rinaly

paid r t' h oiL> concession in 1i78. ADdit inal1, ly paecd to

submit other demands to cover diajges for freight varied

dee, december 8, 1902, ibid. 'he Adee memoranda are attached
to Nosespatal o. 412 and 422; ay to Powell, Dece4mber 18, 1902,
Instructions, IV, 391-2; Povell to ly, January 13, 1903,
Despatches, Vol. VII, Despatch No. 156.
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duty-free on other shipping lines.26

The Republic tried another scheme in September, 1903, to

force Clyde out. Contrary to international law, the Dominican

Congress declared Sman aad and Me.izanillo to be neutral waters and

free pouts. anuel Galvan, the foreign minister, reportedly

ante d to offer the ieutral areas to Germany for use as coaling

stuliv station, obtaining both a cash advance and an end to

the Iyde monopoly. On learning of the plan Powell expressed

his disapproval in tems that hard nothing to do with Clyde

Interests. Fearing a blow to the onroe Doctrine, Porell bluntly

lute;rmedihe ;overnnt that the United States would not allow

the fewublic to cede its territory to a foreign power, and that

if necessary, an american protectoratie would be established.

The Doinuicans hastily abandoned the plan in uctober.27

t ti point the "lyde line aflso began stirring up trouble.

ev huuio; ary turmoil in 1905 an& 1904 off ered lucrative oppor-

tnities for gun-running. In earl y January, 1904, the Clyde

steamer "Nevw York" OVE-rtly delivered 23,000 rounds of ammunition

to insurgents at Puerto Plata. A few weeks later another company

ship brought 180,000 rounds to rebelIlious Monte Christi. Insur-

gents t see we're on the verge of surrender when the supplies

tPowell to a, April 15, 1902, ibid., Vol. VI, Despatch
NO.- 3; 1o el1 to au tanur' >1y 5, l903, ibid., Vol. VII, Despatclh

o -453; eto Hay, Marc 4, 41903, ibid., Vol. VIII, Despatch
. ,, Pwell to ay, December 17, 1905, ibd., ol. IX,
at"h N . 93.

Puwel toLy 1-mer 12, October 8, aud Oatobr 12,
190, id., VoL. VIII, wIt los 569, 597, and 601.
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arrived. And aain in November, 7,000 rounds amrived at the

port of Santiago to aid revolutionaries friendly to a dissident

province chief. As long as the government or the insurgents

paid shippi fees, the Clyde line delivered. President

)oosevet finally ended tamse abuses in the fall of 1905 by

embaroing arms shipents to theRepublic.28

The "ta<e Department also restricted its support for Clyde.

John Jay declined in December, 1904, to support the company on

a nu.oer of protests it had ride, and with the enactient of the

modus vivendi in Narch, 1905, the Department refused altogether

to take action on any compLny claims until the proposed customs

receixveship treaty received Senate ratification. The debt

adjustm ent agreement of 1906 alto proved disappointing for

Clyde. The adjusted claim, apparently included in the agreement

as irt of the "adjudicated claims," allowed only ten percent of

the J600,000 Clyde had demanded. The company found this so

unacceptable that it at first rejected the offer, but later it

relented, a small reimbursement beinE better than none at all.

Clyde's onopoly ended when the receivership treaty 'ent into

force in 1907.29

28 Powel to Hay, January 11, aid January 28, 1904, ibid.,
Vol. X, 9espatchNos. 716 and 735; Dawson to Hay, iNovemubew~7, 1904,ibid., ol. fII, Despatch No. 67; "Export of Arms, etc., to
S ito zmin-o," October 14, 1905, Senate Doguments, 61st congress,
1st s , 9 vols. (tashington, 1909) II, 285.

2hyto Dawson, December 2, 1904, Instructions, 1, 29-30;Daison to oot, February 24, 1906, Despatches, Vol. XV, BespatchNo. 2T; Hollander to Roosevelt, September 12, 1906, Roosevelt
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Finally, there is the case of Nathaniel McKay. Of all

American claims, McZray's is perhaps the most unusual; it is the

only one ever to be paid in full. McKay secured a contract in

September, 1887, to construct a drawbridge over the Ozama River

at Santo Domingo City. Coincidentally, certain members of the

anto Domaingo yun tamiento (city council) had submitted a similar

proposal which was rejected by the ful city council after

P<otrcted negotiations. The contest to all apearances ended

ni ly, anId Mckay ordered the bride superstrueture built in

rliad and shipped by sections to the Kepublic. Unfortunately

for Lc ay, the disappointed Ayuntamiento members were associated

vith the son-in-law of the vice president on: the Republic. This

collecting tof thieves used a pretext that the bridge concession

had epir, nd attempted to confiscate the bridge cions on

their arrivL so that t hey might be sold for scrap iron. McKay

mana ged to prevent seizure and succeeded in erecting the bridge

in 1891, but he tired of the cuntamiento's harassment and

trane;redtitle to an1tr micn, Henry W. Thurston. 14cKay
tI-n sat the next nine years attemptin to recover his costs

ram th Dominican government . Meanwhile the Antaiento

voided MIchay's concession on grounds that the retractable draw

span ha been improper constructed. Thurston installed a new

eape3rs,68; "tTlian of Adjustmelsnt," Septtembe 12, 1906,
ir!d. "'greeenit fore overnment Loan: The Republic of antoDLmin n anJ Tuhn, Loeb and Comany," schedule B, September 11,

>06, ied. ; Kht, Americans in Santo Dmin a, Pr. 13 38.
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draw which the city council pronounced acceptable in February,

1894.30

the collection of tolls from the completed bridge provided

Thurston with a reliable source of revenue-a fact not lost on

the Dominican governdnt. Opportunity to appropriate the bridge

came a ofew months later. In September, 1894, a cargo barp in

the Ozama River broke free of its moorings and collided with

Thurston's brid . Thurston sought compensation fro the barge

owne-rs for thie resulting damage. After yoar of litigation

the Do inican Suprem Court rendered its decision on December 20,

1895. Not only did the Court asess damajs against Thurston,

it foundI the bridge a menace to navigation and practically

outl7a ed it ihen the dumfounded Thuri:ston refused to pay, the

Court ordered him to remand all bridge collections to the

government until *February 1, J1897. It is not certai 0how

thoroughly Thurston carried out th.e order, but at the end of the

penalty rlad me snudmitted a &4,500 claim to the State Department

far lost revenues. Luckless Nathaniel iic~ay who rad spent

$25,C)00 on fruitless lawsuits thus far, added his own appeal a

feW months later. In his letter nKay raged, perhaps with more

vehmemnce thaini historical accuracy, that "the Dominican government

has beaten every 1uerican citizen who ever put money in San

H.il, 0. 0. stood to Durta, August 10, 1891, DesLpatches,
Vol. II, Despatch No. 26, Enclosure No. 2; "Report of the Value
o0 the zama River Bridge and Franchise, December 20, 1895,"
Foreir Relations, 1898 (Washington, 1901), pp. 278-9. The date
in the title of the report indicated the value of the bridge on
tat date; the report itself was submitted Slay 20, 1898.
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Domingo since Columbus landed." He then requested a gunboat

to back up his claim..

Secretary of State John Sherman chose less drastic measures.

He -roposed that engineers determine the value of the bridge in

order to settle YcKay's claim, but he declined to interfere

diplomatically to collect Thurston's lost revenue (four years

later, Hay twice had Powell make inquiries for Thurston, but the

Dominicans apparently gave no response.) In March, 1898,

President Heureaux agreed to $herman's proposition and a Chicago

engineer, Altred Loble, duly inspected the bridge. In his May

report Ioble recommended liquidation of the claim for $74,400.

Heureaux immediately balked. Alleging that the Dominican

government received only J60,000 per month in revenue, he

countered with a plan to pay 122,000 every six months and deliver

the balance on January 1, 1900. The United Ltates accepted, but

the tinancia dificulties of the republic rrevented imple-

mentation of even the compromise plan. Nevertheless, the State

Department bombar ded eureaux with messages demanding that the

agree-tnt be ca-rried out. In fact so annoying did John lay's

telegrams become that at one point heureaux left and capital city

for ar extended vacation in the interior simply to make Hay's

barbs undeliverable. Heureaux's assassination in July, 1899,

I"-Ozama River Bridge and ranchise," Foreign Relations,
1 p98, p. 279; Olney to Sythe, Febr ua.rIy 10, 1897, Instructions,
III, 517; Mc-Kay to Poell, August 20, 1897, Despatches, Vol. III,
Despatch No. 3, Enlcdosure .1o. 1.
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evidently eased the scarcity of overnment funds for a time, and

Si reported n January 9, 1900, that he had secured the

f 1uOzama Bride payments . Upon pro clamation of the final

pat he Doinindcanio pess regarded Powell an tay fortheir

prersevernce by ptblisng editorials entitled "Yankee Ex actions"

and "'erfidia Yanqui. "32

twithstanding the verdict of Uhe Dominican media on this

particular case, the record shows that, in the main, Armrican

investors ret with indifferent success in pressing their demands.

The 1906 agreements ignored some claims, and cut all others by

at least one-haL . Not all claimants found the readjustment

satisfactory, but they had to accept the decision or receive

nothing.

In oress W claims prior to the 1906 agreements, the State

Departent, it must be conceded, displayed occasional lapses in

good judgmenT. for the most part, however, the Department

followed a general policy of non-interference in the republic's

internal affairs. Aericai investors victimized by dishonest

politicians and by the preposterous decisions of Dominican courts

received the benefit of the State Department's "good offices"

and little rmore.

32Sherman t o Powell, Deceber 17, 1897, Instructions, III,
612-4; Hay to Powell, December 9, 1901, and March 8, 1902, ibid.,
IV, 35E and 529; Powell to Sherman, Ma rch 7, 1898, Despatches,
Vol. ILI, aespatch No. 35, Enclosure No. 1; "Ozama River Bridge
and ranrchise," >'oreign1 )etions, 1898, pp. 288-9; Heureaux to
Powe>L, June 24, 1698, Despatches, Vol. IV, Despatr:h No. 68,
Enclosurei o. 1, translation; Acting Charge d'ifftires John 13

erretoE 1ay, October 22, 1898, ibid., DespatchiNo. 89; Powell
to Hay, nuary 31, 1900, ibid., Despatch No. 192 and Enclosure

o.9.
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host iaportantly, the Republic's domestic debt, like its

bonded deot, ori-inatedand thrived in an atmosphere of

finnci. and politiCal corrUptiOl. >ncouraged by the unscri-

pulous UIsEs L.eureau, the countryt s ierchaIt-bankers, most of

wior wee European aliens, cas ed in on lucrative opportunities

hic4Q oily aro1figte government could of-er. but increasing

o e th domestic debt did not bring a corresponding

Leri can e fort to gain control of the debt. By the time the

receivership treaty went into force in 1907, acmri-ans accounted

fr no ore than eihiteen erc-nt ci all debts, bonded and

dnestic. Therefore, thG o t roposition that the United States

dragooned the Dominican hepulic into service as an outlet for

surplus nerican capital cannot be upheld.



CHAPTER IV

ULE SAl2'S BLC DIP 1 OTS

The history of the various claims disputes demonstrated that

defendig Lmerican interests in the Dominican IRepublic proved to

be one of the more thankless tasks the United States Foreign

Service performed. nd thou-h a few of the participating

American diplomats achieved prominence in fields other than

foreign relations, diplomatic service in the Dominican Republic

relegated most of2 Uhe to instant obscurity. This is particu-

larly unlortunate because in the years between the Civil ar and

World ar One almost all the diplomctts were Black, and their

obscurit y leaves yet anoth chapter of Negro history largely

un-illuminated. Who wer7e these men?

Ebenezer D. C. Bassett (1833-1908) became nhe firstmaen to

break the color barritr to te diplomnatio service. Born in

lit-2ield, Onnecti uA, Bassett graduated from Connecticut

Ctat OroaL<I School in 185o, studied at Ya1e, and then taught

school in ew Haven, onnecticut, and Philadelphia for sixteen

But see the studies by Ludwell L. Iontague: Haiti and the
United States, l7l4-1938 (Durham, North Carolina, 1940), a
Rayford W. Logan: The Diplomatic Relations of the United States
with Haiti, 1776-1891 (Chapel hill, North Carolina, 1941), wIieh
treat the Haitian policies of the Black diplomats who served in
a dual role as Ministers to Haiti and Chargs d'Affaires to the
Dominica,. Republic from 1883 to 1904. Logan and Montague leaned
heavily toward an imperialistic interpretation of American
diplomacy.

70
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years thereafter. In 1869 President Grant nominated him as

jT inister to Haiti, a position he held until Grant left office

in 1877. Bassett never held any diplomatic post connected with

tie Dominican Republic, but his position in Hiiti set precedent

for the Black diplomat who followed.

Join ercer Lanqston (1829-1897), Bassett's successor, was

born in Louisa County, Virginia, the son of Ralph Quarles, a White

plantation owner, and Jane Lanvston, a slave of Black and Indian

descent. IAfte graduatio from Oberlin College, Langston won

election in 1855 as clerk of Brownhelm Township, Ohio--probably

te irst BlackIc ever chosen to elective offic cin the United

States. Whe. the Civil var broke out, he helped recruit two Black

regiments, the Fifty-tFourth and Fifty-Fifth iassachusetts

Volunteers. Langston a lso served as Dean of Howard University

(1869-1876), and as cting President in 1872. >resident

uthoriord B. Hayes nominated, him to replace Bassett as Minister

to Haiti in 1877. In February, 1883, Congess created the office

of Charge d'Affaires to Santo Domingo, and secretary of State

L Qler . Greslha nominated Liigston to fill a dual diplomatic

role in both the Dominican Republic and Haiti.3 Langston provided

tho Was Who in :merica, 1897-1942 (Chicago, 1943), p. 66.

The diplomats officiala title which had been "Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Haiti" thereby
received the additional "and charg d' faires to Santo Domingo,"
-the "Sato Domingo" referring, to the entire Domirican nation
before it changed its official acme to the Dominican:eublic.
The dual office ended in 1904 hen the rank of the Dominican
envoy was upraded to minister, and the office was separated
enttir ely fro1 the Haitian billet.
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keen obfelvations of political and economic conditions on the

island and interested himself especially in trade relations

between the United States 3nd Haiti. The incoming Democratic

administration of Grover Cleveland removed Lanyston from his

offices in 1885. Lang ston returned to Virginia and served as

president of the Petersburg Normal and Collegiate Institute

from 1885 to 1888. in the latter year he sought the Republican

nominal tion from the Iourth. Virginia Congressional District and

won it in spite o bitter conservative position. Theo enera.l

election in Noveb1 er gave the seat to a White Democrat, Edward

C. Venable, 'ut Lan2ston uncovered evidence of monumental vote

frau d eventualy ou ted and re placed Venatible as Congressan

in epte er, 1890. One of only three Lak to cit in the

ityirs' onress, e ailed to retain office in the love'ber

tiOsU . spent his reainigyers in rititeent orom

Ujen La Onmleft t tie diplomatic service in 1885, Cleveland

replaced Lim with a BlacP Demoorat, John E. W. Thompson. As it

happened, Thompson had not been theresidnt's first choice.

Leoal proceedins against the ortiial nominee, George . Williams,

The National Cclopaedia American BioLraphy, 54 vols.
(wew York, 891l-1975), III, 328; Dumas Malone and Allen Johnson,
eds., Dictionaryo 1 Aerican Biovaphy, 20 vols. (Jew York
-928-1936), X, 597-8 U. . Statutes atILarge, XXIII, 4.24 (1883);John Hope Franklin, Frrm slavery to Ireedom: A History ofNegro
Americans, 3rd ed. ( ew York, 1967), p. 431; John ercer Lanston,
From the Vir Pnia Intation to the Nation's Capitol (1894;
reprinted ed., New York Irno Press and The New York Times 1969),
pp. 479-82, 5)3-4; The ew York Times, Setember 20, 1888, . 1;ibid., February 13, 1889, p. 5; ibid., November 16, 1897, p. 7.

4 --A%4;iw A 44,04i4o
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a Massachusetts Demoocrat, had removed him from consideration
aind opened the door for Thomason. Background and reference for

ThomPso were impressive. 3orn in Brooklyn in 1855 (another

account gives the year as 1860), he received his early education

in various towns and cities of southern New England and then

entered Yale. he g-aduated from that institution as a medical

doctor, and went to Paris to practice for a year before returning

to ei 'Yorkl Oity. 2everend Dooctor Edward cGlynn of St. Stepihen's

Catholic Ciurch, and E. K. A;ar, >ector of the Church of the

Epiphany, brLou-ht him to the attention of the Tamany Hall organ-

ization; Tompson thereupon received the support of New York

t mcJrQatiC 1ay0r, bran S. ewitt. Rounding out the ist

of endorsements ware LoahPortea, prisdent of Yale, and the

eiu a 0c1u.Lty of t- YLale" medical School. Duly iLmpressed,

Cleveland noninatad Whe youn doctor as' inister to Haiti and

Ciar d'a ffaires to :awt Do.LO I o in Mlay, 1885. roldin the
of-aI'ices ll l889, TbompsOn concentrated upon ending exploitation

of fAceIarican<vessels i ,ai1tian ports.

OnCm'letion ox his dutiat- Thompson returned to practice

in ae York. 'out here his life-style took a sudden turn. The

doctor trained the pblic eye in January, 1893, when he engaged

in an unsee&ily row with John I. SmythcI, a Black ex-Minister to

tin1-al yCt>lopaedia, XI, 477-8;; New YorkTies, March 3108, p . 3; i., V 9, 1885, p. 5; franklin, Prom Sacrlivy to
Freedom, p. 431.
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Liberia. Disputing ownership of a piece of land ne Washington,

SC., Thompson concocted charges and had Smyth arrested and

temporarily jailed For allegedly obtainin -money on false pre-

tenses. Disposition of the case was not recorded, but another

of Thonmpsorn' s altercati ns was . Seven mon1rths later New York

psoIe aIested >hi at Coney Island for drunkenness. Upon

arraifninit Thomlpson ;ave li-lse testimony as to his age and

obrity at the time of his arrest, a mistake for which-the judge

Tde iail. The unfortuna te doctor

avoided the ull term by ,awning his atch and paying a fine.

That thse inidents madhim+ pern non 'ata with -the

0Leve n0d 1 5dinis .atIn 9 is7 s bhown by forlon ic corre-

S)fiC 2 tin 18J6, importunin Cleveland's iTnulgece forC"))

"aultlan .syn." ainly the letter urged Cleveland to run

against .:ciney in the Ovemr elections , but it also made

refereCne to Thopson'sl0 "baihimient, " a penalty for which the

PresiLI-, Thorpson cxmpi lin, ad: <i-ven no official expLIanation.

And wih thilat the doctor disappeared from public view, apparently

with not even at obituary notice to mark his passing. What

happened after his departure from the foreign service, and why

the career of this promising physician-diplomat turned to dust

is not evident. 6

New York Times, January 8, 1893, p. 1; ibid., July 7, 1893,p. 1; Thompson to Cleveland, April 2, 1896, Grover Cleveland
Papers, National Archives (Washington: National Archives Micro-
films, 108), Reel 93.
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Thompson's successor, by contrast, suffered no anonymity

at all. The old abolitionist, Frederick Douglass (1817-1895),

assumed. the diplomatic post after Benjamin Harrison's election

had returned the Republicans to power. Born into slavery in

Talbot County, 'uryI>nd, his fater Was probably Aaron Anthony,

a White plaxtatioln oversee-, and his mother a slave named Harriet

Bailey. The full details of Douglass's turbulent life before his

entr< into the diplomatic service are too vell-known to recount

hsere, though a few salie.nit points might be noted. Escaping from

bonJa e, he joined th Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society in

1841, becameLa noted orator, and founded the anti-slavery news-

pape orth Star in 187. Continued involvement in abolitionism

brought him int o the pripiohery of John BroVn's abortive raid

on the Harper's erry Arsenal, and forced on him a temporry

residence in Canada. He returned in 1860 and assisted in

recruiting Black regIments for Union service in the Civil War.

In 1871 IDoulass tOured the Dominican Republic while serving as

Secretary to Grant's "Santo Domingo anexatio commission, mating

him onle of the few diplomats to hrave prior experience in that

country before assudi diplomatic office. He became the first

BMack to hold the office of Marshall and recorder of Deeds for

ashington, D. 0., serving from 1877 to 1886. As representative

to Haiti and the Dominican Republic fror 1889 to 1891, Douglass,

like Thompson before him, fought against discriminatory treatment

of snerican vessels. He did not remain for the full Harrison
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term, hovrever, having to resign both for reasons of ill health

and political pressure stemming from the failure of plans to

acOIP sole St. i,,olais from aiti.

John 2. Durham (1861-1919) replaced Douglass. Born in

Shbildelphia, the maternal side of his family represented a

series oK lwinaries in the African methodist Episcopal Church.

Gradu' tinSfrom the University of PennsylvaniA in 1886, he became

a civil enineer in 1889 after three more years o" advanced

study. uhm also worked as a reporter for the Philadel-phia

Times, 2Wa lcIter as associate editor of the Philadelphia Evening

Bulelati. President Harrtiso appointed him Consular Jent to

>anito Doin'o /ity in 1890, and he advanced to Sinistr to haiti

and Charge d'Aiffaires to Santo Domingo when Douglass resigned

in 18)1. Defense of a reciprocity treaty sith the Dominican

Republic and vigorous negotiatIon for an American coaling

stcion at Sana By were the haL carks o Durham's tenure.

The accessio B of Democroat Grover L eveland to a second presi-

dential er caused Durham's removal from office in 1893, although

he later reuuned to government service under hcKinley as an

Assistant United States Attorney with the Spanish Claims

Commission in Cuba. Completing his duties in 1905, he returned

tNational Cycloraedia, II, 309-10; Who Was 4ho in America,
1607-1396, rev. ed. (Chicago, 1967), pp. 223-4; rankrlin, rom
Slavery to reedoa, P. 431; Benjamin Quarfes, Frederick Douglass
(Wasnington, 1948), P. 333; Frederick Douclass, Life and Times

_of _rederick Douglass Written o HimselfZ1892; reprintede
ew York: Collier Books, 1962), pp. 600-601, 616.
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to Philadelphia and practiced law until his death in 1919.8

The victory of the Democrats in the election of 1892

brought the first Caucasian diplomat since the 1860's as

representative to the island republics. Henry M. Smythe

(1844-1932), a loyal Democratic retainer, came from KAte City,

Virginia. le had attended WashingtonI College in Tennessee and

Eo ry and enry College in Virginia, but left before graduation

to enlit in the CroIederate Army. after the war he p practiced

1a, served as a school superintendent, and edited a newspaper

called the Graham (Virginia) Headlight.- In 1893 Cleveland

nominated him as consul to Foochow, China, but the Senate deferred

the nomination, according to the New York Times, in hope of

persuading nmythe to take a Haitian post. Smythe accepted.9

The Virginian's tenure brought no spectacular changes,

good or bad, though the Cleveland Administration terminated the

reciporoc:l trade agreement of 1891, and declined to press for a

Samia Bay coaling station. Bridge-builder Nathaniel kcKay

sounded one sour note, however, -when ie reported that Sythe,

on a visit to the Dominican Republic extending from December, 1896,

to January, 1697, was "intoxicated when he landed and intoxicated

when he left." To what extent the United States conducted its

diplomacy toward Haiti and the Dominican Republic 'from 1893 to

1897 with the American representative affected by alcoholic

National yclopaedia, IV, 408; WhoW as Who,
p. 349.

9 National yclopaedia, XIII, 241; New York Times,
September 9, 1893, p. 2.
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byis uncertair- n Sn. It can be said that wxhatevereffect

this 7 < u-pon Aerica diplomacy, it apparently had little effect

upon yWthe's health.; the old gentlerian retired to farming), lived

on util harcof 192, nd finally expired in the Coafederate

ldierIS iome at RichInxd, Virjinia, in his eighty-eighth
10

year.

mftcr the Peputlicans wn th- election of 1896, Presidnt

returned the dipl matic position to a Blac Ftepublican.

Wiltiam 2. Po eli (48-1920), the s on of an Indian father and

mulatto mother, was a resident of Troy, New York. He graduated

fr m t he New Yori School of Kamaoy, and later, at age seventeen,

fro.'mthe Ten Jersey olleiate Institute. ]"e oned the first

ste- -Ch6ool for children of freedmen a iw yrs later in

Alexandria, 1irginia. After a brief stint as a bookkeeper for

the Teasury Departm et in 1881, he won election in 1882 as

p of BlaCk schools in Camden, New Jersey, and held that

position for the next fourteen years. Povell's diplomatic

appointmen t in 1897 brougt the most cc'orful and in many ways

the most effective diplomat of all to Hispanola. As shovn by

his Oule in pressing the internal debt claims, Powell fought

vigorously or fir treatment of AmerIcn citiens. His

willingness to hold the corrupt Dominican overnrient to account

for its obligations served as a necessary holding action until

t se-tle> nat o Caims In the 1906 1ollander-Velasquez agreements.

McLay to Powell, Lugust 20, 1897, Despatches, Vol. III,Despatch o. 3, Enclosure "o. 1; NewYor Times, Mrc 15, 192,
T. 16.
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utL >ow<l did not stwp there. He further enlivened his

diplomacy with bombast, faulty judgment, and jingoism. On

occasion he would drive the Oaoe Departent to distraction by

totally ignoring instructions and performing his duties entirely

to the satisfaction ol Willia u. "'owel. his free-wiheeling

style tj..y in fact have contributed to his departure; by1904
the laitian-Do.minican, situati had become too delicate to

Permit narestrained diplomacy and P2resident Roosevelt replaced

him. Little is recorded of Powfell after his departure; he died

sixteen years Later at Camden, New Je.rsey.

Thou<h Congress abolished the dual office of hiiistev to

itiCharged to snto oino in April of 1904,

PoweKl continued to hold both ol fices (the Dominican till June,

l904, the 'itian till oveber, 190) until replacement could

be sent. The Domniicaa office went to Thomas C. Dawson (1865-

1912), a White career dipLomaot. Dson ws brnc it Hudson,

wisconsn. He graduated evrom ianover T ollege in Inin

1632, an> attended Harvard Law School, but completed his legal

raTiig at Cincinnati Law School in 1886. He then practiced

law TinIowa until 1897, whetn President inley nominated him

ois ecretary to tie American Le nation in Brazil. Roosevelt

prmoted im to Minister to the Dominican ]leC)ublic in 1904, a

poiti S0 1 sonoccupied until 1907. His distiiguished career

11 4Na2onal Cy clopaedia, II, 195-6; to Was Who, 1897-1942,p. 989; hew York Times, January 2, 1920, ~ 1~.

1-1 -I I _ I '_t " - aig-_
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later included various billets in Colombia, Chile, Panama,

fnia 4u flonduras, and Venezuela. He was a resident dipl-

matic ofi cer at the State Departient at the time of his death

in 1012. Powel's Haitian office went to a Black diplomat.

henry W. Furniss (1868-195?) came from roolyn. Lie spent

his early years in Indianapolis:, Indifana, but returned to the

East for his education. After at tending Howard UViversity, he

Wn't to Harvard, graduating in 1895 with a doctorate in medicine.

Furniss practiced medicine for two years in Indianapolis, but

accep-,ted the Mcinley Administration's offer of the post of

Consul to Bahia, Brazil, in 1898. After seven years, Roosevelt

made hima inister to Hdaiti. urniss served until Septeiber, 19Q,

he last I a Dn of lack plorats accredited to the republics

of 1ispanola--Woodrow Wilson's "New Freedom" did not include

new freedom for Negroes. 2

Interpretive historiogrwapy on Black diplomacy in the

DOcini an Republic has coe to an equally ignominious end. ahat

littl r itin there -is on the subject puts the diplomats in an

unflattering light. The eminent Black historian, John Hope

Franklin, while pointing with pride to the part the Negro has

played in American history, nevertheless portrayed the Black

12-j 2 tttsa.T . Statutes at Large, XXIII, 394 (1904); Powell to
Hay, J C), 1904, Despatche,, Vol. 21, Despatch No. 888; Root
to Poch October 31, 1905, Instructions, IV, 581; Root to
Furniss, Noveiber 28, 192), ibid., 587; Natioal Cyclopaedia,
XILT, 512; ibid., XIV, 4439; . a ho, 1897-L942, p. 505;
White 'soonsjzectus of Aerican iopraphy, 2nd ed. (flea York,
197) p. 27.
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diploRfats as pawns wh ilinqiy helped create an overseas

r o 0i uthe United States." This emipire, Franklin

alleged, beZan after the Spnisr-American tar wftn the Uiter

tates cqLilred Puerto Rico aVnd the Philipines, ad took control

of Cuba. 2 oon ater, the United Sates c created economic protec-

tortes over haiti and the :D Mican ep ubli. Purchase of the

is laest ies in 19L7 coileted t.e imaginary realm.

Increased industrial production after the ivil War, said

,provided thE drivin farce for the empire, causing

America>ns to loom ouTard for new -markets and ne w sources of raw

materials. ThE practice of keep ng American Negroes aQ second-

class citizens at home, iFranklin concluded, served as a ready-made

philosophy or governini the people of th empire as well.

Presumably, Negro diplomats made the task easier in Haiti and

the Dominican Rem0ublic.13

The reutation of the Black diplomats fared no better at

the hands of Sumner Welles. A diplomat of some renown who served

in the Doinican public in the 1920's, elles published in

1928 a history of that country entitled haboth's Vinyard. In

considering the dictatorshiP of Ulises Heureaux, elles believed

Heureaux's diplomacy aimed at preventing foreign powers from

overthrowinga his regime. "The dictator of a small country,"

said aslis, "wit but small resources and of but potential

"franklin, lrom SLavery o Freedom, pp. 414, 425, 429, 451-2,
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importance, played off, one against the other, the United States

of America and the great European -powers."4

To accomplish this stratagem, Heureaux held out to various

foreign powers the promise of reciprocal trade, and the poss-

bility of acquiring Dominican territory for coaling stations.

Central to Heureaux's plans to manipulate the United States was

H. a. C. Astwood, a Black Amnerican consular agent stationed in

Sarto Domingo City. Astwood gave Heureaux enthusiastic support

when in > ebruary, 1883, the dictator raised the question of

American annexation or lease of Simana Bay. Nothing came of the

offer, so in January, 1886, H-eureaux buried again. He persuaded

then-tresident Alexandro Wos y Gil to urge Astwood to lobby the

United States government for a 4,000,000 loan, in return for

which the Dominican publicc would grant a Samana lease. The

Clevend Admiiistration ignored the offer.15

ataood endorsed reciprocity as well. Heureaux, once again

speaking through Astwood, informed the United States in 1883

that he wanted a revision of the Dominican-American commerce

convention of 1867 to include reciprocal trade articles and

schedules. W;elles saw a cause-and-effect relation between

Astwood's report and the initiation of negotiations for reci-

procity at Washin:gton in June of 1884. (The Senate failed to

>elles, Naboth's Vineyard, pp. 462-3.

15Ibid., pp..4. 48
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act on the resulting agreement.) And finally, in searching to

discover the origins of the 1891 reciprocity agreement between

the United States and the Republic, Welles unearthed a despatch

sent in 1890 by Fretericlk Douglass, wherein the dictator

repeated to Douglass his wich for reciprocity with the United

Stat. Supposedly, Douglass's report began a new initiative

for reciprocity. Complementing the obscure dispatch was the

astounding revelation by Welles that Dougl .ass owed his diplo-

matic appointment entirely to the efforts by Heureaux to upgrade

American representation in the Dominican Republic.16 Whatever

the merit of that argument, it appears that Astwood at least

placed himself at Heureaux's disposal. In view of the Consular

A Cot's reputation, this comes as no surprise. 17

16 1aid Wewes: "The desires of the Domnicn Preidnt wee
finally cedd to b< the appoint tment of the Minister in Port-
au-Prince s Amlerican Char d'Afeaires in ait Domino. The

irs Ar Cn h-arge d'Afftires, Prederik 1Douglcss, appoited.1, 6< 1_,af d inOC'.in 1%,L ar, rived nSntoDno on Februa ryv 23, 18010." Th1-esesenten ce;c3contain tlree fctul erors. When Congress created
Ite charg50d'faires post in 1883 (to h Heureaux was then
president), it did so on its own iniaivc, and not idit the
promp C s dictapr. Second, eovlss s previously noted
was the third charge d'affaires to the Dominican RePublic, not
the first. And last, Doulass arrived in Santo Domingo on
January 25, 1890, and left two days later on January 27, 1890.The visi mtrIked the first time since the creation of t he
office in 1883 that an 1 merican charge d'affaires had actually
set coot in the Pepublic. Previously, te Amrerican charges had
transacted diplomatic business by corresponding with the I -ublic
r" 0 ort-a.u-Prince, c, hiti. Welles, Iaboth's Vineyard, p. 476;

Doug1aSS Lt Baine, February1 I, 1890, Lsopatches, Vol. I,
D,)ach cNo . 11 and 14.

ajlNe, INaboth's _Vine'dq, PP. 464, 477-8.
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Astwood was a man of foul antecedents. Appointed to his

office by President Rutherford B. Hayes in 1877, he retained his

position throughout President Cleveland's first term. He had

business ties uith the S>nto Domingo Lyuntamiento, and probably

played a part in that body's attempt to confiscate Nathaniel

hccay's bridge. However, his creation of a scheme to exhume

the bones of Christopher Columbus, buried under a cathedral at

Santo Domingo City, and tour the United States exhibiting them

in circus side-shows, proved too much for Cleveland. In December,

1888, the President ordered Astwood tossed out of office. Astwood

grudgingly departed four months later, but as a parting shot he

mis-appropriated a $205 payment of the Charles Frary indemnity

and substituted a worthless draft of his own.18

To 3umner Welles therefore, Astwood became the tool Heureaux

used to exploit the United States. It is evident that Heureaux

at least attempted to use the dishonest Astwood that way, but

whether the dictator succeeded in thus gulling the entire American

government is highly questionable. But Welles carried his thesis

far beyond that. mrguing by imp location that Heureaux's experience

with Astwood pointed up an exploitaile strain of incompetence in

all Black diplomats, Welles employed a see-one, see-them-all

kind o; reaoninsg t o conclude that "Heureaux was no less successful

Bayard to Thompsonu, Januapry 28, 1889, Instructions, III, 52;Thompson to Blaine, iarch 29 and April 15, 1889, Despatches, Vol. I,
.espatch os. 33 and 36; McJay to Durham, March 23, 1892, ibid.,ol. IT, Despatch I. 30, Enclosure No. 1.
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in obtaining the friendship of Astwood's more reputable

successors." 19

sd thait the Black diplomats, an1 the White diplo-

mtas too for that matter, possessed educations and attained

station. in life fr L eCceeding.:those of tht aere Aeric

th At1r the alegtiins "f0both Sumner ivelle and John Hope

anli m1100I40 iucus. Surely e th s-ntire story is more

compltcat ed thn ta whi he 2les a1d Franklin describe. It

stronly tqpars thcat thre B1ack diplomats, instead of being

gullible bumblers in thrall to Heureaux, were actually coim potent

men conductirg -their duties to te bst of their abilities. The

1'elles exercised considerable license in his use of theterm successors." Strictly speaking, Astwood's successors
would be tloe consular agents to Santo Dominuo dity who heldthe office after stood's departure. Welles's criticism, however,is directed at 2rederick Doulass, John S. Durhai, and William

". Pawellfor the ;period in which those men held office ascharges ' affaires to the Doinican Republie. (Durham wasconsular aent to &"nto Domingo City _J rom Pay, 1890, to
:etetber, 1891; veles's footnotes incorrectly record Durhamas beingiserican Consul" until April, 1892.)) Consular AgentArchibald Grimke, another Black diplomat, received passingmention tor some correspondence he wrote in 1898. Trousblesometoo is the inherent assumption that n consular agent (Astwood)cou play a more important role in diplormacy tian the higher-ranked charges daffcaires. Heureaux had been in power onlyt.irtin tort s before -stwood was superceded in rank by JoHniercer tangston who bcame charge d'aifaires in Novaember of1883. ,stwoos onrly option then would. have been to secure the0perai -1 0use State Department to conduct diplomacy withoutthe know Ledge or advice of the charges d'affaires. As will bedemonstrate, the State Deaartment used neither the consularagents nor the charges d'afaires to handle reciprocity- thattask elrJned to specially appointed comissioners working inWas-inttY. JL elles, Nsboth's Vineyard, Pp. 463-87, 529-34,

a-d the footote entries on Pp. 481-2; Lational Iyclopaedia,1V, 408; iartcn to umII , aeptemnbc 7, 1191, lnstructicus,
11 7

, I u- '. , - , , , , -, , , -: - " - - - c - I - - " 1 9 " - - ".-
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BenjUmin Har n Adi ministration, not the diplomats, promoted

projects for colin stations in the Dominican public. The
issue o0 r ecprocity was even farther reoved rum the province
of t flack diplomats. It had its oriLins not in the mach-
inations o- a oaribbean tyrant bul in the political amd ecoomic
problems wich beset the United states s after the Civil War. In
tracingL thE background to the reciprocity question, it becomes

parent that tihe diplomats played only a peripheral role.

Purin his tenue as Secretary of tate, W'illiami H. eward
had d pad ;he way 'or closer economic ties to the Dominican

Republic by 4neotuiating a treaty ox friends.i and cor)na erce

with that country. The agreement, whch took effect in October,
1867, set out general rules for the conduct of trade. The only
enumerated iemin the agreement were implements of war, whose

ruestritea tad as prohibited. The treaty lasted until

January, 1808, the Dominican governmentt having requested its

UEmiittn. toward also secured a treaty for the annexation
of' the entire public, as well as another agreement providing
only for the cession of territory surroundin eSamana Bay. Both
docUments went to the Senate on January 10, 1870, but the Upper

aouse re jected annexation, and then refused to act upon the
Samana Bay ensure. Ai effort to revive the annexation scheme
in ay, 1870, miet with anoth'Ler refusal by the Senate to bring
the matter to a vote. Thereafter, American initiatives toward
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the public ceased until the 1880's.20

idhen James G. Bline gained the office of Secretary of

"tate in 1881, Aierican diplomacy toward Latin America took an

activ turn. 3aine imade unsolicited interventions in various

Latin disuputecausing considerable resentment. In an effort

uO recoup American prstige, he proposed a Pan-American con-

ference which would serve as a preliminary step to creating

system of arbitrtion to settle hermispheric disputes. The

assssination of Presiblent Garfield, however, brought a sudden

edi to line'ss tenure; conservative Frederick F. )relinghuysen

replied th "Plumed Knight." Th e new )Secretary of State found

Blairne 'a diplomacy too precipitous, and in August, 1882, he

withdrew plans for the Pan- ericain conference. On hearing

his oLicies were being scrapped, Blaine took a new tack and

argued publicly t hat his system would promote trade and open new

markets to the United states. But Congress was in no mood for

such extensive comiiitrments, and Frelinghuysen feared the system

would encurage Latin countries to seek Aerican protection and

military coll'abOration in intra-heuisph eric disputes. The plans

wern drp9Ed.21

W.)V

20"Aity, Oommerce, and avigati n; Extradition, "Treaties
and Other International Agreements, VII, 162-73; U. S.,
Department of State, List o_ Treaties Submitted to the Senate179-19)1 _Witch Have Not (one into Force'Tashin~to~~,W3,
'P. 1)-3, S-9

Hssell H. astert, "Diplomatic Reversal: Freling"uysen's
Opposition to Blaiies Pan- e'ican Policy in1882,1" /ijsssisip
.V EV1 historical Reviw, ELII (March, 1956), 5j-7l; Philip

brown, .rederick Theodore relitnhuysen," Vol. V1II of
___ an'3e.cretaiai 0f cto 1(! Their .Di,u, amueI Flag
BLIs , 1 ., 10 vols. York , W2T ,pp. 21-22.
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President Arthur and Secretary Frelinghuysen may have

avoided foreign entanglements, but domestic problems proved

less tractable. Democrats captured control of the House of

Representatives in the 1882 elections, and though the Republicans

increased their strength in the Senate, the split between

"Sta1 warts" and "Ialft-Breeds" made the Upper Qhamber as recal-

citrant as the Lower. Arthur's subsequent inability to establish

a record on domestic legislation left the President no choice but

to return to foreign affairs. He and Frelinghuysen revived

Blaine's Pan-iAmerican concept, but in place of arbitration

treaties, tey made recirroci ty arrangements the keystone.

BetwJ een 1852 and 1885 negotiations for reciprocity were under-

taken with six nations: exico; El Salvador; Colombia; the

Dominian republic; Spain (for Cuba and Puerto Rico); and

Britain (for the Br'rish 'est Indies). In addition the admin-

istration concluded a ship canal treaty with Nicaragua. Ulti-

mately, President Arthur secured Senate consent only to an

agreemient with M4exico. Treaties with Nicaragua, pain, and the

Dominican Republic, all submitted to the Senate after the 1884

elections, received no final approval since the outgoing

legislators were unwilling to inflict them nuon the incoming

Cleveland Administration. All wer later wit drawn from

consideration.22

John A. Garraty, T2,e. Gew Cmmonealth, 1877-1890, in The
New 'rican Nation Series, Henry teele 5omager and Richard

.4 
_____
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Why President Artur hit upon reciprocity as a means of

extending American influence is not certain, though the tariff

question may have played a strong part in his reasoning. There

had been no major revision of the tariff rates since 1861, with

the result that the relatively high war tariff contributed to

a contiuously growing Treasury surplus. Par from being a

blesSing, the abundance of federal money promoted speculation,

created conflicts of interest, and encouraged "pork-barrel"

Isation--especially wasteful pension bills. The excessive

intake of customs revenues could have been curtailed by raising

tariff rates so hig that imports would be discouraged (thereby

lessening the amount of customs revenues), or by eliminating

duties entiely on many goods, expanding the free-list. The

American public generally favored the free-list method, but

Congress, heavily influenced by special-interest groups, favored

high-tari'f protectionism. Therefore when tariff reform became

an issue, Congress, to assuage public opinion, made a nominal

reduction of rates in the "reform" tariff of 1883, but for the

most part contin ued the policy of high duties. Arthur, possibly

realizing that "protection through reduction" would not please

the voters, turned to reciprocity.23 Since reciprocal trade

Mlorris, eds. (New York and London, 1968), pp. 281-2; David M.
Pletcher, !he Awkward Years: American Qoreitn Relations Under
Garfield and Arthur (Columibia, Missouri, 1962), p. 179; Treaties
Which have hot Gone into Force, p. 9.

3Frank .Taussig, Ihe Tariff istory of the United States,
8th ed. (New -ork and London, 1931), pp. 229, 249n; U. S. Statutes
at 1r, XXII, 488-526 (1883).
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agreements are nothing more than mutual lowering or elimination

of tariff barriers between specific nations, they give the

imoression of offering beneficial tariff changes to the public,

though in reality the actual benefits may be non-existent or

ephemeral. Thus the value of reciprocity to the Arthur Admini-

stration: a visible policy toward Latin Amertica which as

aggressive but not provocative; a policy on the tariff which

hintead rfrma without deliverin; r7suIts. Needless to say, the

Senate's refusal to taKe reciprocity seriously made a shambles

of t>e prgram. it any rate, scuch s the political and economic

acmospEr ein w1ich eciprocity e -3 about.

'Vhen John Lercer Lan-ston acceded in Povember, 1883, to

the newly-createQ office of Charge d 'I aires to 2anto Domingo,

FrelinuysnI;, prsant to he administration's new trade policy,

ivi t th 601- cichainge to dakertionv on reciprocity with

the 9o71inican Rpublic. Consular An Jstwood playA onlyr a

lieriph U1a rowc in thc matter; two of his writingps on recirocity

dated Feruary 16, and October 8, 1883, supplied Langston with

bac'ground information on the subject. Langston rendered no

immediate opinion, Out when he did reply in August of 1884, he

endorsed the idea saying that suich an agreed ent would be of

"mutual advantage" and in "our national interests." President

T
leureaux, however, had no intention of working through Langston.

The treaty of reciprocity which the United States concluded with
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Mexico in J.nuary, 1883, finally received Senate ratification

in March, 1884.. President Arthur proclaimed it on the second

day of June.24 Heureaux, apparently believing the time was ripe,

armc d PPManuel alvan, the newly-appointed Dominican Minister to

the United States, with a draft reciprocity treaty to be submitted

-when alvan presented his credentials at Washington in June. On

presentation, the proposal received the immediate attention of

John . Foster, the "special plenipotentiary" for reciprocal

trade whio later served as secretary of State under Benjamin

harrison. A final agreement concluded on December 4, 1884, placed

trenty-nine Domiicai products and sixty-eight American products

on respective free-lists. In addition the two negotiators reduced

tariffs on certain other Dominican agricultural and American

manufactured products, while the Dominican Republic made the

United States dollar its unit of currency for international trade.

As previously noted, the Senate declined to act upon the treaty,

and President Oleveland upon taking office withdrew it for

"re-examination."25

Tnis treaty never became operative. Article VIII required
Congress to pass enabling legislation in addition to Senate rati-
iication and Presidential proclamation; the supplementary legislation
never ensued. U. S. Statutes at Large, XXIV, 975-88 (1884);Treaties and Other InternationalAreements, IX, 855, n. 1.

dFrlinghuysen to Langston, Iovember ]3, 1883, Instructions,
II, 52; angston- to Frelinghuysen, A,-ugust 4, 1884, Despatches,
Vol. 1, Des ptch No. 11; Pletcher, he Awkward Years, pp. 297-8;1 message of the President," Foreign Relations, 1885 (Washington,
1886),1. xvi. The text of the Dominican reciprocity treaty is
found in Jaboth's Vineard, pp. 0984-94; the schedule of enumerated
articles is in the New York Times, December 19, 1884, p. 3.
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Cleveland had no interest in reciprocity; consequently he

neither made not accepted overtures on the subject with respect

to the Dominican Republic. Instead, the President favored

tariff reform. congress unfortunately did not. Generall,

Republicans and northeastern Democrats in Congress favored high

tariffs to reduce the surplus, and the protectionist coalition

they forced reveited tariff revision in Cleveland's first term.

Not surprisin.ly, after the Republicans captured the White House

and Congres in the 1888 elections, President Harrison called

for a tariff increase in his annual message for 1889. The House

Vrys ad Ilans Committe chaired by Uepresentative William

MKeVinley responded with the -protectioni'at McKinley Tariff, which

becam l1w n ctober 1, 1890. Two oth rprominent Repblicans

Ilsno hd a an in wrtl.in the bill. laine, e-appointed

ecrety of Stato aimntta rd then in tbe proesi of' rivn his

PAlli (c- L, nhad d recIroiy prc'visain wvritteninto

the tari to a e lowr idiomatic and coameri c. links to

.Th~erovirs101 hiacd tihe Jddittioai) purpv ose f

securing <pport fr'm id-nestrn arti-protectioniss by implying

that ne marks for agricultural goods culd be g' otten through

r e c IpIcty.T , enator Nelson Ildrich, mindful that eigbty

percent o lacti eriiA cn goods ere admitted dutv-free to the

United States wile conversely Aerican ood were subject to

,igh Latin tarif fs altered the reciprocity provision to give the

President power to levy duties by proclamation on sugar, molasses,



coffee, tea, and hides in retaliation for unreasonable duties on

merican goods. Blaine's reciprocity thereby received as its

utin dge the "threat to raise tariffs in this country if

otir COuntries did not lower theirs."2 6

uriously, the retaliatory provision could not be ecercised

until Jnuary 1, 1892. President Herreaux nonetheless responded

to the new tariff with alacrity. He had already mentioned to

Dougass in Jranay, 1890, that 7 denied closer coImrial

rela t ions 4 the United States. To that end Heureaux again

sent Galvan to Washingtot in April of 1891 for negotiations with

special plenipotentiary Foster. As with the abortive reciprocity

treaty )of 84, the merican diplomats accredited to the republic
played n0 significant part is initiating or writing tre agreecnt.

By an excha0e o0 notes ayid the sinin of a brief xrotoco,

cclvan nd 'ost"er conclude the arrangement on June 4, 1891.

I retUn Jfor merican abolition of duties on Doinican sugar,

rolasse, coffee, and hides, the Dominicans placed thirty-two

American iteas on the free list, aid reduced duties by one-fourth

on rein Lher artildes. Since the tariff ow 1890 provided

for rencoroity, no Jenat confirmation was needed; the new

sc>edaIes took effect on Septerber 1, 1891.27

26Harold U. atlkner, Politics, Reform and. Ixansion, 1890-1900, in he iel mican r atioinweries(NewYork, 1959
;105 18 aussig, Tariff i str, pp. 256, 278;

- t es _ XVI, 5u7, 612 (1890).
7

Lb 6 p. 612; Douglass t n, Februany 11, 160,
1s n , l I, Despath LNo.1; Treaties1- ad 0LeZ Intrnational

re en s, VII, 174-6, 182; lew York Times, April 1I, 1291, p. 8.
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Initia+ing cmi nican reciprocity had-provento be a

relatives Neasy task; preserving it minthe mace of foreign

opI-)ositin did not. The agreement immediately came under fire

from Britain, Cmany, and Fraynace who demanded equal consideration.
d-1 Heuli ad2pei2~l

sotade treties the Repuoli had previously igned with them.

14 tw. 'or , 0ermanivy took the aos aggressive stance, threatening

to use its position as the primary me arke 6for Dominican tobacco

to raIse tobacco imort duties unless concessions were made. In

response Otiarge d'Affaires Jon durham adopted a "policy of doing

everytKnin possible to encourace the Jominica Goverments'

tEndenc -to turn to the United states for sympathy and protection,"

and the State Deps;rtment advised the Dominicans to make tariff

reprisalo on German- goods i: the Gerians carried out their threat.

1hien th ur"oean governments continued their pressure into the

sumer of 1892, the Departsment further assured tie Dominicas

that .f theepublie resisted European threats, the United States

28would interposw" if the powers became menacing.28

Sreatswit Heureaux apparently found these assurances

insu t icieat. In a iote 0Ireod at vashi:ton by Galvan, he

reAuested a suspension of the reciprocity treaty until previous

rade greeiienrs with the protesters were denouncd, or expired

by tbomselves.2 Why Heureaux took that position s not clear,

Durha 4to Blaine, December 10, 1891, Despatches, Vol. IIDespa c 0. A, Enclosure TEos. 1-3; Duram to harton, April 16
lo92, .id, Despatch No. 29; Durham to Blaine, ha 1892, ibid.DespatchN o. 40; Wharton to Durham, June 10, 1892, Instructions,
III, 707

_Fosterto urham, ugust 4, 1892, ibid., III, 274-5.
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but he may have been trying to stampede the United States into a

quick decision on Oanother pending pro ject, the annexation of

Samana. An American indemnity for Samana would provide Heureaux's

quasi-solvent treasury with much-needed funds. By making it

app a though American prestige were tied to a continuance of

recIpr1i-Ly, i eureaux could argue that the immediate acquisition

Of tawna rould warn oft; aggresive Eujropeans.

Prasdent Ha prison, however, refused to suspe nd reciprocity

and reasfiried &erican intentions to defend the treaty over

sure arnO ojcti ons. Thus in <gu t, when fransce, Ger1many,

ann Italy demanded a final' annser on the trade Question, the

Do ImiSticanal 15er1 ially iinajod to refuse their demads.

To s0teI tre re-usal t hn Domnicans hinted that modifications

Eight IIade, but by the fll of 189 iHeuraux decided to do

nota arc cUirteral, and th- imbroglio finally :ndI . lad the

aranus s otood. the tend of American politics in the

election ycar of 1892, they i.t have divined that Grove-

ClvtelaJ tie the Deocats would royal> the it house and

ke rin opposition to reciprocityunecessary.DReCiprocity

s an sathe u to Lvend ti-e he l no tim- n ending it. The

WilsOn-( jjn reform tari, enacted on ugust 27, 1894, contained

a provisicn which revealed the reciprociuy section of the Mcirley

Tarif. h9 Wilesnorwmdn act did not, however, repeal they ten

rCiproC.y g-rEement tnen in rfoce uniece thy were inconsistent

with t e tariff. .Jleveland ti;erefore had to dispoose of
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Domi-ican reciprocity by an exchange of notes at Washing-ton on

Otob er 26 and 27, 1894.0

"o serious effort to revive reciprocity came until the

nin ys of Cleveland's term. The verdict of the 1896

electi on poised a new President favorable to reciprocal trade.

In response Heureaux informed Charge d'Affaires Heiry l1i. Smythe

in January, 1897, of his wish :for another reciprocity treaty.

Aitec the Mcinley Administration too office n Manch, the new

coretar fT State, Joln therman, duly passed the request on to

he Snatc ubinance Committe or consideration. But like all

0--e' Lie ciprocity treaties since the 1880's, the initiative had

to comae orothe top (Preside t and Secretary of State), not

the bottom (Hlureaux or the ALerican diplomats. And again

like ail reciprocitv since the 1880's, it was directly linked

to the tariot.

Even before the McKinley a dministration took office, the

ottooists in Cong-ess were preparin a new tariff to

reverse the moderate reductionisa of the Wilson-Jorman act.

The result wa the Dingley Tariff, enacted on July 24, 1897.

sidefr1"om1 it tSky-high rates, the act re-incorporated the

provisions f c the tariff of 1890 which allowed the President

<Durha to Foster, August 13 and October 29, 1892,
Des catches, Vol. II, :Despatch os. 66 and 81; Foster to Durham,
A t A, 1892, Instructions, II, 275; U. S. s tatutes at Large
XXVIII, 569 (1894); Treaties and Other IPternational trccments
VII, 174, n. 1.

Smythe to Olney, January 4, 1897, Despatches, Vol. III;
Sherman to Jmythx e, March 24, 1897, Instructions, III, 531-2.

WON Wilmol pI
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to raise duties by proclanati on certain foreign goods in

retaliation for discriminatory tariffs against American products.

In a secticn aimed at Latin countries, four items placed on the

free-list--tea, coffee, tonka beans, and vanilla beans--might

have tariffs afficed if the President so desired. Fut two vital

Latin reports, sugar and hides, could not be used for incentive

since the Dingley Tariff had already made them dutiable. It jooes

ithou t saying that levies on tonka and vanilla beans hardly

provided the same bargaining levere as those on sugar and

hide.. Even a compensatory provision which allowed the Pesident

to make trade treaties loseringrates on dutiable items as much as

twenty percent proved valueless. Such treaties, unlike those

authorized by the tariff of 1890, had to have the approval of

both ouse aind Senate--an unlikely eventuality. Ls a result,

Dingley Tariff reciprocity, lacking the Ackinley Tariff's carrot-

and-stick provisions, became in the end a miserable failure with

respect to Latin IIerica.32

cpecia ICommissioner Plenipotentiary John i. Kasson, former

Iowa Congressnan and minister to Germany and Austria, had opened

preliminary discussions with the Dominican Republic at Washington

4 March 0'C9. Dub the discussions were quickly overshadowed

when the bpanish-Ameri War bioke out in pril. In answer to

an inquiry by } eureux. in June, their UiTted States natburar Lly

EUSS1 i',faiYTHstory, pp.353,4,407; U. _. Statutes at
Xe, XX, 151, 204-5 (1894).
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declined to make definite commitments if European nations Should

obj ct to the Dominicans resuming reciprocity with the United

States. Kasson presented further proposals but the rush of events

held the matter in abeyance unt il the conclusion of hostilities.

No until early may, 1899, did Heureaux receive a rough draft

of trade proposals. This time when he asked for a clause guar-

anteig ncrican support in case of European objections, the

United states consolinly promised to take sufficientt aid

riecssary" steps i Uuropeans attempted to force concessions.

Presummblv matters should have aroceeded smoothly from there.3

The Department of St La i fled, however, to reckon with

Charts Jd'Afaircs William Lowel. As mentioned previously,

Powell'sC sn3 e f mission srmtics exceedeci his better jutugment.

Thou.h haged iTonly -wvith wsurn uerican support fo reci-

pr wCy, 1 wi teak iL neon tiself to prme an "aliance

01 rinia Itndstip" as welI. T result was the negotia tion

With the opubic c? tine "basis for s secret political treaty"

whOs'e ters included: re rican control of most Dominican pors

in tim f war; aut3ucal bans on ilibustering expeditions oC the

cerstrucion 0f pr0ivatecrc war us ajainet either siinatory;

ic can msa netiale ajawnet iaminican itizens residinJ in uba

and uto CeO-re w r plotting to 'ntopplthe oaiwnican

7venrn mrU t i wcan ection o the B ni<can Repuewwc agaiist

Ne takTimes, clOceoer 15, 1697, p. 4; Shermain to Powell,
arcl 10 I 'struetins, III, JILL-); P0ve'iI to Heureaux,

June 9, , DeB patches, Vol. IV, Bs'patc uo. 57, inaosure4o. 1; Powel te tay, Junc 10, 1899, ibid., Despatch No. 129
an. USclOSue 0o 1.
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"mw-al Lnd raterial"y' atta by foreign powers; nd finally,

Amri n rbtr ati; O intention 1dispftes involving the

inican Republi-. Povell did not say ehat part I1T 1.ea

played in framing6 the articles, but the latter four bore a

suspicAiouS rweIva-ce to some pressing Dominican problems, i. e.,

diaiUlties wit> Europeans over reciocity and defaulted debts,

disgruntled Dominicans in neithbori: lands plotting to overthrow

eureau, and an acrimonious border disrUte with Liti. but no

m iatter. The reement ,,,,,I" ,woul nouaecapi-tal investmnt,

Povell explained toJohn y, an7 help close the Caribbean to

frin interests. If . . . I have exceeded those high

prero<ati tAhat you have entrusted to my care," Powell con-

clud (d+ith a flourish, "do not spare to censure me."

The 3tae Drepart nt readily obliged. Greatly dissaticfied,

-a& umed thaw the Unied States would not enter s-c0 an

agreement, and hat initiatives for any treaty should come from

the ltte 9epartament, not towell. Shocked and dismayed at the

lack of ppecUion, lowIel penned a lengthy reply in defense

of his astounding coup. Ss he saw it, his fIrst duty was to

"cultivat. she most intimate relations" with the Republic,
beca hI-le had known for years that tie United states wated a

co alin :s ta tionat Saana ay. the Ye pDamat i EnarD te hi

Qe 0ay, cone 10, 1899, lid., Desveih t o. 130 a-idC~a I*~

assamanaammassamam
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h -e took office, he Ileged, to obtain such a statio.

Kmurtnermore, tie Department's promotion of reciprocity only

rein1'orced his belief. 1nd if America ever engaged European

powers in anothercorflict, Powell concluded, the treaty would

remove the <epublic as a base oFscul for enemies. LnMoved,

Second Assistant Secretary of State Alvey Adee repeated Hay's

rebuff, warning that no American agent should negotiate treaties

without tie express cons-ent oi the Department or the President.' 6

Difficulties in the office of Secretary of State no doubt

contributed to Powell's blunder, too. John Sherman had received

the post in 1897 both to preserve unity in the Icpublican rty,

and to serve as the capstone of a distinruished career. Unfor-

tunaiely the old entleman, then in hIs sevety-fourth year, had

suffered decline in his powers and occasionally lapsed. into

5A careful reading of the diplomatic Instructions shows
that this is not tru, but Powell is not without a defense.
John Sherma, after a lengthy instruction concerning European
threats to ciciproCty discuss-ions, concluded his remarks to
Powell by testily observing: "If the Re ublic had seen fit to

f ir o the United tates . . . a suitable coaling and
naval station on their coast, they would not only have realized
great peCuniary advantage, . . . but they would probably
have been relieved thereater from unjust intimidations by
Foreign Powers. (Shertman to Powell, oarch 31, 1898, Instructions,
1I, 6 53.) In Powdel's aind the message may have equated the

cs C> recliprocity with t1 heestablishuent of a near-crotec-
torate, "hus enc ouragin- the charge to covert ShIerman's pique
into Americas policy.

36 Hay -to Powell, July 18,-1899, ibid., IV, 155; Adee to
Powel4, ugust 17, 1899, iid., 170; Powell to Hy, July 29,
1899, Desajtches, Vol. IV, Despatch No. 145.

Aft
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mild senility. He resigned under pressure four days after the

outbrea of the Spansh-American ar. ;illiam I. Day reluctantly
,4r 1n-,tl

replaced hi. Day, an experienced diplomat, was equal to the

task, but it involved, for him at least, a financial sacrifice

he could not afford. The ci 2on fa peacc protocol wiuh

3-ain en)Ible Day to es, ign in ;wod conscience in .eptetlber of

16. eJon :ay ,4 tc. thid ( cre tar y 01 tats in c year, su c-

ceeded iay. Ci vet th - s uddn tuovers in the office, as ell

as the exigtnli-us of he -ar, it is nob surprising that loose

didlomatic ends 'eft dangains at the beginning o hostilities

cae 01ctely unravel ater he conflict 's end.

rtc details o f the reciprocity negotiations are sketchy.

The Iri>United totes and the ominieat eu blt cnclded an agree-

ort on Juse 25, 1900. Presi'en't M c&inIy had already sent

recipr:city treaties wit anic, gewntin:a, and the >ritish

Cari boea &erritorims to the Sente in De cibEar, 1890, but the

prej P -, etiurw OLLUtt0> C 7.veu r 'Foregn _Lat sC(iterc ied lem u;inenthusiastically

Me~ltml nevertheless 's 1 6 2ed aur noee teadsP ranties in 1900,

tns Lomnan agre men n U t o tI~ t.na.e01n the ift iof

Decew ftsI fDrc no better than the fiLt nrc treaties.

1i ueni ) .etILsenatr u h 0 no intent 1.ti oCI '1 letting cracks appear

in the ionoli cnn Din ley Tariff. In January, 1901, reports

circuLut ed That Kasson's ectoy cc vision would probably

4,1s matan Seas, "J * t erman, " Auztican ecretaries
oft j at, Vol. I (1ew Yok 92), pp 8-10, 22; Lester B.

ippec ant' .o B. Way, "William. iu us Day," ibid.C, . 0, 109.
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e heiea, bttt the com mission' s ipenddi:' demise d 1id not

prevent an extension of h tifioatio ti limit on Doinican

reoivro'ity. Tha tdoinisr oi revived the treaty on June 2,

1901. If rVa.ty evr had a cace of passing te Senate,

that Chan, 2died with ciley in Septe1ber. Theodore Roosevelt,

on ceding ho iley, submitted the revived treaty to the

QEnatE ece)m01 'ber 5, 1901, and made a ,Turo forma reuest in his

annual messa that other pndin reciprocity treaties receive

th Sene' at,-ention as well. But Koosevelta pears to have

made Iue reJest ny to aoIlitao4 the trcansition Pro thehelivieIr3c U 't -'r o Eli'y

acineyaainstrat' on. T"'e pri-vate'ly decided aans pesint~~f~it hJJLIIFU&Uii1t--'V ,- ~

rec-iproity on powerful senators whose s-uport he would need

eimportnW 1isse2. r tim4 hO uibhdrew 1s-th-Dominiocan

yn T ate removed--h "injunction

oC :carecy Irrm tn oruna greement (as well as a numer

o other treaties) on January 30, 1902; whatever the texts of

te aLreements revealed, the press did not find them of su ficient

importance to publisla. The Dominitcan reciprocity issue remained

dorment or two decades thereafter38

in describing ecooic0P1 ltions between the United Otates

and 1)e o inian epui). - , Lumner Welles ad ohn Hope ,, Fran..Lklin

Treati es .hiclOL"aOvf ae oI -e in1 orc T.I-eT -r

Denlne-, Ju n Hg: .rom Poetry to PoliticsW ew fork, 7)
. , 4o, 81ew York Tigms, January 10, 1901, p. 2; " message

o1 President, " cOrein Relations, 1901 ( 1ashinton, 1902),
p. XXi; ongrWOsia ord, 57th Congress, lst session ,

l. J, 2. 2, . 4-2K.



conljured 1'up a far too narrow and deteminstt ature of

eVt s. AmeiV 1027 Sinterest in reciprocal trade came not fiom a

plan o a "gro emp.oir," nmr did it ornate in the ciins

of a banana-eu'alie itator. InTe a", the issue jrow hap-

azrardly out of doresticamerican olitica1 and economic problIms

tollowin t1he Civil +r. Promotion o reciprocity alternately

wazed anw waned according to the' olitL paity controlling

tho xeCu tivet paittont, republicans bing in yavor, democrats

usully rp ed. In the end Theodore PRooeve t gave it up as

Uni 46-r ant

Ca prLomato stone i the Dominican public had

littC >t do with rcprocity; JoIn Junha briefly defended it

an the lace of urpan psoe; Wilwiam 4owelIl accidentally

suml<e over it by taking his instruction too lite ll.

ThE ain tiust of the diplomts ' eC0onOmic dipwo-macy aimed not

a; rec>>roci-y, tut at the defas o merican creditons being

win ded by tie loincan ;goenentz.

,, 0 ; , - 11 - 11- - - - - -.. I - -1- 1 - -



CILTER V

TE BLACK DIPLOLTSL14D A TP T1]e hALNAQUESflTTr

In the first half of the nineteenth century the United

States sho-ed ot passing interest in the political status of

cant DoiLo. Concern W ih wIEstwvard ePansion took priority.

But the contiguous Unite& Stat>s became complete in 1853, and

ihe thrst o anifesft IDestiny turned outward to the lands

surr0undin the new Union. A good measure of this nascent

natialisAsm drew its inspiration from exponents of slavery

wIo sought to perpetuate and extend the "peculiar institution."

or that reason anti-slavery advocates in Cong ress looked

with susoicion on continued expansionism, and successfully

block ed the aceuisitlon of more territory from Latin Aerica.

The 'ii War later docedo orei n policy from slaverv

once a for 1. The War did not, however, lessen <merican

preocup at ion with the lands of th Caribbean; to the co itra.y,

the CouLLi:nenit c.ed l I

Secretary of State Seward had envisioned the gradual

extension of. mericani influence to neihboring lands so

that the United ?frtes could surround itself: witha system

Bemis, Latin-American Policj, pp. 19, 93-94.
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of democratic government similar to its owi. The French adventure

in Pexico in 1861, and the Spanish occupation of Santo Domingo

from 1861 to 1865 demonstrated thbt shield o: oaerican bases

peripheral areas was vital to the system's defense. oreove ,

the absence of coaling s nations in the Caribbean hampered naval

operations agaiIt the Confederacy, and nerscored Imerican

weakness in the Weost Indie. Is early as 1864, reward became

in uana By from 1he )ominicans. A visit

to j ' an inglo( City in January, 1866, left him tavorably

ispressed, aid he sent his son, Frederick SEward, to open

na iatis. Alth h the younger eviard offered $1,000,000

in c4sh 9n anotherl,0t0,u00 worth of munitions, no agreement

on baana could be reached.

rinsanCi> IWiculties mude the :Dominicsns more amerable

two year cLter but the resulting bill for the anexation of

buSAs, ;:m U so measur to annex tie entire country, both

f-OErd in the IJUnited etatesonate. The SecreItarTy of ttate

had no l-,C aith other Jaribbean projects either, and 'by 1870

hiSx program for cat area hd wailed. ievertheless,

Seiardvsisanay policies on Latin AmeIca oaptur-ed and held

hie o-itin 0f various Rp uoIblicans ,h o f ollowed.

One of t o esewas Secretary of Stote BlaIne. Thou-h he was

an ardeit expansionist with regard to <Cnada, ho had managed

Glynon G. Van Dton, hilliam hnry SSeward (New York,
1967), Pt' 526, 529.
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before attaining office in 1881 to abandon ideas for similar

expansion at the expense of Latin Amrica. Instead, he preferred

to establish coaling stations in strategic Latin locations such

as the Danish West Indies, Samna Bay, Mole St. Jicholas in

HaitI, and Chimbote, Peru. his views took on even greater

importance when Benjawin Harrison's Secretary of the Navy,

Benjamr 2. Tracy, embarked upon a "big navy" program. The

proximity Of ispanol, as well as the island's excellent

: nhoas, ade it a plausible sarting point in iplementing

the poLiis of Tracy and Blini-e.

t aiti received American attention irst. In January, 1891,

esideat Hrrison appointed Rear-Admiral Bancroft Gherardi as

a special commissioer to neTotiate for a naval station at Mole

t. Nicholas. Frederick Douglass, minister to Haiti at that

time, could just as easily have handled negotiations, but certain

members of the Harrison Adsiinistration apparently found the matter

too delicate to entrust to a Negro. Gherardi possessed a

distinguished naval record and held the confidence of the admin-

istrattion as well; unfortunately he was an atrocious diplomat.

Aware that the presence of Ai-erican warships had lent timely moral

support to President Louis H. F. hippolite during t last 1aitin

revolution, the admiral informed Douglass that he planned to

deaLnd a lease on the Pole as payment for American services

Joseph B. hockey, "James Gillespie Blaine," American
Secretaries of. State, VIII, 116; A. T. Volwiler, "cH-rrison,
Blaine and merican Foreign Policy, 1889-1893," American
Philosophical Society: Proceedins, LXXIX (1938), 637-48.
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rendered. Douglass demurred, and suggested that the advancement

of civilization or the promotion of better relations offered

far less provocative grounds for requesting the lease. Since

Gherardi had been snubbing Douglass anyway, the suggestion went

uniheeded. A subsequent meeting between Gherardi, Douglass, and

Eippolite ended with predictable results. Taken aback by

therardi's arrogat approach, Hippolite became noncommital and

decided the adinal'Ls credentials were not in order. A two-month

delay ensued while new credentials were sent. When the addi-

tional documents finally arrived, Gherardi, against the advice

of Douglass, insisted upon pressing his old instructions that

Haiti not lease territory to any other nation while the United

States remained in possession of the Mole. The people of Haiti,

already suspicious that the two-month delay presaged annexation,

would proba <ly not have tolerated such a condition, so the

Haitian- overnment re Jected the entire lease proposal. Gherardi,

to conceaI his bungling, intimated to certain iAmerican newspapers

that the failure of negotiations could be laid to Douglass on

account of his race. The accusations proved especially damaging

to cutLass because interest in a Hispanola coaling station would

nc V focus on the Dominican Lbpu-bic where, as in Haiti, Douglass

held fthe chief mui n diplomatic post.4

1)l6Laine UO Oheardi, January1, 1801, Instructions, 1II,
160-2;-'e'; a>s, . e nt liMs, PP. 600-60 , 604-12, 614.-
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<imuItS'>eusly, oUgsscam-ie under fire from another

quarter. The Clyde steamship company, which hAd established

a firm m monopoly on steamer traffic in the Dominican Republic,

sought to expand operations to include tiaiti. To accomplish

this, Clyde wanted a 8500,000 subsidy from the Haitians. s

it happened, Haitian finances were in much the same state as

those of the Dominican Republic. The government feared that if

the subsidy was granted, it would encourage other American

imns dto press their demands. an agent of the company

ilhrefore approached Douplass and requested The minister to

refrui from aiding other creditors so that Clyde could demand

its sbsidy. Appalled, Dougelass refused. In retaliation Clyde

saw to it t eat certn -news accounts portrayed the minister as

mor favorably inclined to haIti than the United States. Perhaps

i h had ben a yrungE man, he might have withstood the attempts

at character assassination by Gherardi and Clyde. But the debil-

itating hitlan climate sorely taxed his Sevety-three-year-old

constitution, and he requested leave in tay, 1891, to recover

mis health. L fte. returning to the United States, he bowed to

the inevitable and en June 30, resigned his positions. The good

grace wihwhich ouglass acceted the unfortunate turn of events

did not cmprevent him frm laying the facts before the public.

riti.n; a Keries of articles for a national magazine a few months

later, h 'O'Ly defended his conduct and revealed the chicanery

0 terrdi and Clyde.

'id., pp. 6<5--; b uarles, lougLass, p. )2-3; Frederick
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Collapse of the negotiations for lole St. Iidolas must have

co&e as teartening news to Ulises 1eureaux; he had been trying

0r years to sell the United States on a like venture at Sanana

Bay. The Jthur Administration had ignored an offer for a Samana

base in February, 1883, and the Cleveland Administration refused

to consider a similar inquiry iade in January, 1886. WhoD Louglass

made his first official visit to the Republic in January of 1890,

Heureaux tried again. Meeting witi the dictator, Dou6glass

mentioned the possible need for taerican coalin< stations in

various parts of the world. Seizing upon the opening, Heureaux

h inted broadly that "strong governments are likely to take by

force what they need if it be denied or withheld." Douglass

reported the statement to Blaine, but the Secretary of State

took no action on it. The seizure o- Dominican territory would

no doubt have been followed by demands for compensation sufficient

to float the si-king Dominican treasury. Reports of Heureaux's

views also reached Consular Agent Durham, and moved him to

suggest to assistant Secretary of State Wharton in October that

it was an opportune time to sound out the Dominicans on the Samana

question. Durham himself carefully avoided initiating discussions

Douglass, "Haiti and the Unit ed States: Inside History of the
Negotiations for the hole St. Nicholas," North Lerican Review,
LI11 (September, 1891), 337-45. The second installment is in

the October Review, pp. 450-9. These articles are reprinted
Ls part of the 1892 edition of Douglass's Life and Times,

S599-620.

WON, -1, 4-1-. , , w-, - , , , 0, - .
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on the subject. When the Department sent no instructions or

response, he dropped the matter and left the initiative to

weureaux. 6

The departure of hanuel Galvan for Washington in April,

1891, to negotiate a reciprocity agreement provided the

dictator his opportunity. le empoered Galvan -to undertake

negotiations with reciprocity commissioner foster for a

cvling lease on stamana. In June the partie s secretly concluded

a plimlnary agremn t >aliin; for the United States to lease

CarenarO Island, a key at the entrance to Samana Bay. Diffi-

culties quickly developed, however. An American iar ossel

visited th Bay and provoked disturbing ruiors of annexation

Pon the Dominican people. Next, a New York newspaper got wind

o the scheme in July and exposed everything. To quiet the

re-sultng storiAofprotest, eureaux released statement falsely

denyingq that thc UnitedS tates or the Dominican Republic had

rade orture~s r Lw earan least. Meeting privatel ywith

Durham on July 18, he suggested that negotiations should secretly

roser in a )emnns wen te ti countryy ieted down.i Durham.

agreed, and su1sejUently reeomended to the arteat hata

speci L ne'ttiator e sent ;inc ognito th te aepule, and. that

S ator use a secret cable Cod ato repot on his progress.

Doiglass to <laine, 'ebruary II, 1890, Despatches,
1 I Desa.i ao. IL; Ii;rhm to Blaine, Janury 16, 1892,

ibid., VoL. II, Despratch No. 4.
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Lut ther recent failure of the Mo negotiations, allowed by the

sd1ae reveations on ama ma. stayed the Departri1ent's hard for

the remaitder o, the year.

hen IDurh a iet again with Heureaux in January, 1892, he

found that the dictator's attitute on Samana had i nderone a

signiicant &han. n :place of his willingness to leasE

darensro IsLand for a fixed sum, eueauxnow demanded in lieu

of rent payments for tamana, that the United States enter an

"offensive and defensive ,olianc'" with the DoiQ nican Recublic.

1I he event of w r between the Republic and HaIti, the United

tates wouldd eterminee is the Dominican cause was just, and so

ndinj, provide tWo Warships and a 't1,000,000 loan to Heureaux.

ThK Dminicans would then seize mole St. Riocholas as security

.or c"airis pending as'ainst oaiti, andI request the United States

to occupy the harbor in the name of the Dominican Republic. Upon

Le arningOf the new demands, Blaine pronounced them entirelyy

8
eIac9up ale."

In iMarCih Durham received an inquiry from another party--

J. Van Den Tex Bonds, 'no superitendent of the estendorP

Coma ny. estendorp nod converted the defunct artmont loan,

andd th undterwritten to ne- Dominican bond issues in 1888

1nd 1 'K. Dominiar finatci qIcorruption had pu+ the bonds

YIbid.;Durha to 'harton, July 17, 1891, Benjamin Harrison

iapers, Nationa I rchves (w ashington: National Frchives
rofils, 1 4), Reel 32.

Durham to Ltaine, Janrary 16, 1892, Despatuches, Vol. II,
Despatch to. 4; Blaine to Durham, Janary 28, 1892, Instructions,

I kl 1 -WWAR&M-1- -11-&l,,*,-,--:l ---
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beyond all hop( ,of" repaynit, so Bondt wa axious to unload the

investments on almost any terms. (usectin that Duriam as

s t ilx maneuverin;g for a les >on amana, Bondt suggested that

.he Unlte states acquire and guarantee all the 1888 loan

(, , rith interest), and. the internal debt portion of the

1890 loan (61,800,000 witK iiterest), in exchange for tie rights

to aana ay ( . i A ia goverient could pay a return of

three percent per year (-170,000) to credUors, plus an annual

atnortiseunt ol 2?8,000 to retire the bonds. host of the $198,000

in anuaL payment, Bordt eonluded, could be obtained from a

lien oh theominioni ustoas system. Durham noncommittally

"eferred him to Hereaux, Wiho further encouraged the superintendent.

It a-ears Durhaa did so simply as an expedient; he later wrote

a the ffie~r was too ridiculous to tale seriously.'

u pr, -e-aux robably realized that neither his

exorbitant demands nor, ondt's scheme would be aoceptea by The

United states. esides that, there were growing signs of dis-

afection rith Aeureaux in the turbulent ibao district, and

revolution loomed as a distinct possibility. He therefore

planned to call a special session of the Dominican Congress in

July or :uzust and force it to ratify the American lease proposal.

%ura 'o foster, July 9 , 192, espatches, . II;
Londt -to Dram, March 19, 1812, ibid. Bondt's letter is wiled
,ith DrhaM's 1,tter o July first. Puch o0 LuhK'a's. 1892
cO rrespondence on amiana iassent to oser by private letter
instead ot diplomaticodespatc1 . 1y keeping his messages out of

r Ig 1) 0mti chnnsU, l'Durham noped to avoid a repetition
' informaion leaks which foLund their Tay to the jress in 1891.
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he cost to the United tates would be *250,000, and to prevent

at1CIpated revolution., 5200,000 of that amount would mve to be

pnId as soon as the congress consented to ratification. Durham

forwarded the a concession uo the 2tate Departmeit for consid-

eratLon. 1

Secretary of 5tate Fostr reported in early Iugust that the

American Oongress had appropriated the necessary funds and had

placed them at President Harrison's disposal. (How Poster got

the funds aind ho irny members of Congtress knew of the scheme

is no- certain. There is neither a record of debate not any

o110tation of hich department th inney camp; rFo. ) foster also

eLpo2ered Durhas t i the conventioL for the lease.. TLe

agr eent titse Lranc' the 1United states a ninety-nine year

Lease oi aenaro, as well as t riwht to construct defenses

on :; isLanO and ethe shores o san sA where necessary.

Tity1 days ater the treaty's proclamatlon, the United States

would t< 1250,000 to te Dominican Repub li. For Aive years

thereafter the nerwcan n t wuld p- ,50,0 , per -annum,

and imen ,$25,Q0 a year for the remastIrin.g term of the lease.

T L epJujic was proibied from granting similar concessions

u Cn y to ther. nations . Li tie event of civil war, the

sina-i iIm district would be considered neutral territory,

swusa to Ilaine, apt 25, 92, esaI Voe, ol. II,

. - - - - I. -, .1- -19, MR6- -.- w4"wwAwwwFv ""m-
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,1 '' 1) 1taand ihe United Statues or the Doinican Reulii or both parties

Id er would en-force neuturaLt. .11

t aeac that success would at last reward Durhmam' s

tateience and perseverance. 1But just as the cnharege was about to

con® rsam.ate the agreed rent, the merICan mess strck again. This

tie- t New Yiork erald someihoi 110leirned of Bondt ' s now-moribnd

-00021> - -' tO.1. 12 2
n t rnsr iWestnrbonds oha hans in rturn

for L Cn QOlling UI ion.di T L'vcl'ti uon® toucied off J

so1 o 111 in0 C U1ao. heavily epenotnt up:on tobacco

inj, , 2istrir t kiv fual1 wll ha the Awerican ereci-

rUiuy a-remn I .t year bf@r had casedn ter V)man7y, the

2rir mark o'E Do' onin tubaco, to threaten int re-

tricios on tobacco unless mt-voe-nzo status ee

forthcom f L orch r m he DoxmtInican relic. heureaux, who

nhad jucst xrnished surpm'esin diCoint in th tobaccoo region,

now dlind. to met with idurha: lost tL0 heir encounter confirm

the popleY'uso'icion i and cause more disturbances. The treaty

12
st-a'led once more.

t4t e the Santo Domingo Improvexnt company . noing of

Bondt 's offer to Uransfer the estendorp bonds, the Improvement

"oster to Durl ham, August 6, 1892, Instructions, III,
711-2 The text of the treaty is included ith Foster's letter

f ugt sixth, n Intructions, pp. 713-9. parently it is
Litie same agreement reached by oster and Tvan in June, 1891.

"umtam to Lost®:, August 27, 1892, e'sorihes, Vol. II.
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Oiinly adncoSrpo rated in Apriw, 1892, to speculate in Dominican

finanom. To all appearances, thte Coxmany ha creained throughout

the sumer on -the periphery of events. Then in September, Durham

was surprised to hecar rumors sweeping the Dominican capital city

that a "New York syndicate" planned to acquire the Wiestendorp

loans. few days later hle discovered that the Improvement Company

knew about the pendin 9 am ana agreem ent as well. So closely, in

fact, did the Company monitor even ts that Durham later wrote:

"the Nw mYork syndicate sends telegrms almost daily instructing

its agent to inform the managers at New York concerning my vamana

negotiations. . . . It is astonishing to me that the people

in Nlew York knoiw my instructions to the letter." 3

By October, Durhar's aston tent h-ad turned to outrage.

ieureaux no longer wished to discuss specifics on Samana; his

attentions were turnd instead to investigating the far more

lucrative possibility that the IMprovement Uompany would acquire

the Westendorp loans. Up to this point, Durham had been emphat-

ically requesting that the warship "Kearsarge" remain in Dominican

waters to lend moral support to Heureaux in the face of possible

revolution. Confronted with the dictator's duplicity, the frus-

trated Lurham noi wished to use the warship to f force Heureaux to

sign the Samana contract. Secretary of State Foster, however, had

previously written Durham a concilIatory letter on the subject,

Durham to Foster, September 7, 1892, ibid., Despatch
to. 74; Duih a to foster, September 9, and October 6, 1892,
ibid.
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pointing out that it was not prudent to keep a warship in

Dominican waters for any length of time. Besides, the failure

of negotiations for Mole 3t. Nicholas demonstrated that the

presence of American naval vessels did not necessarily bring

favorable results. 1 4

The envoy relented. With the Dominican cabinet opposed

to the lease, and the ibao still unease, the upcoming presi-

d.ential elections in the United States dictated against diplo-

mati.c adventures. Though Iur1haaverred that he still held

himself ready to apply thumb-screw diplomacy to Heureaux if the

Department so ordered (he did i f-act renew his request for a

unboat jun before leaving office in 1893), he telegraphed

to Poster on October 8, 189, a terse "Samatna not possible now,

and brouh the rtceedings to a. close. If only his office had

been given the power between .pril and June to conclude an

a6 remenit, "aurhamlamented, au"na would now be in Anerican

15nanes.

The soond Newland administration, which caie to power

live months after he collapse of the Sam.Uana negotiations, had

no inen isn of saJva-in,- t'e scheme . To evellid, even the

14 tuha i to -dee, Sept,.Yr 7, >592, _ibu.; rha-i to
Sester, cober 6, 18)2, ibid. ; 'os t er to IDuham, Septeaber 28,
189, Inst ruc t ions, III, 721-2.

Du1 hai to ozter, October 8, 18Q2, Desatches, Vol. II,
telegram; Durham ato oster, October 221, 892, ibid., letter;
Durham to Poster, October 29, 1892, ibid., Despatch iNo. 82;
_Jurham to Whar ton, february 27, 1893, ibid., Vol. II, Despatch
No. 94.
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innocuous reciprocity agreeent with the Republic overstepped

the bounds of' Nropiety, so a coaling station was out of the

question. n s a result , Samana as an issue disappeared from the

dilomtic thinking and correspondence of Henry M. Smtythe, Durbam's

sccess1r. No20until the fal of 1897 did Saimana again surface

s a1 issue, and then only b> mistake.

harg d'ALfaires Powell, without checkinrr the accuracy of

hjs souoe, reported in October of that year that an english

syndic A tepan to Soan $7,500,000 to the Re)ubtliG. The syn-

dicae WOld iflect all the Iepublic's customs revenues or tie

next 100 years, and pay the DorLnican gvera.ent a portion of

the <lloctions for national expenses. In audition the asndicate

culd acquire con trc1 of a railroad runin :-to Puerto Plata, and

as snie rsponsiiy tnr paynic ts on the Improve'rent Co'pny

bnds. i0we I theEn appended hi awn opinion chat te British

woule us tfir -und we Inu>enCe to accuir'e n anilAf. AhilI

dige tingI uh infor tin, ie a Departmen imdvertently

Sensed the rport to the -pulI. Sati, still uneasy at the

memSory ~W ( ( ('rinm uv n 355ri l t.ichlas and . am&n

in 191, r'spoindd wltth an outburst of yellon journalism in i-s

re s. lu tie ritishI gve;nmen; iond dthe revelations uzzling

it would ibe no sirpi, because our ao"nths afto': trigrin

stem, Lowell discoer'-red tihat his original episort ,as totally
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LJ 3. Te tate Departuent ntnrally lost interest and turned

2 -6
to emer maters

Qn t'owe, however, th incident apparently d an entirely

dif'erent effct. Although no resident since Lenjauii Harrison

had c.,oriously advoCPxated a inx sjy ttion for 4ispnlthe

(90 ssLit'y ofS ri encroachment on'y intensified the envoy's

dosis to soe tn smerioan s station etblished. Presumably the

Spaild-ialLn ar, wich resulted in the acquisition of -Puerto

AiOo a1 d Cubas'se easin o uantana-oBay.sh.uld have shown

<well that additional bases in the est Ldies wer c unnecessary.

But the asssintin of n'eureaUx in 1899 caused him to enlarge

his ao o'vonislio views to embrace af5nexation of all the )ominican

RulLc as a means of estorinj political and economic stability

to the 111try. lTh Is s T7 ttat prent turned a deaf ear on tIese

oropusa. TheQK UnitedFltates had its hands full in gOverning

the former Spanish mpire, and as the Philippine Insurrt'on

would deioistra-te, th benighted peop-les of bachvard lands did

aot necessarily see erica n tutelage as the answ,Ter to their

pr.iob s. nevertheless the charge clung tenaciously to his

op iiions until he left office in 1904.

perhaps theDep artment might have taken Powell more ser-

iously if it had known that in the late smimer of 1898, heureaux

had overtures to the Germans concerning reciprocal trade

Powi ello S herm an, October 11, 1897, ibid.,D :spatch
o. , Ti Asitant ary 01 State &riLr to Adee,

De r 2, 97, ;t 1bid. Gridler's m1e 1Lorandum i -,: tacked to

FespaIc To. ;; Pwi i)to Shcran, Ja1nuary 41 , 30 spatChEs,
Vol.#II, Lespatch N1\1o. 14.

.. .. .............
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and a possible coaling station. CAaiming that he feared the

United States, the dictator requested closer ties to Germany.

In all likelihood, establishing a balance of power had nothing

to do with the offer; as in the past, national bankruptcy, not

rea&olitik, was the motivating , force in Domin1-can foreIgn policy.

Wi th t he United States fi-hting a war with Spain, Heureaux had

1 1ittle hianceof ongaging Imerica in a reciprocal trade treaty,

much less a lease on a coalj. station. Since Germany served as

the primary market for Dominican tobacco, she was a pL,usible

alternative source of funds for the epublic's empty treasury.

The German oeign Office forwarded the proposal s to-the

Oerman arbissador in the Unitaed taues, and- equested his opinion

on 1-w t1-h0eAericans would react to tVhei pOsals if they were

made known. The ambasador tout ie projects were worthwhile,

but V wanted a pers nil conference with Amnerican nuthoritics

'o> avid a confrontation. his remarks were then Passed on to

eaieer ilhelm for consideration. iTo tsiser, however, in an

uncharacte'isic disy of -estraInt and co.mmaon sense, declared

the proposals to be nonsensical, and declined to become entangled

18with the Unite Utates.

17 ' o r dc inuC
0"revivn imister Bernhard von B*Ilow to Ambassador tothe United M tates Theodor von lolleben, Aus 50, 1898, in Die

Grosuc> 1oi1i de Europishen Kajinote, 1871-914, edit<dy
J'nam n gp a's, "rcat M. Br11 ho.dy, andm(iedr-ich rThirmio,

i Vols. 1 ( j1926c-)1928 X, 19.

0 e Cn to Du1ow, gust aI'3_, 1898, ibid., 1W. 1091-
uier ViALe II, So'ptem 2, '198, iid., p. 110;

rraf 'von ette'rnich + I athe or eiJ 0-fice, epte 3er 18098
I; atp.L7LIannd footnote no. 1 o J, p. 1.
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vol never anedof heuranxr's initiative Oto the

'nrans, but no s asufirintly convinced of the Dosinican

aepauwlic's importasmce to ono e hisi rouantiond "alliance

f iti :PL arien Jship" i B t.'') - -terJHeureaux as assass-

inaed win July, e submitted additional correspondence calling

for ,e -ceuirtIion of the entire country as the proper course,

liting tht th omnicans dsird a end to political turmoil.

z el ov it nU 4r' t ts ma-tte0, how-ver; the repri Mand he

2 receive Ha; and Adee or his alliance scheme put an end

In The next three years t-'he inanal and political condition

of -ohe Dom inican Rublia deteriorated badly. Heureaux's tyranny

had at least inisureld a surface sability; when the tyranny ended,

stability elded as well. The trend did not go unnoticed by

Tel, he c-oon returned to li old theme' hat 'he Dominican

e>ubli a n ed -a stronger goverrr+ent tO protea lives and prop-

erty, alnd tha: the jr ale dsired closer relations with t he

United States to accomplish t is. han- pr ominent Domin<icans in

1J1_ ics and business, he claimed, would willingly accept annexation,

ro t U0tre, or ces ion of 7 amna Bay L the United states con-

sented to stabilize thecountry's finances. ho these prominent

Sene Capter IV, pp. 9E;-100.

204o Edord ed t c Powell, Augus t 3, 18099, Desa&tces,

SL. I , DpatctNo. 148; Enclosure JT. 1; Pow11 to ay,
1eemor I, 1899, Nid., es cO. 156; AIdee to Powell,

Au g 117, 899, 1IstruC tions, IV, 170.
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ominiun waere, Lowell did not say, but KI appears that the

mot wim y avecaUies teulcd be either thie foreign-born merchant

w1.110cUre, nohin fur ,sominican Lindependence, or canniving

iL ca political <leaders seeking to ag;yrandize th enselves at

thlc"'eOf ,- the nation' ScovKreinty. The State Department

ceusdy naid no heed to these tagtitators. Instead, ff0 ia1s

in Ihe Deparmient muaintinJ a curious silence on. POV4EI's

r 4e o r s) , i t7h1 .r t'tt1ci CU. r r nn e-haye further instretions, nor

rebuiinr him orpI g unacopttble poleies. Perhaps they
L vl d r;heJ rC 10 5 y 1' 't iance s cherme in 1899

Idequ t ey tined Aerican olicy. Or perha ps the Lepartent
chaise h's e rtthoug Kh 'et way to handJe tie 'idas was to ignore

.- m.cabetely. At the very east, the Latin-Americn bureau

ha bunI to 7 rdPobell 1 ith apr 212,ehension. In a memsorandumi

iuuavt : T tht laua aLttr, Ade0 bgan wondering s0out this

timeifitLee-sa Jt to trusL? Well'w Sjudgiient when he performed

his duties without instructiqns. tor better or worse, the

t rtmIn. -made no reply to that question either.21

Th esublic's deterioration continued. In arah, 1903,

Ci> lini L str" Ju7T . tn."iez confided t Pohell that it

might be possible for he United States to acquire <amana Bay

if aiinail aid were forthcoming. In epoteMber, President

Pow e1 to yL,, arch 4, antd 2y, 1902, De a sVo Descath KrO7, Des %c-ta +,.l *;o "an Dyne, Iovember 22,190 , d ld-& e 's Qieoraniduni is filed wit> Poell's Leseath
Vd0. Cve>r 1, "92.
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Wos y Gil raised the ante to include Manzanilla Bay, and slyly

observed that other members of his administration would not be

sorry to see Germany control those places. What caused the

Dominicans to adopt Heureaux's old strategy of offering coaling

stations as a means of raising money is not recorded, but it

seems more than fortuitous that their new policy coincided

neatly with Powell's long-standing desire for the extension of

American influence over the Republic. By November, Powell was

again noting the opinion of merchants that American possession

of the entire country would solve many of its problems.22

That same month, the government changed hands when a

revolution made Carlos Morales the new president. In December,

Morales not only reappointed Sanchez as foreign minister, but

decided to continue his policies by sending him to the United

States to negotiate a treaty giving Americans control of the

Republic's fiscal affairs. In return the Republic would rent

Samana and Manzanilla to the United states for a period of fifty

years, and use the rent payments to satisfy foreign creditors.

Morales also informed Powell of his desire to sign yet another

treaty with the United States, embodying provisions similar to

the Platt Amendment in Cuba's constitution. The fact that

22 Powell to Hay, March 16, May 10, September 14, andOctober 8, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VIII, Despatch Nos. 514,540, 570, and 597; Powell to Hay, November 4, 1903, ibid.,
Vol. IX, Despatch No. 637.
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insurgents had Morales penned in the capital city at the time no

doubt prompted these generous concessions.23

In early January, 1904, before Sanchez departed on his

visit to the United States, Powell sent an amplifying report

which underscored the necessity of obtaining the proposed leases

on Samana and Manzanilla bays. Unfortunately for Powell, the

despatch provoked an unknown State Department functionary who

received it to write an analytical memorandum which rejected

the desirability of coaling stations in the Dominican Republic.

In short, the writer divorced the issue of American bases in the

Republic from the re-establishment of Dominican political and

financial solvency. The main points to consider, the analyst

wrote, were the honest administration of the Dominican custons

system, and the preservation of order. He also suggested that

the Republic should contract no new debts. Historian Dana G.

lunro attributed authorship of the memorandum to Francis B.

Loomis, then an Assistant Secretary of State for Latin America

and a man of considerable influence. If Powell's suggestions

had ever been taken seriously, their consideration thereby

came to a sudden end.24

23Powell to Hay, December 17, and December 30, 1903,
ibid., Despatch Nos. 692 and 704.

24 Powell to Hay, January 9, 1904, ibid., Vol. X,
Despatch No. 712; Unsigned, undated memorandum, filed with
Despatch No. 712. The authorship of the memorandum is
discussed by unro in Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy, p. 90.
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On February 3, Sanchez met with Loomis at Washington. The

Dominicans had made a preliminary offer on January 20, requesting

the United States to take over the customs house at Macoris on

the grounds that it would raise funds to pay foreign debts.

Powell noted, however, that anti-government forces still controlled

the port, so the offer seemed less than magnanimous. On his

arrival, Sanchez presented Loomis an even more fantastic and

detailed proposal. In return for Dominican cession of coaling

station sites on Samana and Manzanilla bays, the United States

would have to: guarantee Dominican independence; reduce tariffs

on sugar, tobacco, and cacao; provide the Republic with munitions;

mediate Dominican disputes with foreigners; pay $100,000 on

signing this agreement and another $200,000 one month thereafter;

and guarantee an annual sum sufficient to cover foreign debt

obligations. Sovereignty of the bays and custody of custons

houses there would be left in Dominican hands.25

The public learned little about the offer. Each repre-

sentative later contributed a short and uninformative article

on the talks to the Independent magazine. Sanchez expressed his

fear that European bondholders might combine against the Dominican

Republic and force it to ask the United States for help. Loomis

asserted that the United States had no wish to annex the Republic,

25Powell to Hay, January 26, 1904, Despatches, Vol. X,
Despatch No. 730; Rippy, "Initiation of the Customs Receivership,"
440-1.
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and said the administration hoped for a plan which would "safe-

guard all interests." He also repeated Morales's suggestion that

a treaty similar to the Platt Amendment might be in order.26

Neither man made mention of an ugly incident which occurred

shortly after the visit began. On February 10, the Clyde steamer

"New York" entered Santo Domingo harbor with an American navy

launch as escort. Insurgents surrounding the city had given

previous assurances that American shipping would not be attacked,

but the boats immediately came under fire. Nine days before, an

American sailor had been killed by the same pot-shotting, though

American warships in the harbor had made no response. This time

the "Columbia" and "Newark" shelled the beach, put a 300-man

landing party ashore, and routed the insurgents. The American

force returned to the ships a day later, but the incident probably

damaged American standing with the Dominican people since the

Navy had thereby lent tacit support to the unpopular Morales

regime.27

Ironically, the "New York" had originally stopped at Monte

Christi to deliver 68,000 rounds of ammunition to insurgents in

that district. A government gunboat, however, forced the steamer

26 Juan F. Sanchez, "The Future of Santo Domingo," Independent,
LVI (March, 1904), 473-7; Francis B. Loomis, "The Administration
and Santo Domingo," Independent, LVI (March, 1904), 467.

27Powell to Hay, February 10, 1904, Despatches, Vol. X,telegram; Vice-Consul A. W. Lithgow to Powell, February 8, 1904,
ibid., Despatch No. 765, Enclosure No. 1; Powell to Hay,
February 11, 1904, ibid., Despatch No. 764.
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to divert to Puerto Plata where loyalist troops seized the

ammunition. The "New York" then continued on to the capital

city to deliver other cargo intended for the government side.

Clyde's ability to play both ends against the middle stemmed

from the absence at this time of a coherent policy on Dominican-

American relations in general and arms shipments in particular.

When news of the American landing reached Wvashinbton, the

Solicitor's Office in the State Department ruled that the Navy's

action was correct as long as no naval vessels were used in

aiding Clyde to land munitions. The Department also learned

that the city harbor lay in the firing line between government

and insurgent troops, but rather than order the warships to pull

back and decrease American "presence," the Solicitor's Office

left matters in the hands of naval commanders on the scene.

Completing the confusion, Powell protested the Dominican gov-

ernment's seizure of the 68,000 rounds of ammunition, saying that

the government should not have confiscated American cargo even

though it was bound for rebel forces. Amazingly enough, Hay

commended Powell for making the protest.28

Roosevelt remained unsure of the necessity for further

intervention and wanted more information before taking action.

28 Van Dyne to Adee, March 1, 1904, ibid. Van Dyne's memo-
randum is filed with Despatch No. 762; Powell to Hay, February 12,
1904, Despatches, Vol. X, Despatch No. 765; Hay to Powell,
March 3, 1904, Instructions, IV, 478.
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"I have been hoping and praying for three months," he grumbled,

"that the Santo Domingans would behave so that I would not have

to act in any way. I want to do nothing but what a policeman has

to do in Santo Domingo." He therefore dispatched Loomis, Admiral

George Dewey, and other officials on an investigatory mission to

the Republic. The commission made a thirteen-day visit in March.29

Loomis reported that the country was near anarchy and that

the government now favored surrendering the entire customs system

to the United States. He speculated that the Dominicans would rent

Samana for $100,000 down, and an additional $150,000 in six annual

payments, though he apparently did not discuss the subject at

length with Morales. The commission recommended only that the

cruiser "Detroit" and two smaller ships remain stationed in

Dominican waters, and that Roosevelt at least consider the customs

question sometime in the future. As for Powell, Loomis concluded:

"Mr. Powell is needed in Haiti and he has, I think, been too long

in the Dominican Republic--though I do not mean this observation

to be a reflection upon his official or personal conduct." A

separate diplomatic post for the Republic, thought Loomis, would

remedy that difficulty.30

29Munro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy, pp. 90-91-Roosevelt to Dewey, February 20, 1904, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 333;Roosevelt to Joseph Bucklin Bishop, February 23, 1904, ibid.
30"Memorandum for the Secretary of State on the Dominican

Republic," March 19, 1904, ibid., Reel 42.
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Just as the commission was concluding its tour, a "Committee

of Peace" representing the interests of exiled President Jimenez

arrived from Haiti. Believing that the Loomis commission's visit
was a preliminary step to annexation or protectorate status, the
"Committee" warned Morales to break off negotiations immediately

or Haiti would give active support to Jimenez. The Jimenistas

wanted the Haitian president to arbitrate the differences between

themselves and Morales. The United States would play only a
peripheral role, setting up general elections and appointing

temporary province governors to serve until the election results
could be implemented. Neither Loomis nor Morales took the Haitian
threat of force seriously. When Morales informed the Jimenistas
on March 20 that he would not consider their proposition, both

the Haitian initiative and the Jimenistas' bluster evaporated.31

The "Committee of Peace" need not have been so concerned; by
early 1904, annexation had only a few vocal American proponents.

Deploring the condition of the Republic, a national periodical,

World's Work, wondered editorially if the United States did "not
owe it to civilization to put an end to the perpetual suicidal

strife from which people suffer." Annexing the island, the

magazine continued, would not necessarily mean permanent control,

3 lIbid.; Powell to Hay, March 17, 1904, Despatches, Vol. XI,Despatch No. 806; Powell to Hay, March 20, 1904 ibid., telegram.
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since American policy on Cuba and the Philippines followed a

course that would ultimately give independence to both those

lands. In December of 1903, Republican Senator Weldon B. Heyburn

of Idaho had submitted just such a resolution, authorizing

annexation of all Hispanola at the President's discretion. His

bill reached the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and got no

farther.32

The most vociferous advocate, of course, was Powell, though

he had modified his position somewhat. Referring to Heyburn's

bill, he warned against it as being too precipitous. He had a

much better plan. The United States should take control of the

Dominican customs system, allot a share of the customs collections

to the government for operating expenses, and use the remainder

to pay off foreign creditors. The Dominicans could. thereby

disband their army and navy, and create a national police force

to maintain order. After ten years the prosperity sure to accrue

to the Dominican people would win them over to the new order,

and compel them to ask for admission to the Union. Like the

rest of Powell's suggestions in this vein, it brought no response

from the State Department. In July Powell was replaced.33

32 "Insufferable Santo Domingo," World's Work, VII (March,
1904), 4501; Congressional Record, 58th Congress, 2nd Session,
Vol. XXXVIII, Pt. 1, p. 238.

33Powell to Hay, March 13, 1904, Despatches, Vol. XI,
Despatch No. 796.
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Morales continued to support leasing of Zamana and

Manzanilla bays, but unlike Powell, the president made the

mistake of making his views public. He also advocated a com-

plete take-over of Dominican financial affairs by the United

States, thus turning many of his supporters into opponents.

The blunder further weakened his already shaky regime and

served only to hasten the day of American intervention. Morales

last raised the question of leasing the bays in December, 1904.

By then, however, the Department had decided against that

option. John Hay's telegram of December 30, which instructed

Thomas Dawson to make inquiries on the acceptability of American

supervision of Dominican customs houses, ended the issue of

coaling stations and annexation once and for all.54

Hay's decision was long overdue. Annexation or placement

of American bases in the Dominican Republic were viable issues

during and after the Civil War when the United States desper-

ately needed stations in the Caribbean. Benjamin Tracy's "big

navy" policy and the continued absence of a secure southern

flank made the issues seem all the more sensible during

Harrison's Administration. But territory taken after the

Spanish-American War provided adequate American presence in the

Caribbean to make further ventures in Hispanola unnecessary.

34Dawson to Hay, December 3, 1904, ibid., Vol. XIII,
Despatch No. 81; Hay to Dawson, December 30, 1904, Foreign
Relations, 1905, p. 298.
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Powell in his diplomatic exuberance never realized that

fact. He continued to pursue a policy left over from the days

of Seward. First came his ill-conceived "alliance of friend-

ship." That blunder might have been forgotten, but when the

Republic became chaotic after 1900, the charge resumed his

former habits. His diplomatic aberrations encouraged venal

Dominican political leaders into the false position of seeking

to transfer all or part of their nation to american sovereignty

as a means of solving financial problems. The Department's

failure to keep a close watch on Powell did not help matters

either.

The McKinley and Roosevelt Administrations had no secret

designs upon the Dominican Republic's independence, but con-

tinuing troubles in the country caused more and more American

involvement. Nonetheless, the confused Dominican political

and economic situation, of which the annexation question was

a part, prevented the United States from adopting a coherent

policy toward the Republic until 1905.



CHAPTER VI

EXPULSION OF THE IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

The violent removal of President Heureaux from office in

1899 provoked an outcry for the legal removal from the Republic

of his financial agency, the Santo Domingo Improvement Company.

Having redeemed the Hartmont and Westendorp loans by floating

five additional bond issues, the Improvement Company, with

Heureaux's complicity, had pushed the Dominican Republic into

insolvency. It was said that at the time of the dictator's

death, the treasury's only holdings were 40,000 rounds of
ammunit-ion. Moreover, close identification of the firm wit

past tyranny made it a political liability to successor

governments. S5o, while questions on annexation, reciprocity,

bankruptcy, corruption, and European debts all weighed heavily

on the minds of the Dominican people, one issue took precedence

over all--the Improvement Company and how to get rid of it. 1

A new government with Juan I. Jimenez as president, and

Horacio Vasquez as vice-president took office on November 15,
1899. Government negotiators began discussions for removal of
the Improvement Company with Judge John T. Abbott, who had

Welles, Naboth's Vineyard, pp. 548-9.
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replaced Charles W. 4ells as Company vice-president. Abbott's

apparent intention, however, was to reorganize customs houses

on which the Company's bonds were secured, rather than to close

out operations. In September, Company president Smith Weed had

persuaded the McKinley Administration to temporarily loan a New

York customs officer for service with the Company in Puerto

Plata. The officer apparently reorganized the port's customs

house and departed a year later in December of 1900, though

there is no report of what success he had. A despatch at this

time from Charge d'Affaires Powell suggests that the efficiency

of the custons system improved, but that the ethics of the

Improvement Company did not. Powell reported that in settling

certaiIn French claims against the Dominican Republic, the

Dominicans raised import duties to cover the new indemnities

and then allowed the Improvement Company to oversee their

collection. The Company dutifully made the levies, but never

turned the funds over to the Dominicans.2

In spite of that difficulty, both sides put together

a new agreement which the Dominican Congress ratified on

April 18, 1900. The agreement called for a resumption of

2Ibid., p. 558, 560; Weed to Presidential Secretary
George B. Cortelyou, September 2, 1899, William Mc~ine
Papers, National Archives (Washington: National Archives
Microfilms, 1963), Reel 68; Weed to McKinley, September 2,
1899, ibid.; Cortelyou to Weed, December 31, 1900, and
January 5, 1901, ibid., Heel 53; Powell to Hay, January 18,
1900, Despatches, Vol. IV, Despatch No. 184.
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payment on government debts with funds drawn from the customs

system. Forty-nine percent of all customs revenue would remain

in government hands; three percent would pay officials of the

Re ie; another five percent would retire outstanding government

obligations; and the remaining forty-three percent would service

debts controlled by the Improvement Company. The contract

further apportioned the Company's forty-three percent share as

follows: seventeen percent for domestic debts; fifteen percent

for foreign debts; six percent for revolutionary debts; and

five percent as an advance to the government. After the first

year the five percent governmental advance would be dropped so

that twenty-one percent of revenues could be devoted to domestic

debt, sixteen percent to foreign debt, and six percent to

revolutionary debt.3

The agreement also contained a provision concerning a

number of "four percent Dominican Unified Bonds" issued in

1897. Originally $7,500,000 in bonds were authorized for sale,

but only $6,000,000 were actually printed. And of that nominal

$6,000,000, about $1,760,000 were never floated. These

unmarketed securities remained in the possession of the Improve-

ment Company, though the Company had never paid the government

any money for them. Under terms of the April agreement, the

Company would remand the uncirculated bonds to the government,

3Welles, Naboth's Vineyard, pp. 560-1.
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and render a full audit of the firm's accounts. Both the audit

and remanded bonds had to be presented between April 1, and

October 1, 1900, for the new contract to be valid.4

Unfortunately, the Improvement Company had long since lost

the confidence of its French and Belgian bondholders who held

the majority of Company securities. On August 25, 1900, a group

of Belgians holding about $7,000,000 of the Company's "two and'

three-quarter percent Obligations Or de Saint Dominue" served

notice of their dissatisfaction by rejecting the new contract

and withdrawing their powers from the firm. They then created

an "Association pour a Defense des Detenteurs de Fonds Publics"

in Antwerp to represent themselves. So earnestly did this group

negotiate to loosen the grip of the Improvement Company that the

State Department felt constrained to express its hope to the

Dominicanz that it would not infringe upon American interests.

The Belgian Association subsequently worked in concert with a

group of equally disgruntled French investors known as the

"Association Nationale des Porteurs Francais de Valeurs

Etrangeres." Together they managed to provide one more

stumbling block to a quick settlement.5

Ibid., p. 562; Hollander, "Exhibits," Special Agents,
p. 59. The circumstances under which the bonds were issued
are discussed in Chapter II, pp. 38-39,

HI1ollander, "Exhibits," Special Agents, p. 67; idem,
"Report," ibid., p. 31; Hill to Acting Charge d'Affaires
Alexander Battiste, September 5, 1900, Instructions, IV,
265-6.
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News of the defections left the Improvement Company

undaunted. Insisting that it still had the support of a

majority of bondholders, the Company submitted its accounts

to the government in November (a month late), and indicated

its intention of retaining control of the . But the

government refused to accept the offer, alleging that accep-

tance would put the contract of April 18 into force. Since

the Belgian bondholders claimed that they, not the Company,

spoke for the majority, the contract's validity was in doubt.

When the Company then proposed arbitration to settle the matter,

the Dominicans, fearing that arbitration would result in a

settlement too favorable to the Improvement Company, held out

for a continuance of private negotiations.6

The influence of the Associations proved formidable,

however, and on January 10, 1901, the Dominican government

broke the impasse by ousting the Improvement Company from the

R . A five-man "Committee of Honorables" took its place.

Three members, two of whom apparently were Dutch and Belgian

consuls stationed in santo Domingo, represented French and

Belgian bondholders. The other two members, one of -whom was

an American vice-consul, represented English and American

bondholders. The Dominican president appointed his own nominee

6.Hollander, "Exhibits," Special Aents, p. 68; idem,
"Report," ibid., p. 79.
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to each faction. Creation of the commission apparently grew

out of a guarantee given to the Improvement Company when it

acquired the Westendorp bonds in 1892, which provided that the

Company could request Holland, Belgium, France, Britain and

the United States to provide one representative each to manage

the Regie should there be default on the Dominican bonds. It

mattered not that the provision was originally intended as a

defense against dishonest Dominican politicians and customs

personnel--a loose interpretation of the guarantee provided

the government with a convenient pretext for regaining control

of its customs system.7

Weed, the Company president, was not a gracious loser.

Twenty days after the coup he appeared in Washington to request

an immediate audience with McKinley.8 His introductory letter

7Powell to Hay, March 31, 1902, Despatches, Vol. V,
Despatch No. 335; Hollander, "Report," special Agents, p. 33;
idem, "Exhibits," ibid., p. 161; WIelles, Naboth's Vineyard,
p. 564.

8Of American capitalists having investments in the Dominican
Republic, only two, Weed and William P. Clyde, had immediate
access to President McKinley. During McKinley's tenure, Weed
submitted for the President's consideration at least twenty-three requests on various subject, most of them unrelated to
Dominican affairs. On at least four occasions (April 14, and
June 25, 1899; March 30, 1900; and January 30, 1901), these
requests led directly to meetings with McKinley in the White
House. The subjects discussed, however, are not known for
certain because only five of Weed's letters have been saved.
The remaining records are the replies of McKinley's secretaries,
George Cortelyou and John Addison Porter, acknowledging receipt
of the original requests. In other correspondence, three letters
in reply to inquiries by steamship magnate William Clyde are
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has not been preserved so the subject of their meeting is not

absolutely certain. It seems very likely though that Weed

wanted the President's support to regain control of the Regie.

Since McKinley had the unfortunate habit of making decisions

according to whom he consulted last, Weed's maneuver might have

forced the State Department out of its neutal position and

onto the side of the Company. But Weed was quickly checked.

Anticipating that reaction by Company officers, the Dominican

foreign minister, Francisco Henriquez y Carvajal, announced

on January 14 that he was inviting himself to Washington on

a "special mission." Vhile awaiting Henriquez, the State

extant; one of them promises that a Clyde "Committee" willreceive an audience with McKinley. Bridge-builder NathanielMcKay wrote to the President fourteen times on various matters.But Mc~ay was not a member of McKinley's entourage. Heapparently had to seek Clyde's intercession on his behalfwhen trying to recover his investment in the Ozama Bridge.As a result, a paragraph on McKay's claim got included inMcKinley's tate-of-the-Union message in 1898. Replies toother capitalists included: a response to planter William L.Bass on an unknown subject; another to Improvement Company
Treasurer Willard Brown concerning a postmastership in Buffalo,New York, for one of Brown's cronies. All this correspondenceimplies much, but demonstrates little. Granted, there is avague suggestion of collusion between business and governmentto maintain markets in the Dominican Republic. But in reality,whatever influence a given businessman might have had withPresident McKinley, the State Department under John Hay's force-ful hand pursued an almost unvarying policy of refusal tointerfere in contractual disputes, and merely proffered "goodoffices" to speed settlements. U. S., Library of Congress,Index to the William McKinley Papers (Iashington, 1963),p. 75 ~(~dlye letters), p. 276 (kcKay letters), p. 452 (Weedletters); Porter to Clyde, Nay 7, 1897, and December 7, 1898,McKinley Papers, Reels 18 and 35; "Message of the President,"Foreign Relations, , p. lxxiv; Porter to Bass, December 8,1897, Mcfinley Lers, Reel 23; Porter to Brown, December 13,1898, ibid., Reel 35.
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Department made an informal inquiry on the Dominicans' future

plans for the Company. The Department found nothing alarming

and reserved judgment until more information became available.

After hearing Henriquez present his country's case on

February 18, the Department declined to re-install the Company

in the customs houses, and suggested instead that the two

disputants undertake direct negotiations.9

The parties resumed discussions and on March 25, 1901,
arrived at another agreement in which the Dominican government

agreed to buy out the Improvement Company. The previous

contract enacted on April 18, 1900, was annulled and the Company
relinquished its right to collect customs revenues. Once the
Company rendered its accounts, the parties would negotiate

all claims and determine the price for liquidating the Company
and its allied firms. If the disputants were unable to reach
agreement, the matter would go to a tribunal of three arbiters

for settlement. The Dominican government further agreed to set
aside each month a fixed amount of customs revenue which would
then be paid to a New York commercial bank to retire outstanding

Improvement Company debts. Under that provision the government

9Cortelyou to Weed, January 30, 1901, ibid., Reel 53;Powell to Hay, January 14, 1901, Despatches, Vol. V, DespatchLso. 254, Enclosure No. 1, translation; Hay to Powell, February 1,1901, Instructions, IV, 281; Hay to Powell, January 20, 1902,i ., pp. 332-3, 335-6; New York Times, February 19, 1901,p. 5.
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ultimately managed to accumulate $432,000, but in early 1902

the Dominican Congress discovered the entire sum had disappeared.

Finance Minister Elias Brache hotly denied that any money

was missing and claimed his accounts were complete and correct.

The embarrassing truth surfaced in April, however, so the

government rationalized the loss by claiming that because the

Improvement Company had not submitted its accounts (which, in

fact, it had not), the treasury had every right to spend the

$432,000--which it apparently had--the year before. 10

French-Belgian bondholders aided by the "Committee of

Honorables" fared somewhat better. After Henriquez had con-

cluded the Improvement Company contract of March, 1901, he

traveled to Europe and signed a similar agreement with the

French and Belgians on June 3. Though the Dominican Congress

eventually rejected the March agreement with the Improvement

Company, it approved the June contract and promulgated the

document in September. The accord called for the Republic

to subvent fifteen percent of its customs revenue to provide

$25,000 in monthly payments on bonds held by the French and

Belgian Asssociations. The "Conmittee" itself managed to

10John Bassett Moore to Roosevelt, February 10, 1905,
Foreign Relations, 19(5, p. 347. Moore's letter offers a val-
uable summary of economic issues, but its chronology of events
before 1903 is imperfect; Hay to Powell, January 20, 1902,
Instructions, IV, 333-4; Powell to Hay, February 17, and March 4,
1902, Despatches, Vol. V, Despatch Nos. 301 and 311; Powell to
Hay, April 14, 1902, ibid., Vol. VI, Despatch No. 352.
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remit $175,000 due on the bond coupon for October, 1901. But

having accomplished that, it inexplicably released its Dutch

and Belgian representatives, accepted the resignation of a

third member, and went out of existence on November 17, 1901.

As a result the coupon due in April, 1902, was not paid until

July of 1903; the last recorded payment to the Associations

is a paltry $6,250 sent in September, 1903.11

With the "Committee of Honorables" gone, the i had

no central direction. It continued functioning through the

fall and winter of 1901, but ceased operations on January 1,

1902. Predictably, the cessation of payment to foreign

creditors did nothing to ease the burden on the customs

system. Absence of foreign overseers simply made purloining

and mis-applying funds that much easier. For example, from

July 1, 1901, to May 31, 1902, government expenses totalled

$1,340,000, whereas customs revenues provided a more than

adequate $1,585,000. Yet the treasury turned in a deficit

of $185,000. Dominican governments headed by democrats, it

seems, had no more integrity and no more ability to manage

finances, than the dictatorship of Heureaux.12

1Hollander, "Exhibits, " Special Agents, pp. 72-73, 75-77,
82; Powell to Hay, March 31, 1902, Despatches, Vol. V, Despatch
No. 335.

12Hollander, "Exhibits," Special p. 75; "From the
Thirty-First Annual Report of the Council of the Corporation
of Foreign Bondholders, " Senate Documents, 59th Congress,
Special Session, 32 vols.( hington, 1906), Vol. II,
Document No. 1.
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On January 6, 1902, the Improvement Company appealed once

again for intervention by the State Department. After the

Dominican Congress had refused to ratify the agreement made

with the Company in March, 1901, the Dominican government's

attitude had hardened appreciably. The government still

wanted the Company to submit its accounts, but now demanded

in addition that the firm surrender its legal rights before a

final settlement was negotiated. The Company refused, though

it continued to offer its books for inspection. The State

Department this time instructed Powell to say that it would

not condone discriminatory treatment of an American corporation,

and that if other means failed, the Department expected

settlement by arbitration. John Hay's language carried more

force than that of the year before, but he still favored

private rather than public resolution of the matter. 13

Powell, as usual, overreacted to his instructions and

fired off a note to the Dominicans in February demanding from

them a proposal which would lead to a prompt adjustment of

difficulties. Having just rejected intervention as an option,

the Department thus had to rein in its envoy and caution him

that the United States wished the parties to settle affairs

by themselves without Powell fixing terms beforehand. To no

13 Hollander, "Exhibits," Special A p. 83; Hay to
Powell, January 20, 1902, Instructions, IV, 335-6.
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avail. When Judge Abbott arrived to resume discussions on

April 17, Powell initiated some high-pressure diplomatic

correspondence which eventually dragooned Abbott, Henriquez,

the British vice-consul, the Finance Minister, and a commission

of five Dominican politicians into a meeting at the govern-

mental palace on April 26. On later receiving the corre.-

spondence in May the Department again deplored Powell's inter-

vention, reminding him that he had authorization to use only

"good offices" and to act unofficially. Nevertheless,

agreement was reached that night.14

The Dominican government reaffirmed its intention to

buy out the Improvement Company. The Company had previously

asked for compensation exceeding $11,000,000 as the price of

liquidation. But as Abbott himself pointed out, part of the

sum represented duplicate claims and arbitrary determination

of profits lost on defaulted contracts; he therefore reduced

the demand to $6,000,000. The Dominicans found the price too

high and succeeded in lowering it still more to J4,500,000.

Three debt categories comprised the final figure: the

largest portion, $2,077,000, would buy for fifty cents on

the dollar, Dominican government bonds still owned by the

14Powell to Foreign Minister Eliseo Grullon, February 19,
1902, Despatches, Vol. V, Despatch No. 305, Enclosure No. 1;
Diplomatic Bureau memorandum, March 12, 1902, ibid. The
memorandum is filed with Despatch No. 305; Hay to Powell,
March 16, and May 14, 1902, Instructions, IV, 342-3 and 354;
Powell to Hay, April 26, 1902, Despatches, Vol. VI, Despatch
No. 359 and Enclosure Nos. 1-13.
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Company. Another $1,500,000 would pay for the Central

Dominican Railway, while the remaining $923,000 liquidated

the National Bank, the San Domingo Finance Company, and other

"accounts, claims, and differences." The meeting failed to

resolve two minor points--the amount of monthly payments by

the Republic, and the time of delivery of the railroad.

Neither did it consider the $1,760,000 in "Unified Bonds" still

held by the Company. Presumably these issues would be settled

later. In one evening, Powell managed to capture on paper

what had eluded the disputants for nearly three years.15

Perversely, the Republic's vice-president touched off a

revolution next morning and ruined everything. Horacio Vasquez

had taken advantage of President Jimenez's preoccupation with

financial matters to hatch a plot to seize power. Such was

the efficacy of his plans that the insurgents took full control

in ten days. Powell and Abbott chose to do nothing further

until complete order returned. The new administration indicated

its tentative approval of the liquidation agreement, but having

gained power to the accompaniment of florid pronunciamentos on

national integrity, felt obliged to increase its demands on the

Improvement Company. Specifically, the new leaders wanted the

Railway surrendered to the government as a precondition for

final settlement. If done, the Company would be left with no

15Moore to Roosevelt, February 10, 1905, Foreign Relations,
95 p. 347.
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security on its $4,500,000 indemnity except the Republic's

offer of a portion of Puerto Plata's customs revenues. Previous

experience with the Dominican customs system naturally made the

Company indisposed to accept the demand. On learning of the

matter, Acting Secretary of State Hill pronounced the Dominican

position unreasonable, and instructed -owell to demand arbi-

tration unless the Dominicans settled without precondition.

The Vasquez Administration refused to modify its demands,

however, and negotiations broke off again in July.16

Immediate arbitration had no appeal to the Dominicans

since their government financial records were poor, and their

arbitral diplomacy probably inferior. Hill therefore reversed

himself and returned to the aborted contract of April 26. On

July 21, he sent Powell a sample protocol which, like the

April agreement cut arbitration to a minimum. It provided for

the appointment of three arbiters--one by the Dominican

president, one by the American president, and one a joint

nominee of the two. It also provided that the Railway as well

as the Improvement Company aid the other allied firms be

transferred to the Dominican government on terms fixed by

the arbiters, and not as preconditions to a final agreement.

The terms of transfer, in fact, were about the only points the

protocol alLowed the arbiters to decide. Since the government,

16 Powell to Hay, April 27, May 3, and May 12, 1902,
Despatches, Vol. VI, Despatch Nos. 360, 364, and 371; Hill toPowell, June 26, and December 23, 1902, Instructions, IV, 359
and 396; Moore to Roosevelt, February 10, 1905, Foreign
Relations, 1905, p. 347.
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sometime before, had evidently proposed to pay the indemnity

in yearly installments of $225,000 increasing on a sliding

scale, the protocol included that stiputation too.1 7  The

money would go to the American government on the Company's

account, with payments to commence on July 1, 1902. Retention

of that date in the draft suggests that the Department framed

part of the protocol immediately after, or even a bit before

Powell's April conference, on the presumption that a solution

would quickly follow. Actually a breakthrough did not come

until January of 1903.18

Revolution in Haiti had kept Powell occupied and he did

not receive the draft at Port-au-Prince until the fifteenth of

August. Continued disturbances in the Black republic prevented

his return to Santo Domingo until mid-October. Meanwhile a

severe depression had beset the Dominican Republic during the

summer. Its effects partially accounted for the government's

continued refusal to come to terms with the Improvement

Company. Abbott returned to the United States in disgust

after a brief and unsuccessful try to revive negotiations in

mid-July. To make matters worse, the Vasquez Administration

17 The payment rate of $225,000 per annum ($18,750 monthly)
covered only that time from the signing of the arbitration
protocol to the handing down of the final arbitral award. The
award itself would set up a new payment schedule to retire
whatever portion of the 84,500,000 remained outstanding.

18 Hollander, "Report," Special n pp. 40-41; Hill to
Powell, July 21, 1902, Instructions, IV, 361-6.
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promised the people of the Cibao, who complained of excessive

rates charged by the Central Dominican Railway, that the

railroad would be handed over to the government prior to a

final agreement. Also, Powell's lobbying for leases on

Samana and Manzanilla bays predisposed the government to put

off payment of debts and seek windfall funds for the empty

treasury. As a final impediment, revolution broke out again

on October 11, five days before Powell's arrival to resume

discussions. 19

The charge d'affaires secured an interview with Foreign

minister Sanchez on October 25--Vasquez attending to suppression

of the revolt--and found the Dominicans as intractable as

ever. No further progress could be made, said Sanchez, until

the Improvement Company submitted its accounts. Moreover,

the administration now demanded placement of a Dominican

director on the board of the disputed railroad. Sanchez

offered to let the Company keep control of the railroad for

five years while the government made annual payments to buy

it out. Powell was quite familiar with Dominican financial

promises, however, and declined to entertain the proposition.

Instead he submitted Hill's "arbitration" protocol. The

19Powell to Hay, July 17, August 4, August 15, September 11,
and October 17, 1902, Despatches, Vol. VI, Despatch Nos. 381,
385, 386, 393, and 400.
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Dominicans took the document under consideration and spent the

next month stalling on a decision.20

On December 1, Sanchez tried again. Claiming that

arbitration was out of the question, he proposed that the

Improvement Company retain ownership of the railroad while

the Republic administered it. Since that idea promised

nothing more than an extension of financial chaos into yet

another part of the Company, the State Department refused

to accept. President Vasquez, still engaged in pacifying the

Cibao, had not yet met with Powell, so the Dominican Cabinet

refused to act in his stead. Powell, losing his patience

but still wishing to avoid coercion, wrote resignedly at

Christmas: "much to my disgust it looks as if I will have

to remain here another month.,21

Vasquez returned to the capital city on the last day

of 1902. Powell hoped the leader's arrival would facilitate

a settlement, but by mid-January still nothing had been done.

In the meantime the Dominican Charge d'Affaires to the United

States submitted another proposal to Hay concerning Improvement

Company records. He demanded that the Company render its

accounts, after which claims and counter-claims would be filed

20 Powell to Hay, October 25, 1902, ibid., Despatch No. 401;
Powell to Hay, November 30, 1902, ibid., telegram.

21Hill to Powell, December 23, 1902, Instructions, IV,
396-7; Powell to Hay, December 6, and December 23, 1902,
Despatches, Vol. VII, Despatch Nos. 433 and 446.
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by the disputants. If differences were not resolved, arbi-

tration would follow. The concession on arbitration reflected

at least a reluctant willingness on the Dominicans' part to

compromise. But the State Department, assuming as it did that

the Company operated in an ethical manner, could see no reason

for submission of records as a precondition to arbitration.

It tended to view the entire proceeding as one of an innocent

American corporation suffering unjustly at the hands of Latin

scalawags; the actual records and practices of the Company did

not become known in American circles until reports reached

Washington in 1905. The Department therefore paid no more

attention to this request than the ones which preceded it.22

In retrospect, a thorough corporation audit by disinterested

parties might have promoted a more balanced American policy.

The other Dominican demand that the Improvement Company

surrender the Central Dominican Railway had less merit. To

curry popular favor after the April revolution, the Vasquez

Administration had hastily promised the line's immediate

transfer to public control. In view of ongoing disturbances

where the railroad operated in the Cibao, circumstance made

it difficult to abandon the promise and adopt a more tractable

attitude. The Dominicans seem to have finally jettisoned

22Powell to Hay, January 5, 1903, ibid., Despatch No. 455'F. S. Vasquez to Hay, January 9, 1903, ibid. Vasquez's proposal
is filed with Despatch No. 455.
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the issue by the end of December, but the impasse it created

probably reinforced the American proclivity to view Dominican

officials as corrupt and incompetent. In this way, the

dispute over Company records and the railroad set the stage

for the final misunderstanding which followed.

Up to this point, Hill's arbitration protocol had under-

gone only two major changes. Article I, which originally

proposed that the indemnity for liquidating the Improvement

Company be determined by arbiters, removed the question from

arbitration and incorporated the $4,500,000 sum arrived at in
the contract of April 26. Also, two paragraphs in Article VI
holding the Republic liable for an indeterminate number of
Company claims were struck out. The Dominicans, of course,

still held out for a third change--submission of all Company

records. On January 20, Powell replied to this demand by

referring Sanchez to Article III of the protocol which said:
"each party shall present to the other . . two printed

copies of its case, accompanied with the documents and evidence
on which it relies." The Article further provided that if in
submitting evidence, one party referred to "any document in
its exclusive possession without annexing a copy, it shall

upon the request of the other party, furnish the latter with

a copy."23

23 Powell to Sanchez, January 20, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VII,Dispatch No. 467, Enclosure No. 1; "Arbitration of the Claim of
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Powell then told Sanchez that the proposed agreement

therefore "gave full power to his Government to have a copy

of not only these [Companyj accounts, but of all other papers

that were to be submitted, and that in this respect there was

no necessity to amend the present Protocol." In the narrowest

sense, Powell's statement was correct; the Dominican government

could have access to all papers an6daccounts which the Company

submitted. But the charge apparently failed to understand

that the Dominicans wanted all existing accounts, and that the

agreement conferred no subpoena-like powers to get them. Even

worse, 3anchez, whom no one ever accused of competence, evi-

dently agreed with Powell's reasoning, accepted his assurance,

and indicated that the Republic would sign the protocol in a

few days.24  It is not often that both sides in a dispute can

blunder with such confidence.

Only two important questions remained for arbitration:

the final terms of payment and security on the $4,500,000

indemnity; and the terms of transfer for the Central Dominican

Railway, the National Bank, and the Improvement Company bonds.

At the last minute the Dominicans objected to the four percent

interest rate affixed to installments on the indemnity, so

the San Domingo Improvement Company against the Dominican
Republic," orein Relations, 1904 (Washington, 1905), pp. 271-2.Foreign Relations incorrectly gives the date of the protocol
as 1904 instead of 1903.

24Powell to Hay, January 20, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VII,Despatch No. 467.
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Article VI of the final protocol left the interest amount

blank. Arbitration would decide that too. Powell and Sanchez

signed the agreement on January 31, 1903. They also signed

another two-paragraph agreement delaying nomination of the

respective arbiters for ninety days after the signing of the

protocol. This was done to allow the Republic and the Improve-

ment Company to reach a private agreement if they still

wished.25

With the protocol in force, the Dominican government now

had to meet its $225,000 annual obligation in payments of

418,750 per month. The first payment was promptly made in

February; as it happened, it was also the last. Financial

disintegration of the Republic converted Powell's hard-won

protocol into a worthless piece of paper. The Vasquez

Administration staggered on for another month and then

toppled in a coup. An ambitious vice-president had started

the last revolution; a jail-break began this one. On March 23,

seventy political prisoners held in the fortress at Santo

Domingo City escaped during siesta and seized the government

buildings. There followed a month of hard fighting throughout

the country, after which insurgent Alexandro Wos y Gil even-

tually gained the presidency. The question now was: would

2 5 "Arbitration of the Claim," Foreign Relations, 1904,pp. 271-3; Powell to HYay, January 26, 1903, Despatches, Vol.VII, Despatch No. 471; "Agreement to the Naming of Arbitrators,"
2orei.n Relations, 1904, P. 273.
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the new regime adhere to the arbitration protocol?26

Only under unusual circumstances, as it turned out. In

May the United States named John G. Carlisle, a former Sec-

retary of the Treasury under Grover Cleveland, as its member

of the arbitral commission. The Dominicans were slow in naming

their representative because they were engaged in other matters.

In June they received the Italian minister to Cuba who arrived

to adjudicate various claims of Italian merchants living in
the Republic. The government also appointed ex-president

Jimenez as financial agent to arrange a $30,000,000 loan

through Ceballos and Company of New York. The Ceballos loan

did not go through, but it at least appeared that Wos y Gil

would take necessary measures to stabilize the country's economy.
The State Department took the opportunity to have Powell remind
the Dominicans about the importance of continuing payments

under the January agreement. Foreign Minister Manuel Galvan

in turn took the opportunity to inform Powell that he did not
consider the protocol binding, and that he would have to submit
it to the revolutionary Congress for reaffirmation. In early
October, Galvan modified his position still more by requesting

Powell to withdraw the protocol entirely. He then proposed that
the manner of payment be fixed by the Republic without

26Powell to Hay, February 23, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VII,Despatch No. 495; Moore to Roosevelt, February 10, 1905,Foreign Relations., 905, p. 348; Powell to Hay, April 10, 1903,espatches, Vol. VIII, Desp'atch No. 527.
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arbitration, and that the Improvement Company immediately

surrender all its property. If the United States found

that proposition unacceptable, he continued, his government
would consider re-opening the entire question, with a view to
a new arbitral agreement. Powell denounced the offer in a

communication to the State Department, observing that if

accepted it would negate everything accomplished so far.27

While pondering the disquieting turn of events, Powell

received an inquiry from Charles Renoz, the Belgian Charge
d'Affaires. French-Belgian bondholders, according to their
contract of September, 1901, were to get $25,000 per month
after October 1, 1901, as payment on their securities. By
September, 1903, the Dominican government had managed to pay
only a bit more than $152,000 on $600,000 due for the two-year
period. Renoz suggested creating an international commission
composed of the United States, Belgium, and France to take

over Dominican finances and assure service on the debt. Since
previous international commissions controlling the Regie had had
little success, Powell remained non-committal. And even in the
unlikely event that the state Department did approve the
proposal, prospects for such a settlement became dim after
another revolution broke out on October 24.28

27 Powell to Hay, MVlay 9, July 1, September 15, and October 9,1903, ibid., Despatch Nos. 538, 564, 571, and 599; Adee to Powell,August 1, 1903, .instructions, IV, 432-3; Hollander, "Report,"Special Aents, pp. 102-3.

2&Powell to Hay, September 17, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VIII,Despatch No. 577, Enclosure No. 1; Powell to Hay, October 29,1903, ibid., Vol. IX, Despatch No. 626.
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While stability crumbled, Galvan continued his refusal

to appoint a Dominican arbiter or to recognize the protocol.

By early November insurgents had occupied most of the country,

surrounded the capital, and placed the government in an

impossible position. Powell, who no doubt had tired of

Dominican procrastination, saw his opportunity and took it.
Acting entirely on his own initiative, he made the extraordinary

decision to suspend diplomatic relations between the United

States and the Dominican Republic until Galvan appointed an
arbiter according to the protocol. Threatened with total

isolation, the Dominican government for once responded with

alacrity, naming Galvan the Dominican arbiter and choosing
Judge George Gray of the United States Court of Appeals as
its nominee for umpire. Insurgents surrounding the capital

planned to capture Galvan to prevent him from assuming his

new duties, but the minister safely reached the American

warship "Baltimore" which was lying in the city harbor. The
ship departed for Puerto Rico a few days later, and the

minister eventually reached dfashington.29

Events in the Republic moved rapidly. On November 24,
President Wos y Gil capitulated to the rebels, and General

Carlos Morales formed a provisional government. Provisional

was the word for it, because it took the victors less than

29Powell to Hay, November 3, and November 16, 1903, ibid.,Despatch Nos. 650 and 660.
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three weeks to have a falling out and plunge the country into

revolution again. At one point the Morales regime tried to

withdraw Galvan's credentials. But Powell outmaneuvered the

junta, arguing that since the United States had not recognized

the provisional government, it could not recognize a removal

order for Galvan. He also intimated that even if the

government were recognized, he would still iot honor a demand

for changes on the commission. The State Department approved

Powell's action on the removal order, but cautioned him

not to insist the Dominicans keep Galvan. Exasperating as

it might be, the Department was prepared if necessary to

accept the minister's removal and additional delays sure to

result. Arbitration got under way in December. The firm of

Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, and Colt represented the Dominican

government, while State Department legal advisor John Bassett

Moore served as counsel for the United States. Notwithstanding

the initial attempt to remove Galvan, Powell recognized the

Morales regime in January of 1904. Meanwhile, revolution

continued until early summer and created a situation so

confused that no one could say for certain who or what Galvan

represented. But an arbiter had been named, so arbitration

there would be.30

30Powell to Hay, November 25, 1903, ibid., Despatch No. 667;Powell to Hay, November 27, 1903, md., Despatch No. 672,
Enclosure Nos. 1-2; Powell to Hay, January 14, 1904, ibid.Vol. X, Despatch No. 720; Adee to Powell, December 16, 1903,Instructions, IV, 459; oomis to Powell, December 17, 1903,ibid., 459-60; Hollander, "Exhibits," Special Agents, p. 93.
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While disorders convulsed the country, attention

temporarily turned away from the arbitral question. Depre-

dations against property were common. During February

insurgents broke into the home of an Improvement Company

agent and foolishly incinerated a number of record books

they found there. Company officials probably never had any

intention of revealing the contents of the ledgers, but the

incident presented them with a credible future excuse for

not rendering a complete audit. In addition the insurgents

discovered several books of uncirculated currency printed

for the defunct National Bank. Apparently the bills

were the remainder of the money Heureaux ordered the Bank

to issue in 1898, and which had subsequently destroyed the

value of Dominican currency. The ignorant footpads

unwittingly distributed the worthless money to other rebel

troops, adding one more item of instability to an already

chaotic economy.31

Through the good offices of the American navy a peace

accord went into effect in late June. A few days later the

new American minister, Thomas Dawson, arrived to assume his

post. Then, on July 14, the arbitral commission handed down

its long-awaited decision. The commission ordered that
within ninety days after the date of the award, the Improvement

Powell to Hay, February 27, 1904, Despatches Vol. X.Despatch No. 791.
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Company and its allied firms would surrender to the Dominican

government all interests in the National Bank. As for the

Dominican bonds owned by the Company, the Republic would begin

adquiring them when the p4,500,000 indemnity was reduced to

$2,077,000--the value of the bonds as determined by the 1903

arbitration protocol; in other words, the bonds would be paid

for last. When the government paid the entire indemnity, the

Company would deliver all shares held in the Central Dominican

Railway. The arbiters also took account of the $1,760,000 in

un-issued "Dominican Unified Bonds" mentioned in the contract

of April 18, 1900; the commission ordered the Company to

deliver these within thirty days after the award. The decision

also re-established interest payments on the indemnity at the

original four percent figure.32

Since the government had made one payment of $18,750 on

the indemnity under the terms of the 1903 protocol, the

remaining principal was $4,481,250. To retire that sum, the

commission set monthly installments at $37,500 for the first

two years after the award, changing to $41,670 per month for

each year thereafter until the debt was erased. Payments

would begin in September, 1904, and be derived both from net

profits of the railroad and from customs collections at

32Dawson to Root, October 18, 1906, Foreign Relations,
1906, (Washington, 1909), p. 595; "Award of the Commission
of Arbitration under the Provision of the Protocol of
January 31, 1903," Foreign Relations, 1904, pp. 274-6.
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Puerto Plata. If necessary, funds from Sanchez, Samana, Macoris,

and other northern ports could also be diverted to meet payments.

A specially-designated "financial agent" appointed by the United

States would receive the revenue. Moreover, the financial

agent could take actual possession of customs houses in the

designated ports if any monthly payment defaulted. This pro-

vision went far beyond the intention of the original arbitration

protocol, but the arbiters probably had in mind previous

unsuccessful customs commissions which could only oversee or

nominally administer customs houses in case of defaults. The

willingness of Minister Sanchez earlier in the year to encourage

American intervention in Dominican fiscal affairs may have had

some influence as well. 3 5

The award made no audit de-mands on previous Improvement

Company records: the only provision even closely resembling

a Company accounting called for the general manager of the

Railway to make annual earnings reports after July 1, 1904.

That the Dominicans failed to present telling arguments for

an audit is borne out by the paucity of evidence available

to them. In the arbitral process the Improvement Company

presented thirteen exhibits to buttress its case, while the

Dominican Republic with its useless treasury records could

muster only three. The tribunal also considered foreign

3 Ibid., p. 276.
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debts not held by the Company, but declined to rule on them,

saying that if Dominican revenues were honestly collected,

the resulting income would cover existing obligations. It

now remained for President Roosevelt to nominate the financial

agent.

Roosevelt did so a week after the award in an act which

must have seemed perfectly sensible to him under the circum-

stances--he named Judge John Abbott, the Improvement Company

vice-president. In terms of appointing a man with experience,

the nomination was sound; in terms of eschewing conflict-of-

interest it was not. Dominicans still opposed the Company

and demanded an accounting. A significant number of them

believed the arbitral indemnity fraudulent, and that Abbott's

appointment augured the end of Dominican independence. On

Abbott's arrival in August, the government made known its

dissatisfaction by refusing to accept the Improvement Company's

offer of $1,760,000 in "Unified Bonds" ordered by the July

award. Even the normally astute Dawson remained puzzled by

the opposition, writing in December that Abbott was the best

man for the job because he refused to condone "double-dealing."

Dominicans, the minister said, had no better friend.35

34 Ibid.; Knight, Americans in Santo Domingo, p. 180,
"lote on Sources," Chapter III; Hay to Dawson, October 11, 1904,
Instructions: Dominican Republic, I, 20-22.

D5Loomis to Presidential Secretary William Loeb, July 28,
1904, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 46; Dawson to Hay, October 17, and
October 21, 1904, Despatches Vol. XII, Despatch Nos. 58 and 59;
Dawson to Loomis, December 17, 1904, ibid., Vol. XIII, letter.
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Certain foreign creditors objected to the award itself.

Spain insisted that an old debt owed to Font and Company of

Barcelona, and a protocol signed in October of 1903 with

the Vinamata-Huttlinger Company of Hamburg should receive

precedence in payment. The Spanish envoy, in submitting the

debts, claimed that the award threatened the Dominican treasury

and the rights of foreign powers. The Italian government,

having wrested protocols for debt payments from the Dominicans

in May, protested that the award interfered with those contracts.

Hay noted the protests but believed that the award ought to be

given a chance to prove itself since the main difficulty, he

thought, lay in the shoddy operation of the Dominican customs

system. France took a different approach. The French charge

d'affaires informed Dawson that France, Germany, Spain, and

Italy were planning to act in concert and demand that the

Dominicans form a mixed commission to adjust debts. The Euro-

peans needed American participation to bring the Dominicans

into line, so Dawson's cooperation was essential. The American

minister refused. Besides setting an unfortunate precedent,

such an arrangement would, as one observer later wrote, create

an "expensive and cumbersome device, whose only justification

is a conflict of international interests making a compromise

inevitable."36

36Dawson to Hay, August 23, 1904, ibid., Vol. XI, DespatchNo. 17; Dawson to Hay, Lugust 25, and September 8, 1904, ibid.Vol. II, Despatch Nos. 22 and 34; Hay to Dawson, October 11,1904, Instructions: Dominican Republic, I, 20-22; Hollander,"Report," SPecial Agents, p. 108.
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But the July award, like so many previous plans to bolster
Dominican finances, began disintegrating as soon as it went
into effect. Thefts and rebates continued to drain customs

revenues hypothecated to the Improvement Company. The government
could not even manage to raise the first indemnity payment due
in September. Accordingly, Judge Abbott invoked Article IV
of the award, and on September 21, demanded possession of the
Puerto Plata customs house. Morales replied that he needed at
least sixty percent of that port's revenue to pay troops and
government employees. Additionally, many merchants had made
short-term loans on the security of the customs house; removal
of the security would disrupt business. If the funds were
diverted entirely to the financial agent, he concluded, revo-
lution would surely result. After a month of wrangling, the
State Department consented to a partial use of revenues to
pay local government expenses. Morales thereby agreed to
turn over the customs house on October 20. He also took the
precaution of arresting some vocal political opponents lest
they set off another revolution in protest of the transfer.

Presumably, possession of the customs house should have given
the July award the vital underpinning it needed, but the
effect was just the opposite. Smuggling had long been a way
of life in the Republic, and the efficient operation of

customs in Puerto Plata sharply reduced inventives to land
goods there. The government had evidently collected more
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revenue when the system operated dishonestly. Ports where

laxity prevailed now attracted more goods, and one enterprising

caudillo at Monte Christi actually offered lower duties to

lure business away from Puerto Plata. 7

Having handed over the customs house, Morales then accepted
the National Bank shares and "Dominican Unified Bonds" which

he had previously refused in protest of Abbott's appointment.

After acceptance, the government placed them on deposit in the
American legation. The president even went so far as to offer
the customs houses at Monte Christi, Sanchez, and Samana, though
his motives hardly sprang from magnanimity. His administration

had little control over those ports, so American assumption of
collections would remove sources of funds from local politicians

who threatened his regime. Strenuous opposition from cabinet

members, many of whom would be affected by the cut-off, caused

Morales to shelve the proposal.38

The relative calm with which Dominicans accepted the events
of the summer and fall did not allay Dawson's misgivings about
the award. He expected trouble from another quarter--the

foreign creditors. It was not reasonable to expect that the
Europeans would tolerate strict observance of American debt

37 Dawson to Hay, September 24, September 27, October 6,October 21, October 24, and November 2, 1904, Despatches,Vol. XII, Despatch Nos. 41, 42, 51, 59, 62, and 64.
38Dawson to Hay, October 17, October 21, and November 25,1904, ibid., Despatch Nos. 58, 60, and 78.
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payments while theirs went into default. Dawson believed that

sooner or later the initiative for one-government control of

the entire customs system would fall to the United States.

Hay held to his original policy on the award well into December,

but by then it had become obvious that the Dominicans could

not meet obligations unless a system similar to the arbitral

award were extended to all ports.39

Even more importantly, President Roosevelt became con-

vinced by December of 1904 that the Europeans would seize a

number of Dominican port cities to insure that their nationals'

debts were paid. With that, the limited policy of supporting

only the Improvement Company ended, and the wider policy of

administering the Dominican customs system began.40

In the space of four years, the American government's

thinking had undergone a complete change. From disinterest

and refusal to intervene, the State Department had progressed

to defense of the Improvement Company, and then consideration

for all foreign creditors. It does not appear that the

Department did so according to any preconceived program of

economic subversion. To the contrary, events kept outrunning

3TDawson to Hay, November 16, 1904, ibid., Despatch No. 69-Dawson to Hay, December 19, 1904, ibid., Vol. XIII,pDespatch
\o. 94; Iay to Dawson, November 30, 1904, Instructions:
Dominican Republic, 1, 28.

40Theodore Roosevelt, An Autobiograph (New York, 1926),
p. 507.
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the Department's best laid plans, until finally all options

were exhausted. Having previously rejected annexation or

protectorate status as solutions, the Roosevelt Administration

chose regulation of the Dominican customs system as its only

feasible recourse. Indeed, it could be said that the United

States government acted with considerable patience and

restraint-depending on the interpretation.



CHAPTER VII

ROOSEVELT AND THE MODUS VIVENDI

When Theodore Roosevelt took office in September of

1901, intervention in the fiscal affairs of Caribbean

republics must have been among the least foreseeable even-

tualities of his administration. 2or this reason and, no

doubt to create an image of moderation and stability so soon

after the McKinley assassination, the President's State-of-

the-Union message in December was a masterpiece of equivocation

on the subject. On the one hand, he abjured intervention and

suggested that hemispheric nations should make the Monroe

Doctrine an integral part of their foreign policies in order

to end territorial aggrandizement and ensure lasting peace in

the New World. Inasmuch as the Doctrine avoided mentioning

inter-American commercial relations, he continued, that

omission in effect guaranteed states the right to conduct

commerciaI affairs according to their own dictates. But on

the other hard, the United States could not protect a nation

rom punish ent for economic irresponsibility unless the

punishment involved seizure of the miscreant's territory by

a non-American power. In the end, these verbal gymnastics

set no policy at all. The President confessed his uncertainty

166
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in private correspondence. Writing two weeks after delivery

of his annual message, he confided that it was "positively

difficult" to frame a consistent policy on Latin America

relative to European and Arerican intervention, because indi-

vidual problems called for individual answers.

Roosevelt modified his official position a year later in

his next annual message. In December, 1902, he assured American

nations that they had nothing to fear from the United States

as long as they preserved internal stability and honored their

financial obligations. He again cautioned, however, that the

ever-increasing complexity of human society made it iiiperative

that "all civilized and orderly powers . . . insist on

the proper policing of the world."2

By coincidence, his views were being put to the test at

that very moment. The Venezuelan dictator, Cipriano Castro,

had flippantly refused to honor debts contracted with foreigners,

provoking Britain and Germany to send a naval force to remind

him of his responsibilities. The powers had notified Roosevelt

of their plans, and had promised to seize no territory, so

American opinion remained quiet when the expeditionary force

bombarded the city of Puerto Cabello and blockaded several

"Message of the President," December 3, 1901, Foreign
Relations, 1901, pp. xxvi-xxxvii; Roosevelt to Edward Everett
Hale, December 17, 1901, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 327.

2"Message of the President," December 2, 1902, Foreign
Relations, 1902, (Washington, 1903), pp. xxi-xxii.
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Venezuelan ports. Castro requested Roosevelt's intercession,

and preliminary procedures began for arbitration at the Hague.

But while discussions were in progress, a German warship

deliberately shelled Fort San Carlos--a Venezuelan coastal

installation--and nearby civilian areas. The unwarranted attack,

coupled with German attempts to delay arbitration, outraged

American opinion and made the President highly suspicious of

German intentions in the Caribbean. Although Germany finally

consented to arbitrate, the incident caused Roosevelt to ponder

the wisdom of leaving European debt collectors to their own

devices.3

In a sidelight on the affair, Argentine Foreign Minister

Luis !1. Drago had in late December suggested a possible

solution. Following the Anglo-German attack on Puerto Cabello

(but before the German bombardment of Fort San Carlos), Drago

submitted the text of his now-famous doctrine, whose key

phrase held that "public debt can not occasion armed inter-

vention nor even the actual occupation of the territory of

American nations by a European power." Curiously, Drago's

wording, while denying the right of intervention to European

powers, placed no suci restriction on the United States--an

apparent oversight since it is difficult to believe that the

minister preferred American intervention to European. Iron-

ically, Roosevelt eventually used that option in the Dominican

3George E. Mowry, The Era of Theodore Roosevelt, in The
New American Nation Series TNew York, 1962), pp. 156-7.
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Republic, though the Drago Doctrine played no part in the

President's decision. When Drago submitted his document,

Secretary of State Hay neither accepted not rejected the

proposal, but merely answered by restating the applicable

passages concerning hemispheric intervention in Roosevelt's

last two annual messages. The difficulty was that armed inter-

vention had already occurred, and an endorsement of Drago's

idea would have meant a sudden American policy reversal at a

critical juncture. Additionally, the doctrine removed the

threat of foreign intervention to collect debts but at the

same time did nothing to promote financial responsibility in

profligate Latin governments. Not until 1907 did Hay's successor,

Elihu Root, endorse the spirit of the doctrine, and then only

with the qualification that intervention should not occur until

after the debtor rejected or aborted an arbitral process. Upon

submission to the Hague Convention of 1907, the modification

found favor among world powers, but most Latin countries,

objecting to the element of compulsion, refused to endorse the

idea.4

Events in the Caribbean did not await a consensus at the

Hague. No soomer had Venezuela quieted than creditors created

a similar problem in the Dominican Republic. During the

4Drago to Argentine Minister to the United States Martin
Garcia erou, December 29, 1902, Foreign Relations, 1905
(Washington, 1904), p. 4. Merou subsequently transmitted the
document to the Department of State; Hay to Merou, February 17,
1903, Forei Relations, 1903, pp. 506; Bemis, Latin-American
Policy, pp. 147, 228-9.
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revolution which brought President Wos y Gil to power in March,

1903, American marines and German sailors landed at Santo Domingo

City to protect property, while Dutch and Italian warships

anchored in the city's harbor. Creditors pressed their claims

on the new government throughout the spring and summer, but they

accomplished little by the time another revolution deposed

Wos y Gil in November. Soon afterward, the German press printed

rumors that a squadron of cruisers was on its way to the island

to look after German affairs.5

Roosevelt, to this point, had paid little attention to

Dominican affairs. That soon changed. In December, reports

on the German cruisers were followed by the request of Foreign

Minister Sanchez for an audience at Washington to discuss the

possibility of American assistance. The minister's visit,

which extended from February to April of 1904, left Roosevelt

unconvinced of the necessity for American intervention.

American press opinion leaned heavily toward a restoration of

order, though not at the price of annexation. Remarking

privately that he had as much desire to annex the country "as

a gorged boa constrictor might have to swallow a porcupine

wrong-end-to," the President in early March dispatched Assistant

Secretary of State Loomis and Admiral Dewey on their afore-

mentioned investigatory mission to the Republic. Though their

Powell to Hay, April 10, 1903, Despatches, Vol. VIII,
Despatch No. 527; "Peril to the Monroe Doctrine in Santo
Domingo," Literary Di est, XXVIII (January, 1904), 24.
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commission found the nation in a state of "anarchy," and the

property owners there in favor of annexation, it advised only

that the President consider an American customs administration

as a possible future solution. Roosevelt evidently pondered

the recommendation, but then quickly set it aside, believing

that the American public would misunderstand even a "partial

possession" of the Republic.6

Since 1904 was an election year Roosevelt moved cautiously.

The first order of business called for a tactful disposal of

Sanchez. Revolutionary activities in the Republic had abated

somewhat by the early spring, so Hay, in a meeting with Sanchez

on March 29, expressed his hope that turmoil would continue to

wind down, because he saw "no way in which the United States

could take part in the pacification of the Republic, without

establishing precedents which would be equally undesirable

for both countries." Crestfallen, Sanchez replied he had come

to the United States relying on the "generous good will of the

American people." Now, he claimed, his only hope was in God--

which, Hay reported unsympathetically, Sanchez "seemed to

regard as an inadequate compensation." Amused, Roosevelt

rejoined that a hint to Sanchez to return after November might

Roosevelt to Bishop, February 23, 1904, Roosevelt Papers,
Reel 333; "Memorandum for the Secretary of State," March 19,
1904, ibid., Reel 42; Roosevelt to Charles W. Eliot, April 4,
1904, ibid., Reel 334. The Eliot letter is filed with
correspondence of April sixth; "Do We Want Santo Domingo?"
Literary Digest, XXVIII (March, 1904), 319.
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"restore his faith in Providence." A few weeks later, the

President relented somewhat and complied with a request by

Morales that the United States send a financial adviser to

the Dominican Republic to aid in reforming the countryts

economic system. The job went to Jacob Hollander, a former

Treasurer of Puerto Rico who was then teaching political

economy at Johns Hopkins.7

No sooner had the administration sent Sanchez packing

than Charge d'Affaires Powell reported that the Italian

minister to Cuba would soon arrive in the Republic to demand

fulfillment of Dominican contracts made with Italian citizens.

If the Dominicans refused to cooperate, said Powell, Italian

naval nessels would support the demand by seizing customs

houses. Before receiving a reply to his message, Powell met

with President Morales and made a verbal agreement for the

American legation to take over and guard the customs houses

if the Italians became menacing. He based that decision on

his belief--fanciful, as it turned out--that the Hague arbitral

decision on Venezuelan debts allowed "any Foreign Power to

seize and hold any or all ports where Customs Duties are paid,

when a country . . . is unable to pay its debts." On

learning what was afoot, the Starbe Department immediately

7Hay to Sanchez, March 30, 1904, quoted in Interventionand Dollar Diplomacy, p. 92; Hay to Roosevelt, March 30, andApril 20, 1904, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 43; Roosevelt to Hay,March 30 01904-, ibid., Reel 416; Powell to Hay, April 18, 1904,ibd~ Reel 43,
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ordered Powell to do nothing further without instructions.

Powell thereupon withdrew his proposal. An inquiry to Rome

in early May brought an assurance from the Italians, saying

that their government never intended to seize customs houses

or use force in adjusting debts. The Dominicans and Italians

later signed an accord in June, though the settlement did

little more than defer payment on the Italian claims until

November. By May, then, the Dominican situation had quieted,

in part because Roosevelt had chosen to do little about it. 8

But in the same month the President did manage to create

quite a stir over Latin-American policy in general. On May 20,

at a New York City banquet commemorating the second anniversary

of Cuban independence, former Secretary of War Root read a

congratulatory message from Roosevelt which praised America's

entry into war with Spain as a crusade to free oppressed Cubans

from four centuries of Spanish misrule. That same crusading

spirit, he continued, reflected the administration's attitude

toward all Latin countries. As long as adjacent states remained

"stable, orderly and prosperous," they had nothing to fear from

the United States. He cautioned though, that "brutal wrongdoing

or an impotence which results in a general loosening of the

ties of civilized society, may finally require intervention

8Powell to Hay, April 14, April 18, April 19, and June 6,1904, Despatches, Vol. XI, Despatch Nos. 828, 836, 844, and876; Dawson to iay, August 23, 1904, ibid., Vol. XII,Despatch No. 18; Hay to Powell, April 18, May 6, and May 9,1904, Instructions, IXV, 486, 490-1, and 493.
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by some civilized nation, and in the Western Hemisphere the
United States cannot ignore this duty."1(italics added)

Roosevelt's general sentiments on interventionism, of course,
were nothing new; the same can be found in his annual messages
for 1901 and 1902. It was the final phrase which signalled
a radical change in policy by arrogating to the United States
the responsibility for policing the hemisphere. The statement
later became enshrined in history texts as the first pro-
nouncement of the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine.
At the time, it provoked considerable criticism from the anti-
imperialist press, which denounced it as part of Roosevelt's
"policy of bossing the world."9

Many historians have long held that chaotic conditions in
the Dominican Republic inspired Roosevelt to carve this corner-
stone of the Corollary. And though the May address mentions
no foreign nation except Cuba, pundits have interpreted the
text as a thinly-veiled allusion to Dominican affairs. Frankly,
it is difficult to understand why. The only document ever
cited to support that thesis is the address itself.10 Intriguing

9 Roosevelt to Root, May 20, 1904, Roosevelt Papers,Re, 134. The letter is filed with correspondence of Mayeighteenth; Eting E.nMorison, ed., The Letters of TheodoreR2velt. 8 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.,l95-94)7Iv,
801--2, 2

10 n1r . hrgle seems tohave originated the interpre-tation in his Theodore Roosevelt, A Bigao~ (New York,t ) ipp. 294-7 Other writers, all citing Pringle, usedte idea in their histories. See, for example: J. red Rippy,"British Bondholders an~d the Roosevelt Corollary," Political
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as the supposition may be, the lack of corroborative evidence

makes it nothing more than unsupported speculation. There is

no indication either, that contemporary opinion understood the

speech as a reference to the Republic. In fact, there is no

reason why the public should have. Judging by his past actions,

Roosevelt intended to keep the Dominican issue on the "back burner"

at least until the November elections passed, if not longer.

Science Quarterly, XLIX, 195-6, as well as his "Initiation
of the Customs Receivership," Hispanic American Historical
Review, XVII, 449-50; Philip C. Jessup, Elihu Root, 2 vols.
(New York, 1937), 1, 542; and Dexter Perkins, The Monroe
Doctrine, 1867-1907 (1937; reprinted ed., Gloucester, Mass.:
Peter Smith, 1966), pp. 423-4. George Mowry sustained the theme
in the Era 'ofRoosevelt, p. 159, but cited the address itselfrather than Pringle. In his bibliographical essay, however,
lowry implied (p. 306) that he extensively consulted Pringle's
Roosevelt. Howard K. Beale in his Theodore Roosevelt and theRise of America5o World Power (New York, 1965), p. 349,~wrotethat the Corollary was "voiced in regard to Santo Domingo,"
but gave no documentation for his assertion. William H. Hearbaugh'sThe Lie and Times of Theodore Roosevelt, new, rev. ed. (New York,9-667,~~op. 189-90, 192-3, said that the ay address was directlylinked to the Dominican Republic. The author recorded (pp. 508-9)that he used Perkins 's Monroe Doctrine, 1867-1907, Beales
Roosevelt, and Jessup's Root in writing that particular chapter.Thus the interpretation has passed from one generation ofhistorians to the next, much like a hereditary defect.

11,
1 orison, Letters of Roosevelt, IV, 801-2, n. 2; NewYork Times, May 21, 1904, p. 6; The New York Tribune, May 21,

1904, pp. 1 and 4; "The Big Stick Peril," Literary Digest, XXIX(September, 1904), 310-2. The s printed an excerpt of theaddress, foreign and domestic press reaction to it, and notedthat the speech referred to American policy toward "South
America." In late December, 1904, when the administration
was contemplating a change in Dominican policy, the Direstagain carried a su nation of press opinion, but still drewno connection between the May address and Dominican affairs.
See: "A Vigorous American Policy in Santo Domingo," Literary
Digest, XXIX (December, 1904), 916.
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It therefore makes no sense to argue that the President exhumed

in May a policy for Dominican intervention which he had just

interred in March.

The Anniversary Dinner address is better understood in

light of two subsequent pieces of correspondence sent to Root

in June. The first is a statement by Roosevelt detailing

topics which he did and did not wish emphasized in the Republican

platform which was then in preparation for the party convention.

He wanted certain domestic issues handled carefully, but foreign

policy was a different matter. Concerning the Far East, he

trumpeted the administration of the Philippines and the Open

Door in China. Hemispheric diplomacy received even more

attention: the Alaska boundary; Cuban independence and reci-

procity; arbitration with Mexico; "Panama in all its details;"

the "striking enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine" in Venezuela--

everything, in fact, except the Dominican Republic. There is

not even a caveat to avoid mentioning the issue. Clearly,

Dominican affairs were far from the President's thoughts. This

is confirmed by a second letter written to Root five days later,

in which Roosevelt made his first comments on press reaction

to the May address. He professed amusement at the rumpus he

had raised, and claimed that his critics failed to see that

the "simplest common sense" necessitated such a speech.

Alluding to the Venezuelan difficulties of 1903, he reasoned

that he could hardly tell Germany and England to keep "hands off"
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the Caribbean and at the same time decline to keep order in

their absence. This letter, like the previous one, made no

mention of the Dominicans, because Hispanola had not figured

in the President's calculations.12

What Roosevelt wanted instead was to rationalize his

interventions in Panama and Venezuela by describing them in

the moral terms of McKinley's crusade for Cuba. The lay

address thereby served as an election-year justification for

the administration's unorthodox initiatives in Caribbean

diplomacy. Typically, Roosevelt had no seener framed his

justification for the diplomatic past, than he began wondering

if it might not make a viable policy for the diplomatic present.

Annoyed that Castro continued to cause trouble in Venezuela,

he speculated that he might give the dictator a "sharp lesson"

by invoking the May address. Specifically, he wanted to award

a Venezuelan customs house to the Belgians on the grounds that

it would "do away with foreign nations having any pretext for

interference on this side of the water, and . . . show

those Dagos that they will have to behave decently. ,3

Fortunately, the President opted for restraint and

contented himself with incorporating a modified version of

the Kay address into his annual message on December 6. The

12Roosevelt to Root, June 2, and June 7, 1904, Roosevelt
Papes, Reel 334.

'Koosevelt to Hay, September 2, 1904, ibid., Reel 416.
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message still made no reference to the Dominican Republic,

an omission reflecting Hay's belief that his policy on the

arbitral award was still serviceable. Comments on Caribbean

diplomacy were therefore restricted to Cuba, Venezuela, and

Panama.1 Not until 1905, when he was berating the recal-

citrant Senate for failure to act promptly on his proposed

customs receivership, did Roosevelt forge the link between

the "brutal wrongdoing" mentioned in the Anniversary Dinner

speech and the brutal wrongdoing which had occurred in the

Dominican Republic.

Another aspect of the problem is the significance of the

election of 1904. Historians allude to it as the turning point

in Dominican-American relations, arguing that the Republican

sweep freed Roosevelt's hands for vigorous unilateral action.

The explanation seems sensible, first because it cannot be

denied that the victory left Roosevelt in a stronger, more

flexible position than before, and second because Hay's

receivership proposal came less than two months after the

election ended. But be that as it may, it appears that the

election played only an incidental part in the decision to

intervene in Dominican financial affairs. Far more importantly,

the collection system that had been created by the Improvement

Company arbitral award deteriorated badly in the fall of 1904.

14 "Message of the President," December 6, 1904, Foreign
Relations, 1204, pp. xli-xlii, .
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Contrary to expectations, possession of the Puerto Plata

customs house failed to provide monetary support which the

award needed. The failure proved particularly damaging

because Hay viewed the award and its antecedent safeguards

as prototypes for a more honest and efficient Dominican

customs system. He clung tenaciously to his policy throughout

November and into December, refusing to treat with foreign

creditors who complained against the inherent inequity of

payment on American debts while European debts remained in

default. In mid-December the lid finally blew off. Belgium,

France, Germany, and Italy made representations to the effect

that the situation could no longer be tolerated. Although

the Europeans did not present an ultimatum, Roosevelt, probably

remembering the Venezuelan unpleasantness, believed events

had gone far enough, and ordered a change in policy. On

December 30, 1904, Hay therefore directed Minister Dawson to

find out if the Dominican Republic would consider requesting

the United States to take charge of customs collection and

distribution in order to preserve the Republic from "external

influence or internal disturbance."15 Considered in this way,

it can be said that the elections in some measure freed

Roosevelt's hand, but it seems more important to say that

15Hay to Dawson, November 30, 1904, Instructions: Dominican
Republic, 1, 28; Munro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy,
pp. 97-99; Hay to Dawson, December 30, 1904, Foreign Relations,

9, p. 298.
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the failure of the arbitral award's safeguards shortly after

the election forced the President's hand.16

In his request for assistance on January 2, 1905,

President Morales offered to allocate forty percent of Dominican

customs revenues to the United states for distribution to all

creditors. Four days later, Finance Minister Velasquez sub-

it-ted a proposal for joint administration of the customs system.

However, Dawson believed that the plan did little to correct

existing abuses in the system, and Assistant Secretary of State

Loomis cabled shortly thereafter that a thorough revision of

the Domin-ican budget ought to be undertaken as well. Simulta-

neously, 'ay sent Comiand er Albert C. Dillingham to the Republic

to say that the United States thought an allocation of sixty

percent of customs revenues for creditors made the best sense.

Dilllinhm was also instructed to remind the Dominicans of

the cooperative at titude they had taken when requesting

American assistance in early 1904. The administration intended

this tim e to create an agreement with substance; Dawson

Ripy ini hs "Initiation of the Customs Receivership,
420-5, made a strong case for the role of American creditors,
corporation lawyers, and pro bono publicos who from 1903 to
1906 bombarded the State Department with correspondence urging
intervention in the Dominican Republic. All evidence indicates
that the Department generally applied the same standards to all
Aimerican carpitalists, and the ones Rippy cited were no exception.
So, while Hippy's article offered valuable insights on lobbying
which creditors undertook, it greatly overstated the importance
ofthis special interest group in determining Dominican policy.
It is perhaps significant that the letters came from a file
sirplT marked "Miscellaneous;" they appear to have had little
or no influence upon Roosevelt or Hay.
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therefore tactfully rejected the Dominican proposals. Nego-

tiations on a more acceptable plan proceeded amicably, if

somewhat hurriedly, after false rumors swept the Republic that

annexation or at least cession of Samana Bay was under consid-

eration. The parties reached agreement on January 20.17

The United States agreed to undertake adjustment of

Dominican debts, and to take charge of all customs houses.

From customs collections the United States would apply fifty-

five percent of received revenues, modified from the original

sixty percent as a sop to Dominican pride, to retirement of

all foreign and domestic debts. The Dominican Republic

promised not to revise customs schedules or to increase its

public debt without American consent. The pact would become

effective on February 1, As it happened Dominican politicians

had prematurely released certain portions of the text in hope

of quieting the apprehensive public. The tactic worked on

the Dominican people, but greatly upset the United States Senate.

Seeing that the protocol made no provision for congressional

ratification, the Senate chose to interpret the entire pro-

ceeding as an infringement on its prerogatives. On January 25,

Loomis cabled modifications for the text which included a new

provision requiring the Senate to approve the document. After

more discussion the Dominican government signed the modified

Dawson to Hay, January 2, and January 23, 1905, DespatchesVol. XIII, Despatch Nos. 100 and 107; Hay to Dillingham,
January 5, 1905, Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 300-301.
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version on February 7, but by then the Senate, its dignity

offended, had become a far more formidable obstacle than

Dominican politicians had ever been.18

In the meantime the State Department worked to tie up

some loose ends. Dawson reported in late January that the

government had run out of funds. Since the customs houses

were used as collateral for loans, local bankers had stopped

advancing money to the government once word of the protocol

got out. Dawson arranged to have the government temporarily

transfer to Santiago Michelena, the American merchant-banker,

the right to collect revenues. Michelena would thereby advance

$75,000 a month to the government in return for a two percent

monthly commission on collections and a one percent commission

on the transfer. Other government debts due him would draw

six percent interest. Michelena's authority applied to all

customs houses except Puerto Plata, which still had most of

its funds earmarked for payment of the Improvement Company

awards. A few days later Loomis invoked the arbitral award

to acquire the customs house at Monte Christi. The object

here was not so much to get funds into the hands of the

Improvement Company as to get them out of the hands of

18 Dawson to Hay, January 23, 1905, Despatches, Vol. XIII,
Despatch No. 107, Enclosure No. 3; Loomis to Dawson, January 25,
1905, Instructions: Dominican Republic, 1, 96-99; Congressional
Record, 58th Congress, 3rd Session, Vol. XXXIX, Pt. 2, pp. 1244,
1281, 1285, 1287-88; Text of Agreement, February 7, 1905,
Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 342-3.
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Desiderio Arias, the province's incendiary governor. Arias

was the caudillo whose cut-rate custome duties had helped to

undermine the award in the fall of 1904. Dawson secured the

governor's compliance, but only after Commander Dillingham

and a warship arrived at the port to back the demand.1 9

With policy now set, Roosevelt transmitted the treaty

to the Senate on February 15. A lengthy accompanying mesage,

while not specifically mentioning the Anniversary Dinner

address, lifted phrases piecemeal from that document and applied

them to the Dominican situation; the press took up the Pres-

ident's theme shortly thereafter. Roosevelt, told the senators

that if they refused to act, foreign influence on the island

would supplant American. Possibly a permanent occupation would

follow, using the customs houses as an opening wedge. The treaty,

Roosevelt concluded, offered "a practical test . . . in main-

taining the Monroe Doctrine." The Senate, however, was not

impressed. Democrats unanimously opposed the measure, and a

number of Republicans were less than enthusiastic about it.

Upon receiving the treaty, the Senate removed the injunction

of secrecy on it and did nothing more for the remainder of the

regular session.'20

9 Dawson to Hay, January 27, 1905, Despatches, Vol. XIII,
telegram; Dawson to Hay, February 13, 1905, ibid., Despatch
No. 111; Knight, Americans in Santo Domingo, p. 29; Loomis to
Dawson, February 4, 1905, Instructions: Dominican Republic
I, 40-41.

"Message . . . Transmitting A Protocol of An Agreement
between the United States and the Dominican Republic," February 15,
1905, Foreign Relations, 1905, pp. 334-42; "The San Domingo
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But the Senate's Special Session of the new Fifty-Ninth

Congress began on March 4, the same day the old Congress

adjourned, so Roosevelt tried again. On March 6, he sent

the Upper House a reminder that the treaty required immediate

attention. The United Jtates had undertaken the project at

the "earnest request" of the Dominican Republic, he said, to

prevent foreign aggression. Furthermore, the treaty offered

the only means for recovering American claims and exposing

fraudulent debts. All creditors would receive impartial

treatment. Ratification, he assured the lawmakers, would

in no way lead to American annexation of either Haiti or the

Dominican Republic,21

The Senate remained unimpressed. Senator Henry M. Teller,

Democrat of Colorado, submitted a resolution calling upon the

Secretary of State to submit instructions given to Dawson and

Dillingham, as well as texts of all agreed ents signed with the

Republic since July 1, 1904. Senator John T. Morgan of Alabama

followed with a demand for an investigation of the Improvement

Company agreements, and copies of all Dominican correspondence

since 1897 relating to coaling stations, annexation, or protec-

torates. The Republican leadership quashed the Teller and Morgan

resolutions, and the Foreign Relations Committee even reported

Fiasco," Nation, LXXX (March, 1905), 224; ongressional Record,
58th Congress, 3rd Session, Vol. XXXIX, Pt. 2, p. 2721.

21 Ibid., 59th Congress, Special Session, Vol. XL, Pt. 1,
p. 7.
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the treaty to the Senate floor, though by then the document had

many restrictive amendments. Here the cooperation of Senate

Republicans ended, however. Roosevelt's radical initiatives,

not only on the treaty but on unrelated domestic matters as

well, had angered the "old guard." There were not enough

Republican Senators in office to provide the necessary two-

thirds majority for ratification, and some of them might not

have voted favorably anyway, so the administration never brought

the matter to a vote. Technically, the treaty had not been

rejected and retained its viability. It could therefore come

up for consideration again in the next session in December,

but observers considered its passage unlikely even then.22

While this was going on, another controversy arose on a

related matter. Reports surfaced that a woman financier,

Mrs. Ella Rawls Reader, had approached President Morales in

December, L904, with a plan to rehabilitate Dominican finances.

By her scheme, six commissioners from different nations, five

of them European, would collect and distribute revenues. The

proposal guaranteed $1,500,000 a year to the Dominicans, and

if that sum proved insufficient to cover expenses, the govern-

ment would disband the army and eliminate other public services

until the budget balanced. To preserve American influence, the

United States would acquire Samana for $1,000,000. For their

2'2Ibid., pp. 16, 20-21, 32; "Senate, President and Santo
Domingo," Literary Digest, XXX (March, 1905), 415-6; W. Stull
Holt, Treaties Defeated y the. Senate (Baltimore, 1933),
pp. 219-20, 222.
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services, Mrs. Reader and her husband would receive lucrative

concessions from the Republic. Morales, however, found the

offer unacceptable, reported the affair to Dawson, and evidently

gave the matter no further thought.23

The Readers took the rejection far more seriously,

alleging that Roosevelt had pressured Morales to drop nego-

tiations and allow the American government to handle matters

instead. Supposedly William Nelson Cromwell, partner with

Philippe Bunau-Varilla in fomenting the 1903 Panama revolt,

revealed the Reader scheme to the administration in order to

preserve Dominican investments which the proposal would other-

wise have destroyed. Preposterous though the charges were,

the Readers won support from Senator Morgan who accepted the

allegations at face value and presented them in a closed session

of the Senate on March 16. Republicans denounced the senator's

expose as a fiasco, and the press lampooned Morgan for his

gullibility. Roosevelt made no public reply, but wrote

privately that Cromwell had nothing to do with Dominican

negotiations and that the Readers' statement was "a tissue

of lies."24

'A Woman's Grievance against the 'Big Stick"' Literary
Digest, XXX (kpril, 1905), 461-2. A melodramatic version of
Mrs. Reader's career, and a concocted version of her Dominican
scheme was later serialized by Juliet W. Tompkins in "Ella Rawls
Reader, Financier," Everybody's Magazine, XIII (September to
December, 1905), 310-6, 458-65, 691-7, and 832-8; Dawson
to Root, October 7, 1905, Despatches, Vol. XIV, Despatch No. 169.

"A Woman's Grievance," 461; The Washington Post, March 17,
1905, p. 4; Congressional Record, 59th Congress, Special Session,
Vol. X1, Pt. 1, p. 19; Roosevelt to Robert Bridges, March 21, 1905,Roosevelt Papers, Reel 337.
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Following the Senate's refusal to act on his treaty, the

President penned equally harsh words for conservative Republican

senators John C. Spooner of Wisconsin, Eugene Hale of laine,

and Joseph B. Foraker of Ohio. Their attempts to weaken the

treaty with restrictive amendments, said Roosevelt, confirmed

his belief that the Senate was "wholly incompetent" to play a

major role in foreign affairs. His comments on the Democrats

were even less restrained. "Creatures like Bacon, Morgan, et

cetera," he continued, "backed by the average yahoo among the

Democratic Senators, are wholly indifferent to national honor

or national welfare." Aid writing about the treats years

later in his memoirs, he accused the Democrats of an "unworthy

partisanship" which was "cordially backed by all that portion

of the Dress which took its inspiration from Wall Street." 2 5

Creditor reaction to the Senate's foot-dragging left

little time Tor further recrimination. On 10arch 23, the

Belgian diplomatic mission in the Republic demanded that the

government resume payment on the bonded debt in accordance

with the agreement signed with the Belgian bondholders in

1901. Next, the Italian mDerchant-banker Bart olo Bancalari

began pressing his claims, knowing full well that an Italian

cruiser hovered off Jamaica awaiting developments. Michelena,

the temporary receiver of revenue, then reported that local

2 Roosevelt to Bishop, March 23, 1905, ibid.; Roosevelt,
Autobiographyv, P. 510.
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merchants were not providing enough promissory notes to secure

his advances to the government. The situation deteriorated

so badly -that the mi sister of finance threatened to resign the

next day. Dawson immediately conerred with the Dominican

gove-~rnme nt and representatives of the European creditors. On

March 25, he reported that the Do inicans were willing to have

the United States appoint a collector for all those ports not

included in the Improveiment Company aibitral award. Forty-five

percent of the revenues would go to the government, and the

remaining fifty-five percent would be placed on deposit in a

New York bank for distribution to creditors after the Senate

ratified the proposed treaty. The creditors were to refrain

from pressing their claims until the Senate acted. 2 6

Roosevelt consulted Spooner and Foraker on the plan,

as well as Attorney-General Philander C. Knox. Though not

enthusiastic, none raised strong objections. Senator Arthur

P. Gorman of Maryland, the Senate Democratic leader, said

that as a member of the loyal opposition, he would officially

criticize the plan, but confidentially admitted the need for

sorme such arrangement. Originally, plans called for the

Secretary of War to name the port collectors. The Dominicans

objected, preferring that R'oosevelt nominate them instead.

Roosevelt agreed and added one more change. Rather than allow

2 6 Dawson to Hay, March 25, 1905, Despatches, Vol. XIII,
telegram; Dawson to .Hay, MIarch 27, 1905, ibid., Despatch No. 122.
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the Improvement Company to continue its special control of

revenues in specified ports, the "modus vivendi" simply placed

all collection duties in the hands of the presidentially-

appointed receiver. That way, no creditor could receive

preferential treatment. Professor Hollander, who was serving

as a Dominican financial advisor, was directed to investigate

and report on the validity of all claims, including that of

the Improvement Company. The pact took effect on April 1,

1905. A few days later the President nominated George R.

Colton, a customs officer who had served in the Philippines,

as chief collector and receiver for the Republic. City

National Bank of New York became the depository.27

Until the Senate acted, Roosevelt intended to keep the

Republic in a state resembling suspended animation. The State

Department indefinitely halted its policy of pressing American

claims. In late summer Roosevelt directed the Secretary of

the Navy to use American warships to stop any insurrection.

"I intend," the President said, "to keep the island in statu

2-U- . . . and I shall treat any revolutionary movement as

an effort to upset the modus vivendi." He was as good as his

word--an investigation fifteen years afterward revealed that

during 1905, an average of eleven warships, mostly cruisers

21Roosevelt to Adee, March 28, 1905, Roosevelt Papers,
Reel 337; Roosevelt to Hay, March 30, 1905, ibid., Reel 416;
" Modus Vivendi, " March 31, 1905, Treaties and Other International
Agreements, VII, 194-5; Loomis to Dawson, April 3, 1905,
Instructions: Dominican Republic, 1, 52-53.
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and gunboats, remained on station in Dominican waters because

of the unsettled political conditions. To further inhibit

spontaneous disorders, a presidential prohibition on American

armsshi ts to t Republic went into effect in October.2 8

After Colton assumed his duties as general receiver in

late April, he instituted such changes as a travelling

auditor'S department and a rigid accounting system. Revenues

immediately rose, and plottin against the government abated

since potential insur-gents no longer had immediate access to
funds from the customs houses. In a lengthy report to Roosevelt

in July, minister Dawson observed that tobacco and sugar growers
had undertaken large-scale planting for the first time in yeas,
and that the government now had more cash on hand than in the
previous five years even though fifty-five percent of the customs
revenues were being deposited in New York. He recommended,

however, that the "unstable equilibri' " of the arrangement not
be continued indefinitely. It was necessary to create a

yearly fund to pay creditors, as well as a sinking fund to
retire the debt. Lastly, he advised that each debt be fully
investigated and its amount fixed. 2 9

Pefield to the Diplomatic Bureau, March 16, 1905, Roosevelt- s, ere 3; Poosevelt to Charles J. Bonaparte, September 4,1907, ibid., eel 339; Office of iaval Operations Ihemorandum4uust 5, 1921, in U. S., Congress, Senate Select Committee onaiti and the Dominican Republic, Inquiry into 2ccupation andAdministration of Haiti and Santo Do U. S. Congressionalhearing, 41st-7Wrd Congresses, 1869-1934 (microfiche) (Westport,Conn.,1 7 ), CCIV, 91; Dawson to Root, October 19, 1905, 9 2UD heVol. XIV, Despatch No. 177.

'Dawson to Root, October 18, 1906, Foreign Relations, 1 06,p. 597; Dawson to Roosevelt, July 1, 1905, e tcHes, ol. & 'letter
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A communication from Colton had already underscored the

wisdom of Dawson's final recommendation. The receiver general

had apparently done some investigating into the practices of

the Improvement Company and reported to Roosevelt that the

firm's methods left much to be desired. Disturbed, Roosevelt

wrote to Hollander who was then in the midst of his own official

debt investigation: "If Colton's statements about this

Improvement Company are true we must take sharp measures to

disassociate the Government from all responsibility for the

debt and . . . go even further by having a report made

backing up Santo Domingo in refusing to pay the debt save such

part of it as is just and proper."? 0

Hollander followed neither of these suggestions, confining

himself instead to a history of the Dominican debt. Neverthe-

less, his "Report" made numerous damaging revelations about the

Improvement Company, and European merchant-bankers as well.

The final draft went to Secretary of State Root in late November;

Root in turn forwarded it to the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee on December 15. The same day, ;enator Henry Cabot

Lodge, a member of the committee, presented the document in

executive session to be "printed in confidence," i.e. for

Senate use only. It is unlikely that Lodge could have carefully

studied the bulky "Report" in that short time, and he may have

30 Roosevelt to Hollander, July 3, 1905, Roosevelt Papers
Reel 338.
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submitted it unaware that he was placing ammunition in the

hands of the Democrats. Someone apparently caught the slip,

for the "Report" was never published. It seems likely that

the document had only a small circulation--Roosevelt, Root,

and perhaps a few Republicans on the Foreign Relations Committee.

When Hollander appeared before the committee in January, 1907,

to testify in favor of the proposed treaty, he made reference

to his "Report." Democratic Senator Augustus 0. Bacon of

Georgia, a member of the committee and a severe critic of both

the modus vivendi and the treaty, remarked that he had not

known of the existence of such a study. Evidently it had

been quietly suppressed.51

Between April and December of 1905, the Republic enjoyed

an unusual period of tranquility. A minor insurrection in

Baharona Province in July quickly failed. The Readers

reappeared on the scene in early summer, and attempted to

strike an agreement with Governor Arias who was unhappy over

the loss of his Monte Christi customs house. Contracts were

signed on July 17, but with the customs system administered

by the United States, there was little chance for unofficial

financial arrangements to succeed. In September Mrs. Reader,

abetted by the pro-Democratic press in New York, undertook an

31Hollander to Root, November 27, 1905, pecial Agents
Vol. XLIX; Root to Hollander, December 15, 1905, Instructions:
Special Agents, 4 vols., National Archives (Washington:
National Archives Microfilms, 1946), IV, 426; U. S., Senate,
Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the Senate, 59th Congress,
lst Session, Vol. XXXVI (Washington, 1931), p. 114; Statement of
Hollander, Congressional Hearings Supplement, p. 16.
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unsuccessful campaign to discredit Roosevelt and his modus

vivendi. She gave up shortly afterwards, and abandoned her

efforts to upset the Morales regime. Absence of revolutionary

activity and preliminary success with the financial arrangement,

evidently encouraged Roosevelt to announce a policy shift. No

longer did he tout the receivership as a "practical test of

the Monroe Doctrine." Now in his annual message for 1905 he

instead emphasized what he claimed to be one of the "fundamental

objects" of the Doctrine--the "duty of bearing one another's

burdens, not only . . . among individuals, but also .

among nations." 32

His timing proved unfortunate. Since October, President

Morales had been at odds with his cabinet, and surreptitious

political maneuvering in the Dominican capital had presaged

another upheaval. The day after Roosevelt's address, Admiral

Royal B. Bradford, reacting to exaggerated reports that street-

fighting was imminent in Santo Domingo City, sent heavily-armed

landing parties to American gunboats stationed in the Ozama

River. In reaction, a mob of Dominicans led by the city's army

garrison broke into the presidential palace and threatened to

kill Morales, who was suspected of requesting American help for

a coup. Dawson and Vice-President Caceres, at considerable

22Dawson to Root, October 18, 1906, Foreign Relations, ,
p. 597; Dawson to Root, October 7, and November 24, 1905,
Despatches, Vol. XIV, Despatch Nos. 169 and 192; "Message of the
President," December 5, 1905, Foreign Relations, 1905, p. xxxv.
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personal risk, managed to calm and disperse the mob, and the

landing parties withdrew. The incident, however, convinced

Florales of the need for drastic action, so on December 25, he

secretly left the capital city to begin a revolt against his

own cabinet. Unfortunately for Morales, he broke his leg

while fleeing, and thus hindered, could not bring off an

uprising. He resigned ignominiously on January 12, and later

departed for Puerto Rico on an American warship. The sudden

disorders re-awakened Democratic opposition to the treaty.

On January 4, Senator Benjamin Tillman of South Carolina

introduced a resolution calling on Roosevelt to explain what

legal right American officers had to administer customs

houses now that iorales had fled. And a pro-Democratic

periodical which had opposed Roosevelt's Dominican policy

from the start piously observed: "we see what comes of putting

personal wishes in the place of hard facts."33

In the general receiver's final report on the accom-

plishments of the modus vivendi, the failure of the Morales

revolution was attributed to a lack of funds. Supposedly,

careful control of customs revenues removed incentives for

insurrection and turned the attention of the Dominican people

to "orderly development." The facts, however, suggest

3 Dawson to Root, October 18, 1906, Foreign Relations, 1906
p. 598; Dawson to Root, December 15, 1905, Despatches, Vol. XIV,
Despatch No. 197; Dawson to Root, January 2, and January 16, 1906,
ibid., Vol. XV, Despatch Nos. 202 and 203; Congressional Record,
59th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. XL, Pt. 1, p. 683; "A Treaty
with Chaos," Nation, LXXXII (January, 1906), 4.
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something entirely different. A chronology of events sub-

mitted by Dawson showed that disorder continued unabated

through most of 1906- American control of customs houses

reduced the chances for successful provincial revolutions,

but did nothing to alter the traditional Dominican practice of

political change through political turmoil. The scene of

intrigue simply shifted from the outlying provinces to the

capital city. And though the modus vivendi reduced available

government revenue to only forty-five percent of the total

customs intake, political firebrands in the capital seemed

able to make do with that. In terms of restoring Dominican

credit to prevent foreign intervention, the modus vivendi

was an unqualified success. But Roosevelt's rhetorical trans-

formation of the arrangement into an instrument for social,

economic, and political progress was surely mistaken. His

insistence on giving "the people of Santo Domingo the same

chance to move onward and upward . . . already given to

the people of Cuba," made American ideals overbalance political

realities in the Republic. The Dominican receivership thereby

became the model for a binge of Caribbean interventionism

lasting two decades.34

The full-dress Senate debate on the treaty took place

from January to February, 1906, and for the most part followed

54 "Final Report of the . . . Dominican Customs Receiver-
ship under the Modus Vivendi, Covering . . . April 1, 1905,
to July 31, 1907," Foreign Relations, 1907 (Washington, 1910),
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party lines. Senator Spooner reversed himself to become the

leading Republican defender, arguing brilliantly for the

constitutional right of the President to negotiate a treaty

without prior Senate approval, and to make executive agreements

such as the modus vivendi. His argument became somewhat clouded

when he attempted to deny that the modus vivendi had in fact

put the treaty into effect. Senator Isidor Rayner of Maryland

led the Democratic opposition, claiming that the treaty broke

constitutional limitations. He suggested calling the treaty

the "Roosevelt Doctrine" since it went far beyond the Monroe

Doctrine's original purpose of preventing the extension of

monarchy to the New World. The United States, he concluded,

was not in its rights in interfering in contractual claims by

American citizens against foreign nations. The President

later observed in his memoirs that although the Constitution

gave him no explicit power to act as he did, neither did it

forbid him to act as he did. An opening such as that, of

course, provided Roosevelt with all the justification he needed.

"His policy was already in effect because of the modus vivendi

and the best strategy was to rely on its success and on time.

Indeed, in the face of the Democratic opposition there was nothing

else he could do."35

P. 324; Dawson to Root, October 18, 1906, orein Relations, 1906
pp. 599-600; "Message of the President," December 5, 1905, ibid.,
p. xxxvii.

Congressional Record, 59th Congress, 1st Session, Vol. XL,Pt. 1, pp. 794-5, 799; ibid., Pt. 2, pp. 1423-4, 1429; Roosevelt
Autobiography, p. 510; Holt, Treaties Defeated by the Senate,
p.22.--



CHAPTER VIII

TE TREATY AID AFTER

The sudden death of John Hay on July 1, 1905, and the

appointment of Elihu Root in the same month as his successor,

brought fundamental changes to the Roosevelt Administration's

Latin Aierican policy. Hay had pursued the traditional view

that Latin nations were culturally if not racially inferior

to the United states, and. that their politicians and diplomats

were basically untrustworthy as well. The President all too

often shared those opinions, so that hemisphere diplomacy

durin the first Roosevelt term was quite abrasive. ,oot,

on the other hand, made genuine efforts to cultivate Latin

American friendship, his moderation serving as an effective

counter-balance to Roosevelt's "Big Stick" policies. Addition-

ally Root, having previously served as Roosevelt's Secretary

of Wtr, had won the President's trust for his caution and

sound judgment. As a result Roosevelt for the most part gave

Root a free hand in formulating Latin American policy after

1905.1

The Secretary of State's attitude toward the Senate,

particularly its Foreign Relations Committee, also differed

Munro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy, pp. 112-3;
Jessup, Root, 1, 468-9.
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significantly from Roosevelt's. Instead of confrontation,

Root used compromise and consultation--especially important

considerations in view of the Senate's grumbling over the

Dominican customs treaty. In a letter to Senator Shelby

Cullom in November, Root assured the chairman that the admin-

istration never intended to bypass the Senate on the Dominican

question, and that the modus vivendi was just an unofficial plan

which would end when the Upper House came to a decision on the

proposed treaty. To further mollify the Foreign Relations

omiititee, Root arranged for the Dominican ambassador to

attend one of its meetings and discuss the proposed receiver-

ship. The Secretary also assisted on altering the original

language of the treaty so that the United States did not commit

itself to unlimited powers of intervention in the internal

affairs of the Republic.2

One final obstacle remained. The Senate still balked

at the treaty provision which called for the United States

to adjust Dominican debt and insure its service. The law-

makers thought it improper to involve the government in affairs

normally handled by commercial banks. But creditors were

becoming increasingly impatient because substantial sums

hypothecated to them ($815,000 by the end of 1905, more than

$1,200,000 by APril, 1906) continued to accumulate in the

2 bid. pp. 543-4, 546.
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New York depository, so further progress had to be made soon.

Minister Dawson believed that the growing account stimulated

unrest, and thought that if some of it were distributed,

Dominican opponents of the treaty could be silenced.3

Colton, the general receiver, had proposed in the early

summer of 1905 that the United States ensure collection and

service of Dominican debt, but leave the financing to private

concerns. Roosevelt wrote Hollander about the plan, saying that

he disliked supporting companies with financial interests in

Latin America, but that on the other hand, such an arrangement

might prove useful in the absence of a formal treaty. Hollander,

however, replied that even a partial reliance on private finan-

cial houses for an adjustment should be treated as a solution

of last resort, a step to be taken only if ratification failed.

In a statement which later proved ruefully true, he concluded

that "the subordinate role of backing up or tacitly supporting

the contracts of a financial corporation is . . . neither a

dignified nor promising one for the United States in Dominican

affairs.",

Ratification, of course, had not failed, but was stalled

indefinitely. To get the treaty moving again, Root in May,

3Root to Hollander, May 7, 1906, Instructions: ipecalAZents, IV, 444-5; Dawson to Root, March 7, April 4, andApril 19, 1906, Despatches, Vol. XV, Despatch Nos. 231, 239,and 241.

4Morison, Letters of Roosevelt, IV, 1259, n. 1; Rooseveltto Hollander, July 3, 1905, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 338; Hollanderto Roosevelt, August 10, 1905, Special Agents, Vol. XLIX.
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1906, conceived a vague plan in which persons acting on behalf

of the Republic would scale down debts, and the United States

would simply ensure payment of the adjusted amounts through

implementation of the customs treaty. That way, the treaty

bypassed private banking houses, and the American government

avoided becoming a broker for Hispanola. Success of the

arrangement rested on the assumption that creditors and the

Republic could agree upon a sensible plan for reducing debts

and distributing monies held in the depository. Judge

William N. Cohen, a New York Republican politician who repre-

sented a large group of claimants against the Dominican

government, eventually demonstrated the folly of that suppo-

sition. The judge submitted a "creditor plan" so favorable

to his clients that the State Department rejected it out of

hand. Anyway, Root at least succeeded in securing support for

his idea from the Dominicans, who announced that the minister

of finance, Federico Velasquez, would come to New York in June

for discussions. While Dominican compliance was no doubt

encouraging, the wisdom of sending Velasquez was somewhat

questionable. The minister immediately asked Hollander to

assist in the adjustment--it seems that Velasquez had never

before travelled outside his country and greatly distrusted

financiers.5

5Root to Hollander, May 7, 1906, Instructions: SpecialAgents, IV, 444-5; Hollander to Root, May II, 1906, Special
s, Vol. XLIX; Jessup, Root, 1, 547; Unsigned memorandum,
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While Root pondered his next move, Hollander investigated

another option. Despite his previous rejection of a role for

private banking houses, Hollander in early May had held an

unofficial discussion on Dominican finances with William Salomon,

senior partner in the commercial bank of Salomon and Company of

New York. Salomon,, in conjunction with Speyer and Company, had

been working for more than a year to obtain management of the

Dominican debt. He now proposed to Hollander that his syndicate

refund about $30,000,000 of the nominal $41,000,000 in Dominican

liabilities, ignoring $7,500,000 in "declared" claims and

$4,000,000 in "undeclared" obligations. The remaining $30,000,000

would then be further reduced by one-third to one-half and

refunded through a bond issue. The financier concluded by saying

that the plan would succeed only if the United States administered

the Dominican customs system, and if the Dominicans agreed not to

revise customs schedules or increase the national debt without

prior American approval. Hollander made no commitment, but

apparently kept the offer in mind.6

By the time Velasquez arrived in June, Hollander had become

favorably inclined toward the Salomon plan. It seems that Judge

Cohen played some part in Hollander's change of attitude, because

in submitting his unacceptable "creditor plan," Cohen offered as

August 14, 1906, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 67; Dawson to Root,
May 22, 1906, Despatches, Vol. XV, letter; Dawson to Root,
June 9, 1906, ibid., Despatch No. 256.

6Hollander to Root, May 3, 1906, Special Agents, Vol. XLIX.
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an alternative a "banker's plan" embodying the proposal of the

Salomon-Speyer syndicate. Velasquez accepted the offer and it

appeared that the matter was resolved. But then Salomon added

certain unacceptable amendments to the plan without getting

Dominican consent, so the arrangement fell through.7

Hollander quickly opened new negotiations with Jacob H.

Schiff, manager of Kuhn, Loeb and Company. Velasquez found

Schiff more tractable than Salomon, and the two reached agreement

on July 19. Schiff proposed that the Dominican government float

a fifty-year, $20,000,000 bond issue bearing five percent interest,

which his company would then purchase at ninety-six percent of

face value. Proceeds from the sale would be used to pay various

obligations of the Republic. The agreement secured payments on

the bonds to a lien on customs revenues. The Republic agreed

not to alter customs duties unless revenues exceeded $2,200,000

for two years running, and unless the new rates could produce

at least $2,000,000 in receipts per annum. Kuhn, Loeb also

placed a time limit on the pact, saying the firm would cancel

the arrangement if the receivership treaty did not receive

Senate approval by April 1, 1907.8

Shortly afterward, Velasquez engaged the Morton Trust

Company to serve as depository for revenue collections, as well

7Unsigned memorandum, August 14, 1906, Roosevelt Papers,
Reel 67.

Kuhn, Loeb and Company to Velasquez, July 17, 1906, ibid.,
Reel 66; Velasquez to Kuhn, Loeb and Company, July 19, 1906,
ibid.; "Agreement for Government Loan," September 11, 1906,
ibid., Reel 68.
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as disburser of claims payments, and registrar and agent for the

bonds. To meet interest payments on the bonds, the Republic

promised to remit to Morton the sum of $1,200,000 per year,

with $200,000 of that amount being reserved for a sinking fund.

In return for its services, the trust company would receive:

one-half percent of all monies received for the adjustment of

debts; 8250 per year as registrar and agent for the bonds; and

a fifty-cent commission on each $500 and $1,000 bond sold. It

could also recover any reasonable charge incurred in the per-

formance of its duties. Both the Kuhn, Loeb and Morton

agreements were announced and published in September.9

In conjunction with the financial contracts, Hollander

and Velasquez, sometime during the negotiations with Morton

and Kuhn, Loeb, worked out their own plan of adjustment for

each category of debt. Perhaps their decision to formulate a

pre-arranged settlement, rather than follow the general plan

oot outlined in May, stemmed from the realization that

negotiations with individual creditors on terms such as Cohen

recommended might lead to months of inconclusive haggling.

Hollander therefore applied the principle that a nation's bonded

debt constituted its "primary obligation," and framed an

adjustment from that. Citing the contract of 1901 between

the Republic and the French-Belgian Associations, he noted

9lbid.; "An Agreement between the Republic of Santo Domingo
and Morton Trust Company," September II, 1906, ibid.
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that the bondholders had agreed to accept a cash settlement

for one-half the nominal value of their bonds at any time there-

after. So Hollander awarded them that, along with an extra

$50,000 for interest in arrears before 1901. Other bonds of

the same issues which were still held by the Improvement Company

received a somewhat different adjustment. Hollander asserted

that the Company's $4,500,000 indemnity from the 1904 arbitral

award represented a fifty percent reduction in its original

claim.10 He then deducted another ten percent from the arbi-

tral award, leaving the Company (by Hollander's figuring) with

an indemnity adjusted to forty-five percent of its original

demand. Finally, using the fifty percent adjustment on the

French-Belgian bonds as the maximum allowable compensation,

all remaining claims were scaled down according to "priority,

security, validity and current value."'1

Ten other claims were redeemed for fifty percent of their

nominal worth. Two belonged to Americans, Madame Sala and

Ernesto Ros; another four were controlled solely by Italians

(Bartolo Bancalari holding two, John Vicini, and a general

claim by a group of Italians for revolutionary damages.)

The Spanish-German firm, Vinamata-Huttlinger, held another.

10Actually, the assertion is debatable since the Improvement
Company claim at one time amounted to $11,000,000, and not the
$9,000,000 Hollander implied. T he figures vary because the
Company, like most other creditors, made spurious claims and
imposed arbitrary interest penalties for overdue payments.

11 ollander to Roosevelt, September 12, 1906, Roosevelt
PaipersReel 68.
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The remaining three were general debt categories with numerous

claimants: the "old foreign debt;" the Heureaux estate claims;

and nineteen treasury contracts owned mostly by Dominicans and

Italians.12

Hollander and Velasquez awarded forty percent compensation

to two claimants. One was for two loans Vicini had made to

the Regie in 1896 and 1898; the other covered $470,000 in

so-called "dated certificates of contaduria." Thirty percent

compensation went to Font and Company of Barcelona for munitions

it had supplied to Heureaux. The West India Public Works

Company, which had dredged the capital city's harbor in 1884

but failed to get paid, received a like adjustment. About

81,5715,000 of Heureaux's national bank notes, circulating at

three percent of face value, were redeemed at twenty percent-

the only debt to be adjusted for more than its market price.

The negotiators liquidated all other claims at ten percent of

their nominal value.13

The plan thereby reduced the Republic's nominal debt of

340,834,000 to a bit more than $15,510,000.l4 To drum up

2"plan of Adjustment," September 12, 1906, ibid.
1 5Tbid.; Dawson to Hay, September 12, 1904, Desatches,

Vol. XII, Despatch No. 36, Pnnex D.

The nominal debt (840,834,000) was now about $564,000
greater than Hollander recorded in his "Report" of 1905. The
specific debts which Hollander and Velasquez considered are
found in schedules "A" and "B," appended to the Kuln, Loeb
agreement of September 11. They are listed with their unadjusted
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support for the adjustment, the participants reversed their

roles and now began lobbying the creditors. Velasquez was

assigned to deal with the Dominicans, and Morton Trust went

to 1ork on the Americans. Hollander himself traveled to

Europe in order to win over English boidholders and the French-

Belgian Associations. As an added incentive to quick compliance,

the plan of adjustment ordered claimants to indicate their

acceptance and - ile claims with Morton Trust by December 1,

1906. in actual p ractice, though, the cut-off date was not

rigidly enforced.15

Unexpectedly, the agreements were almost aborted before they

could. be submitted to the creditors. After the conclusion of

preliminary accords in July, disappointed financial interests

tried to upset the results. ity National Bank, the acting

Dominican depository, and the Speyer Company, erstwhile associate

principal. Reduction percentages for these debts are recorded inthe "Plan of Adjustment." Though the negotiators appear not to
have asked creditor approval before fixing the adjustments,
evidently certain creditors learned of their allotments before-
hand and expressed dissatisfaction. "Schedule B" lists these
dissenters--Clyde steamship company, and two insignificant
food processing concerns in the Republic. Still others objected
after the agreements were published--the Liprovement Company
which withheld approval till February, 1907; and English bond-
holders owning about 4556,000 in securities. The Britons did
not assent for several years. Also, "Schedule A" listed eight
railroad and port concessions, but set no value on them. Neither
did the "Plan of Adjustment" mention the cost of their liquidation.
As a result, the final ad justed sum, which even the receivership
treaty never fixed exactly, came to about <17,000,000.

15Hollander to Presidential Secretary Loeb, September 17,1906, Roosevelt Papers, Reel 68; "Plan of Adjustment,"
September 12, 1906, ibid.
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of Salomon, approached Velasquez claiming that they were prepared

to offer better terms than Schiff. On learning this, Hollander

advised Assistant Secretary of State Robert Bacon16 that nego-

tiations should be regarded as closed because the new syndicate's

terms were actually less desirable. Besides, Schiff would

probably withdraw his offer if the Dominicans entertained

new proposals. Nevertheless, a representative of Speyer

brought his company's case to Roosevelt, alleging that a conver-

sation with Root had encouraged Speyer's initiative, and implying

that the negotiators had not given Speyer an equal chance.

Bacon replied that neither he nor anyone else had knowledge

of such a conversation, and that Speyer had had an opportunity

equal to that of other commercial houses. Cuhn, Loeb had gotten

the contract because it had made the best offer. Undiscouraged,

Speyer made another try in September, this time with the endorse-

ment of Henry W. Taft, brother of then-Secretary of War William

Howard Taft. Roosevelt declined to interfere, however, and

closed the matter by saying that he would be "very reluctant

16 Bacon, a long-time friend of Roosevelt, became an
Assistant Secretary of State in September, 1905. He oversaw
the Hollander-Velasquez negotiations, acting as intermediary
between the participants and the President. Doubtless his
previous association with banking houses--first Lee, Higginson
and Company of Boston, and later J. P. Morgan Company--caused
Roosevelt to involve him in the Dominican problem. Bacon later
served as Secretary of State from January 27, 1909, to March 5,
1909. Bacon to Roosevelt, July 19, 1906, Roosevelt Papers
Reel 66; Roosevelt to Bacon, July 21, 1906, ibid., Reel 342;
James B. Scott, "Robert Bacon," American Secretaries of State,
IX, 287.
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to influence the negotiations of Santo Domingo with the

bankers." 7

On January 5, 1905, Hollander reported that he had the

support of enough creditors to make the adjustment viable.

Eleven days later he appeared before the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee to testify on the legitimacy of Dominican debts and

the extent to which he had honestly settled them. After

referring the committee to the findings of his 1905 "Report,"

he went on to say that unless the Senate consented to American

administration of the Dominican customs houses, no reputable

financial institution would underwrite the $20,000,000 loan

intended to refund the debt. And if the debts were not liqui-

dated, the likelihood of foreign intervention would greatly

increase. However sensible the statements may have been, it

is unlikely that Hollander changed senatorial opinions at this

late date. financial success of the modus vivendi had solid-

ified Republican support, and had won over enough Democrats--

Thomas M. Patterson of Colorado, James P. Clarke of Arkansas,

and Samuel D. IIcEnery of Louisiana--to assure the two-thirds

majority needed for ratification of the treaty.18

17 Hollander to Bacon, August 4, 1906, Special Agents,
Vol. XLIX; Roosevelt to Bacon, August 13, 1906, Roosevelt Papers,
Reel 342; Bacon to Roosevelt, August 14, 1906, ibid., Reel 67;
Roosevelt to Henry Taft, September 7, and September 18, 1906,
ibid., Reels 342 and 343.

18 Jacob H. Hollander, "The Convention of 1907 between the
United States and the Dominican Republic," American Journal of
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Certain changes in the treaty text, more of form than

substance, had occurred since Roosevelt first submitted the

document. At one time the United States had agreed to

"guarantee" Dominican territorial integrity; the Senate then

changed the wording to "respect," and finally dropped the

phrase altogether on deciding that there was no real difference

between the two terms. Also deleted was a clause offering

American assistance in stabilizing the Republic's internal

affairs. Another section requiring American validation of

Dominican debts was revised to place final responsibility for

debt evaluation in the Republic's hands. Without further debate,

the Senate ratified the treaty on February 25, 1907.19

The Dominicans ratified the treaty on May 3, but added so

many restrictive amendments that, if accepted, would force an

entirely new debt adjustment. The State Department flatly

refused to consider the changes, and another impasse resulted.

To make matters worse, the time limit of the Kuhn, Loeb bond

contract had expired, and now with the onset of what later

became known as the Panic of 1907, Schiff no longer wished to

renew the agreement. When Velasquez returned to the United

States in July to request consideration, Schiff bluntly informed

International Law, I (April, 1907), Pt. 1, 287-96; Statement
of Hollander, Congressional Hearings Supplement, pp. 1-2, 5-7;
Congressional Record, 59th Congress, 2nd Session, Vol. XLI,
Pt. 4, p. 3917.

19 Hill, Roosevelt and the Caribbean, p. 167; U. S. Statutes
at Lare, XV, 1880-84(1907.
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him that the only solution was to obtain a resolution from the

Dominican Congress authorizing the chief executive to implement

the treaty without congressional ratification. Both Hollander

and Velasquez pronounced the demand impossible, but the Dominican

government, doubtless realizing that the banking houses were

under no obligation to put diplomacy before finance, passed

the enabling act in September.20

In the meantime, Roosevelt, hoping for the best, had

proclaimed the treaty on July 25, and technically put it into

effect on August 1. But because the treaty's financial arrange-

ments were still unsettled, he extended the revenue provisions

of the superseded modus vivendi to July 31, 1908. Hollander

then set to work persuading Kuhn, Loeb to float the necessary

bonds. In January, 1908, he framed a modified plan of adjustment

whereby Kuhn, Loeb agreed to issue the new "five percent Customs

Administration Gold Bonds," but with their par value reduced to

ninety-eight and one-half percent of the original. The new plan

also relieved Morton Trust of its obligation to liquidate

Dominican debts wholly in cash, permitting instead a cash

payment of only twenty percent on each debt, with the remainder

to be retired by giving creditors appropriate amounts of the new

gold bonds. The bankers found the plan satisfactory, but many

Thirty-Seventh Annual Report of the Council of the
Corporation of Forein Bondholders, Ilo~TLondon, 19l0Tp. 323;
Cyrus Adler, Jacob h1. Schiff: His Life and Letters, 2 vols.
(Garden ity, N. Y., 1_92_9,I, 209-10.
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creditors did not. The Italian merchant-bankers, as well as

Vinamata-Huttlinger and the British bondholders vehemently

objected to the retirement of their debts with bonds instead

of cash, and continued for some years thereafter to demand a

more favorable settlement.21

Coincident to the inauguration of the receivership, the

Republic entered upon a three-year period of relative peace

and prosperity. While the treaty must be given some credit

for the return of stability, the accession of the competent

Ramon Caceres to the presidency probably played a more signi-

ficant part. Caceres, who became provisional president after

Morales resigned in 1906, won election to a full term in 1908,

but true to Dominican political tradition, left office feet-

first when opponents assassinated him in 1911. That act imme-

diately opened the way for resumption of political and financial

disorders which existed before the modus vivendi. Also,

transition from the Roosevelt to the Taft Administration in

1909 indirectly aided financial deterioration, because experienced

American officials serving in the Republic were replaced by

politically-connected novices who then discontinued the rigid

policy of "administrative oversight" in Dominican affairs. Even

21U.lS. Statutes at XXXV, 1880; U. S., War Department,
Bureau of Insular Affairs, First Annual Report: Dominican Customs
Receivershi P under the. Aierican-Dominican Convention, 1907
(Wshington, 1908), p. 5; Report of the Foreign Bondholders, 1910,

pp. 323-4; Munro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy, p. 124.
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more damaging, the Republic after the Caceres assassination

resumed acceptance of all revolutionary debts in order to pacify

disgruntled Dominicans. Alfredo Victoria, who replaced Caceres,

proved as profligate as leureaux, and soon ran out of funds.22

iting the unauthorized acceptance of revolutionary claims

as a clear violation of Article III of the 1907 Treaty, the

United States in 112 took immediate steps to re-establish sta-

bility. Threatening to withhold all revenue from Victoria's

regime, the Taft Administration forced the president's resig-

natiu-Ln. The War Departiment then authorized the Dominican

gover-nment to sell an emergency bond issue of $1,500,000 to

meet current expenses and pay overdue salaries. The new bond

floatation provided temporary relief after its issue in 1913,

but it soon became necessary to authorize additional fund-

raising measures. In 1914 the State Department consenited to

the sale of 1,600,000 of the 1907 bonds which until ti n had

been earmarked for funding of public works. In the same year,

President Wilson sent to the Republic a financial advisor, who

attempted to make financial reforms by controlling disbursements

of the Doinican share of customs receipts. His efforts met

with indifferent success.23

Jacob H. Hollander, "The Domili can Convention and Its
Lessons," Journal of Race Development, IV (April, 1914), 398-408.

Nunro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy, pp. 265-7, 284;
Kenneth' V. kunden, Prelimiary Inventor of the Records of the
Dominican customss Receivershi (Washington, 1962), p. 3.
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Internal troubles plagued the Republic for the next two

years. And since many of the troublemakers were vocally pro-

German, the Wilson Administration grew increasingly sensitive

to disorders. With relations between the United States and

Germaiy disintegrating in the fall of 1916, Wilson decided the

chaos had continued long enough. Following the precedent set

in Haiti the previous year, Rear Admiral Harry S. Knapp on

November 29, 1916, proclaimed a "military protectorate" and

appointed himself governor. American officials cited the

Republi 's continued violation of Article III of the receiver-

ship treaty, that is, the promise not to increase the public

debt without A merican consent, as the reason for the take-over.

While the protectorate eventually brought great benefits in

health, education, and public works, it cannot be said that the

occupation had the support of the Dominican people. No matter

how competent officials might be, no matter how much good the

00'uation might do, there would always exist a strong popular

sentiment for a return to independence and native control of

the country's destiny. Opposition to American policy soon

gathered momentum after imposition of heavy press censorship,

disararrent of the citizenry, and, in a few instances, commission

of atrocities by occupying Marines. Calvin Coolidge sensibly

ended the protectorate in 1924.24

Ibid.,pp. 2, 6; Carl Kelsey, "The American Intervention in
Haiti and the Dominican Republic, " American Academy of Political
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Before the transition to civilian rule, however, certain

financial problems needed attention. During the occupation

the military government had authorized four more bond issues.

The first, $5,000,000 in five percent, twenty-year obligations,

refunded certain internal debts accumulating since 1907. The

second, 2,500,000 in eight percent, four-year bonds, went to

fund additional public works projects. Unfortunately, both

issues imposed stringent liens on the customs system to

facilitate their quick redemption. The decision to make the

bonds short-lived (the retirement date for the 1918 bond issue

was later set for 1926 instead of 1938), stemmed from American

officials' fear that most of the old "Customs Administration

Gold Bonds" would be retired in the near future, and that once

the y were redeemed, the receivership might not function long

enough to provide the additional security needed on the two

new issues. Jo, while the occupation bonds received their

necessary underpinning, speculators made quick profits and the

Dominican government suffered a significant short-term revenue

reduction.25

and Social Sciences: Annals, C (March, 1922), 109-200. Kelsey,
a professor of sociology at the University of Pennsylvania,
originally presented his observations and recommendations during
the Senate Select Committee's Inquiry, pp. 1279-1341. He
advocated an end to the Dominican occupation, but supported
contJInued American presence in Haiti to preserve order until
that republic became ready for self-government.

25 Kelsey, "Haiti and the Dominican Republic," 190; Dana 0.
Munro, The United States and the Caribbean Republics, 1921-1933,
(Princeton, N. J., 1974) pp. 50-51; U. S. Statutes at Large,
LXIV, Pt. 3, 2163 (1924).
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Compounding the Republic's problems was the world-wide

economic slump of 1921. The recession caused the military

government to borrow $500,000 in January, 1922, to meet current

expenses. This loan, like the two bond issues preceding it,

contained rigorous terms in order to take advantage of the

receivership's protection. Then, when the economic outlook

improved, the government ordered another bond issue--810,000,000

in five-and-a-half percent, twenty-year bonds, to redeem the

1918 issue and to continue a costly public works program.

In mid-1924, short of funds again, the authorities secured

permission to float $2,500,000 in five-and-a-half percent

bonds payable in two years. By this time the recurring

issuance of new bonds and loans was becoming an embarrassment

to "Washington; their existence promised a perpetual A1muerican

presence in the Republic.26

By abolishin; the protectorate, the United States hoped

to correct these abuses. Secretary of State Charles Evans

Hughes and Jose C. Ariza negotiated a new convention which

reaffirmed the receivership but replaced the 1907 treaty.

Then, describing payments on the 1918 and 1922 bonds as "unduly

onerous," the parties ordered a more equitable service on all

the occupation bonds. To accomplish this, the securities

remaining from the Kuhn, Loeb series of 1908 were consolidated

with subsequent issues still outstanding and exchanged for an

26unro, Caribbean Republics pp. 51, 53, 67.
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entirely new floatation having a nominal value of $25,000,000.

President Calvin Coolidge proclaimed the treaty on October 26,

1925.27

The Roosevelt Corollary, which had helped make the receiver-

ship possible, also underwent re-assessment. Hughes's successor,

Frank B. Kellogg, after signing the famous (and worthless)

Kellogg-Briand anti-war pact in August, 1928, realized the

unhappy contradiction between renunciation of war as an instrument

of national policy and American support for "Big Stick" inter-

ventionism based on the Monroe Doctrine. He therefore ordered

Undersecretary of State J. Reuben Clark to prepare a memorandum

for public consumption, which if not rejecting the principle

of intervention outright, at least divorced the Corollary from

the Doctrine. Released in 1930, the Clark memorandum retained

Monroe's pronouncement as part of national policy, but returned

the Doctrine to its original European orientation. Eight years

later at the "Inter-A erican Conference for the Maintenance of

Peace" held in Buenos Aires, Franklin D. Roosevelt carried the

initiative still farther by rejecting the principle of unilateral

intervention against any Latin nation. In a "Special Protocol

Relative to Nonintervention," the United States consented to the

concept of "mutual consultation" to resolve disputes, followed by

arbitration if diplomatic efforts failed.28

27 U. S. Statutes at Large, LXIV, Pt. 3, 2162-63.
28L. Ethan Ellis, Frank B. Kellog and American Foreign

Relations, 192 -1929 (New Brunswick, N. J., 1961), pp. 101-4;
Bemis, Latin-American Policy, pp. 284, 289, 294.
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The Dominican receivership, meanwhile, experienced no

effects from the alterations on the Corollary. Collections

and payments continued smoothly enough, though the new

Dominican government had gone deeper into debt between 1926

and 1928 by undertaking three new loans totalling $13,300,000.

In 1931 a sudden drop in the volume of foreign trade caused a

corresponding drop in Dominican customs receipts which

threatened to leave the Republic with insufficient funds to

operate the government. The State Department accordingly

consented when the Dominican Congress in October passed an

"Emergency Law" diverting to the government about ninety

percent of the revenue collected in Santo Domingo City, Macoris,

and Puerto Plata. Interest payments on the bonds continued,

but allocations to the sinking fund were suspended. The

emergency law was renewed in November of 1933 and remained in

effect until August 31, 1934. At that time the government

resumed payment on its obligations in accordance with the

Hughes-Ariza treaty. 29

Eventually, Franklin Roosevelt's "Good Neighbor" policy

caught up with the customs receivership. The Treaty had become

anachronistic to a Latin policy heavily influenced by anti-

imperialism, isolationism, and neutrality. The Roosevelt

Administration determined to return the responsibility for

customs collections to the Dominicans. To that end, Secretary

Munro, Caribbean Republics, p. 10; Munden, Preliminary
Inventory, pp. 2-3.
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of State Cordell Hull and President Rafael L. Trujillo signed

a new convention on September 24, 1940, which replaced the

agreement of 1924. The Dominican government assumed control

of all revenue systems, though it also declared the bonds still

outstanding to be a first lien on all monies collected. Both

signatories would jointly designate a new depository--if not

a Dominican bank, then a bank having at least one branch office

in the Republic. An official in the chosen bank would then act

as agent for the bondholders until their securities matured.

To eliminate the possibility of future American interventions

to recover defaulted debts, the United States agreed to observe

the "Inter-American Arl:itration Convention" of 1929 in

resolving disputes. The final guarantee was perhaps unnecessary.

By then, Trujillo's reign of terror had indirectly provided the

bonds al the stability they needed. Roosevelt proclaimed the

treaty on March 17, 1941; the receivership expired a few days

later on Mvarch 31, ending thirty-six years of American fiscal

suzerainty.30

Previous studies on the economic relations between the

United States and the fDominican Republic at the turn of the

century iave leaned heavily to a deterministic interpretation

of events. If the United States was not reacting to the

pressure of unperceived but irrepressible economic laws, then

Benis,liatin-mie rican Policy, pp. 293, 323, 389-90;
U. S. Statutes at Lae, LV, 1104-11 (194.0).
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it was consciously pursuing a policy of economic domination

to peacefully incorporate a neighboring economy into the

American system. These explanations are unsatisfactory.

Existence of so-called higher economic laws is difficult to

demonstrate, much less apply to specific countries, and an

assertion that American foreign policy, particularly toward

the Dominican Republic, promoted economic subversion is simply

untrue. Through trial and error spanning four decades, American

economic policy in the Republic changed from unquestioned

support of capitalists, to curbs on investors and regulation

of Dominican finances, then finally, to complete abandonment

of economic intervention in favor of international arbitration.

Moreover, if anything definite can be said of American

policy toward the Republic, it was its lack of direction and

foresight. Many Dominican leaders added to the confusion by

their corruption, incompetence, and wildly irresponsible

actions. Ideas for annexation, protectorates, and receiver-

ships contended with each other in a welter of cross-purposes

until impending disaster finally forced hurried solutions.

Non-interference and international cooperation finally won

out.

To the outside observer, there is the distinct impression

that events constantly outran all else. Roosevelt's sound

decision to intervene to prevent foreign intervention became

quickly transformed into a panacea for all the Republic's

-ARW W
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social and economic ills. Even more unfortunately, the Taft

Ad ministration converted the receivership into a model for a

generalized policy of "Dollar Diplomacy." Woodrow Wilson, in

rejecting Taft's concept, hit upon a far worse alternative--

:ilitary d.ctatorship. Not for a quarter-century did the

United states realize that the responsibility for perfecting

social, political, and economic institutions in the Republic

rested with the Dominican people, using only as much outside

heL as they themselves chose to request.
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